1601

From:
Sent: 10/08/20219:09:00 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbilbox<
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 09:09
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Aithony
Last name
Goddard
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
4869
Submission
They better tucking not!!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1583

1602

From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 7:25:42 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 07:25
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
gail
Last name
Newman
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
3144
Submission
Please do not destroy more of our beautiful natural bus hland. We need to keep it for generations to come. What would you rather your legacy be...a
saser of beauty or a sellout..?
kind regards, Gail Newman
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1584

1603

From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 7:20:43 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 07:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Susan
Last name
Hartam
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
Westbury7303
Submission
Our planet is being destroyed byso called progress, please referr to Daid ktenboroughs "mylife on this planet" we onlygetone chance to sae
our planet
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1585

1604

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 11:36:59 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Mxn, 09/08/2021 - 23:36
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Lauren
Last name
Denniss
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2282
Submission
I feel that it is extremely unethical and unconscionable to continue to pursue mining interests. Ccwrnment bodies should have the best interests of
their community at the heart of all decisions. Continually making decisions for the purpose of profits ofa few is extremely unethical and damaging
to societyand the ecaironment Taking the advise of biased committees with a vested interest in decisions which impact our en'ironment and
continue to exacerbate climate change on the process should be a'oided at all costs. I strongly disagree with this proposal to pursue an interest
which is phasing our throughout the world (for good reason). Instead the government should focus on upgrading the electricitygrid to allow itto
tolerate the input of more energythrough solarfarms and other renewable sources. Stop thinking about how much moneytiou and your mates will
have before you die and start thinking about the futures of tiour children and grandchildren. Stop taking athice from wealthy
marketing,businessmen and starttaking itfrom scientists, health professionals and actual experts in those fields with a neutral interest and
absolutely no financial bias
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1586

1605

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 10:04:20 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 22:04
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Rt4stone 2849
Submission
This area north east of Rstone should neer be considered for coal exploration.
This area is too close to the beautiful historic town of Rtstone and should remain as farmland and nati ve bush areas for all to enjoy
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1587

1606

From:
Sent: 09/08/20219:46:13 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 -21:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sally
Last name
Campbell
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2372
Submission
Time to stop Save this planet for our grandchildren Bugger short term monitorygain Stop the distraction now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1588

1607

From:
Sent: 09/08/20219:42:32 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 -21:42
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Thomas
Last name
Ebersoll
Iwould like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Newnes 2790
Submission
I consider a plan for new coal exploration licenses insane.
Have we not beard of the devastating consequences of coal mining to land, water and communities
Haw we not heard of Climate Change.
Aid ha'e we not seen todays IPCC report on the climate emergency.
Please stop this ridiculous proposal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1589

1608

From:
Sent: 09/08/20219:25:59 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbilbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 -21:25
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ian
Last name
Daly
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Ingle Farm
Submission
I do not want the NSW gmwrnment to open new areas of land north of Rstone stretching to the Vibllemi National Park for coal mining. Aso In the
middle of the Rumker area is Femtree Gullywbich should be sacrosanct.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1590

1609

From:
Sent: 09/08/20219:25:13 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 -21:25
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
5173
Submission
The IPCC released their report todayoutlining that the onlywayto stop catastrophic global warming is to not open anynew coal mines, halt the
current extraction and burning of fossil fuels and rapidly transition to renewables. We cannot ignore this recommendation and allow the planet to
continue warming. The consequences are already happening across the globe as wildfires, heatwaes and flooding are raaging both
hemispheres. This coal mine cannot go ahead!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1592

1610

From:
Sent: 09/08/20219:12:57 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvkiil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Mbn, 09/08/2021 -21:12
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tony
Last name
Cole
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Halls Head 6210 WA
Submission
I can not understand a Federal or State Government, looking to open up new Coal Mnes anywhere in twstralia at this time and using public money
to help profitable Coal Companies, no other Profitable Companies are helped in this way, they do not pay any Tax as well.
Coal Companies, Gas Companies , Electricity Companies are starting to look to the future and buy into to Renewable Energy Companies, and
putting money into Hydrogen Companies looking for new ways to cut emissions to reduce their Carbon foot print, nits is happening all across
Europe, UK, Canada and USA
So why are you prepared to place New Coal mines in Areas of Great Forest and Vital interest to Communities, it's Criminal considering, the rest of
the world is cutting down on Coal fired electricity, and is fast cutting it out and helping the Coal industry personnel retrain byoffering them financial
incentKas.
We ass Countrycould export Electricityto Asia, using solar, and wind.
South Australia is building it Second Large Batteryto help with problems in supplyfrom coal fired coal electric production, so another reason to
stop.
So please look long and hard at not spending our hard earned pubic moneyto help these Global companies that do no need help.
Regards, TonyCole.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1593

1611

From:
Sent: 09/08/20218:55:13 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 20:55
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Anna
Last name
Harsey
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Bungarby2630
Submission
We need to stop emitting greenhouse gases.
We cant afford new mines.
Leave the coal in the ground.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1594

1612

From:
Sent: 09/08/20218:48:25 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 20:48
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tom
Last name
Hespe
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2035
Submission
I completely oppose anymining or mining exploration in the Hawkins and Rumker areas. Al l lels of gcawrnment must facilitate the transition to
sustainable energysources as quicklyas possible. Coal
Is the past and must be left the ground. Our children's future depends on it!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1595

1613

From:
Sent: 09/08/20218:39:07 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 20:39
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Dubbo 2830
Submission
I am against the release of these areas as it threatens nearby National park and other areas of ecological importance. Wollemi NP is of course
home to the critically endangered Wollemi Pine. Ferntree Gullyis home to a unique ecosystem, and in particular is home to the elusi'e ly-ebird.
The climate impacts from the mining of coal in this region and subsequent burning for electricity generation should also be considered.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1596

1614

From:
Sent: 09/08/20218:28:52 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 20:28
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2745
Submission
Don't mine out forests for coal
Enough is enough
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1597

1615

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:51:34 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:51
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Valda
Last name
Sinclair
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Karabar NSW 2620
Submission
This pristine land belongs to all Australians, it should be preserved for future generations. Too much of our beautiful, pristine, delicate country is
being destroyed by multi national organisations. Please be the trailblazer government who actual lylistens and turns this destruction around. We
the taxpayers have a right to be able to enjoy and pass on the natural beautiful gems that nature has gifted us.
Al then money in the world cannot replace these unique wonderlands

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1598

1616

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:44:39 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Nfuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisalion

Name
Arst name
Tanya
Last name
Mitchell
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2024
Submission
The SylneyBush Walkers (SBV) opposes the release of Hawkins and Rumkerfor coal eq1oration. SBWwas founded in 1927 and is one of the
oldestand largest bushwalking dubs in Australia with over 1000 members. It regularly undertakes group bush walks in nearbyBong Valleyand
VVollemi National Park. Coal exploration risks causing irreversible damage to the fragile ecosystems in these areas. For example, it is well-known
that coal mining interferes with aquifers that are essential to maintaining healthywater systems, not onlyforthe natural environment, but also for
farmers. Coal mining has also been known to release contaminated water into river systems with catastrophic consequences forthe environment
Coal mining and the burning of fossil fuels is a major contributor to climate change, which is causing unquantifiable damage to the environment.
Therefore, Australia needs to stop opening new thermal coal mines. SBWurges the NSWGowrnmentto rejectthese proposals so current and
future generations of bushwalkers maycontinue to enjoythis precious pocket of wilderness.
Tanya Mtchell
Conservation Secretary
Sydney Bush Walkers
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1599

1617

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:35:42 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:35
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Camboon 2849
Submission
The release of further area for exploration for the production of fossil fuel would 1) Showthatthe government has more interest in short term cash f ow to relieve the economythan in inestment in renewable energyprojects
2) Negatively impact an area of significant environmental value.
3) Negatively impact aboriginal heritage sites of great cultural significance
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1600

1618

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:19:12 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Peter
Last name
Tebbutt
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Terranora 2486
Submission
The lPCC came out todaythat we (New South Welshmen), Australians and world citizens MJST decarbonise our lifestyles in EERYway possible!
Considering this proposal is reckless, undertaking itwill be morally corrupt and mayet prove to be criminal.
Do not go anyfurther along this path and denyanyfurther requests forfossil fuel extraction of #NYkind in NSW.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1601

1619

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:19:03 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
8ika
Last name
Pearce
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2330
Submission
Please do NOT release the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration.
When is enough enough?! we need a future for our children, we need to help the climate emergencyand focus on renewables!!
Ewn considering this is beyond comprehension!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1603

1620

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:17:35 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Tannum sands 4680
Submission
I do not wish my hometown wilderness to be ruined by coal mine
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1604

1621

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:02:03 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Matt

Last name
Hardy
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2780
Submission
This area should remain National Park, I camp here regularly& it is a lush productive region for growing grapes an emerging region in NSW
producing some amazing wines, also oli'e production & Australia's number one saffron produced just near here. Destroying this area and tainting
the water supplywill do irreersible damage to this area and the lies of people who like here and relyon this water supplyand land.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1605

1622

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 7:01:25 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 19:01
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Barbara
Last name
Sutherland
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Dubbo2830
Submission
This is notjust an issue for local communities but the wider communities. Pustralia must stop this dangerous reliance on coal! Why are we doing
less than most of the worlds countries in relation to dimate change? This destruction is no longer necessary. Time to move awayfrom fossil fuels
Stop listening to politicians who are pressured bya few high wealth indi'Aduals and start listening to the science
leaders before it is too late.
Barbara Sutherland
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1606

can and should be world

1623

From:
Sent: 09/08/20216:43:45 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 18:43
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Donella
Last name
Houghton
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2290
Submission
We ha'a lostenough to mining and destroyng ourfora and cultural heritage for another coal mine is blatant corruption of our land and breaking
our count0/s back. This landscape cant be replaced or re produced and has cultural significance even been looked into before any inad'Ased
mining proposal is even mentioned
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1607

1624

From:
Sent: 09/08/20216:27:10 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 18:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Christine
Last name
Olsen
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3142
Submission
No more coal mines please. We need less carbon not more in the atmosphere. Please invest in tree planting, solar, wind and hydrogen energy
instead. It is our responsibiliyto presere the planet not damage it
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1608

1625

From:
Sent: 09/08/20216:22:59 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 18:22
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Spnngwood 2777
Submission
I like to 'Jstthis area with mymum and i also like the place because there are lots of animals, and also always things to do like trimming trees
gardenng. I'm concerned thatthe coal esporation could damage the beautiful nature. Please consider stopping coal expedition in the area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1609

1626

From:
Sent: 09/08/20215:44:26 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 17:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
kerry
Last name
Fagan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2421
Submission
We cannot dig up more coal in pristine wilderness areas. We al ready dig up too much coal at huge cost to the en'Aronment and causing climate
change. Leave coal in the ground. Save the remaining wilderness areas.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1610

1627

From:
Sent: 09/08/20215:32:00 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 17:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Amanda
Last name
Whiles
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2850
Submission
Dear committee
The area proposed is an area of great natural beauty and en'ironmental 'wlue. It has high tourist salue and contributes significantly to our region in
that capacity. It contains essential habitat for flora and fauna. This proposal will signifcantly effect and be detrimental to our enironment
In these times of climate change when the INternational energy agency is saying we can not open new mines, it is perilous and negligent to be
considering more coal mining. This proposal is a totally inappropriate and irresponsible management of land that will contribute to climate change.
I can see no reason why any res ponsible bodywould consider let alone approve such a proposal.
lam totally against this plan.
Yours sincerely
Amanda \Aihiles
Mdgee N5W2850.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1611

1628

From:
Sent: 09/08/20215:29:24 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 17:29
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Shannon
Last name
Stroulger
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
6064
Submission
Senouslyyju hae to stop developing natural areas for coal and gas. Its not sustainable as per your agreement - with both local councils, state
mandated management plans not to mention global affiliates. What do you want a mention in the history books as Australia's greatest
destroyer??? \Ivliat is wrong with you, you cant take your moneywith you and generations - including sour own will consider you a disgrace. Vttiat a
legacy.... Clap dap clap - well done.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1612

1629

From:
Sent: 09/08/20215:05:46 PM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 17:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
CYLoughlin
Last name
Jay
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
4568
Submission
Why has the Government not learnt from historA?
These natural areas are absolutely crucial for the retention of moisture and protection from bush fires, not to mention the sur'AaI of nati ve species
a barrier to climate change. Stop decimating the enironment for money- especiallyfor a defunct energy source that the world needs to mote on
from!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1614

1630

From:
Sent: 09/08/20215:11:38 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 17:11
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Lynette
Last name
Trindall
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2777
Submission
I would like to make this submission in regards to the En'ironmentaI/Social Issues surrounding this proposal for the mining of coal.
Firstly, coal mining is an industrythat is dying, mainlydue to the fact that the burning of fossil fuels is very bad for the Ece/ronment and the
worsening of Climate Change. It is well reported that emissions from burning coal is no longer a reIeant commodity. There are currentlyfar too
manycoal mines which are producing huge amounts of coal, causing an absolute overload of this unwanted commodity.
I have spent valuable, personal time n the Townships of Mjdgee, Rston and Kandos and I have witnessed the special scenery and Community
Spirit
I personallyfeel that to mine underneath the wonderful landscape, would be a trawsty.
Thank-you for this opportunity.
Sincerely,
Lynette Trindall.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1615

1631

From:
Sent: 09/08/20214:52:42 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 16:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rita
Last name
Webb
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2540
Submission
The destruction of natj'eflora and flora for the opening of yet another coal mine is beyond belief. The protection of our wildlife is far more important
than the financial gain to the goemmentfrom a mine that can only total ly destroythe en/ronment, as has been probed so many times already.
Please reconsider the decision.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1616

1632

From:
Sent: 09/08/20214:34:48 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 16:34
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

& Postcode
Girards Hill 2480
Submission
This suggestion of opening up a new area atthis time with the world heading to unstoppable warming is totally irresponsible
lain a 68 sear old man and can't beliee you could even think of it
Generation's to come will condemn you for it.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1617

1633

From:
Sent: 09/08/20214:00:23 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 16:00
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Caloundra
Submission
Giwn the Paris climate agreement and associated targets, itwould be extremely irresponsible for the NSWGovemment to release the Hawkins
and Rumker areas, east of kiuidgee NSW, for coal exploration. We need to keep coal in the ground. Itwould be an affront to those impacted bythe
black summer bushfires and also impact habitat needed bywildlife trying to reccoer. Everylittle bit of bushland counts and offsets come far too late
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1618

1634

From:
Sent: 09/08/20213:58:53 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 15:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Midgee 2850
Submission
To the Director Energy and Resources Policy,
I stronglyurge the NSWfemment not to release the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration forthe following reasons:
Australia is commencing its transition awayfrom coal and otherfossil fuels, towards a low carbon economy. Coal is outdated, and we must move
with the times, allowing existing coal mines to fulfill their mining licenses but not granting new ones.
- The Md-Western Region has commenced its journeyto diversify its economy, primarilythrough tourism ventures. Why not support the regions
development bytargeting assistance towards more sustainable activties such as tourism, primary production and professional seruices. Orange
has benetttted greatlyfrom the relocation of the NSW DPI.
- The region is home to a diverse range offora and fauna, including numerous threatened and vulnerable bird species.
-

Kind regards,

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1619

1635

From:
Sent: 09/08/20219:50:07 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 09:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
Midgee 2850
Submission
This will be great for both Midgee and also the R4stone/Kandos communities. Itwill prcoide plenty ofjobs for locals in these areas and bring a lot
of money back into the area that has been lost in the past 18 months or so. It will ha'e more opportunityfor school lea'ers to gain apprentships
and have more tradies so we don't need to outsource jobs to other countries.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1620

1636

From:
Sent: 09/08/20216:57:28 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 06:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
\
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2850
Submission
No more new coal mines!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1621

1637

From:
Sent: 09/08/20216:50:54 AM
To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 06:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stephen
Last name
Auld
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2360
Submission
Erring on the side of caution it would be sensible not to allow this wqansion.
# Mjdgee is surrounded by allages that were once boom wining towns.
# Coal as a fossil fuel harms our enironment and prcades relatrelyfew, short term jobs.
# Strategical ly the current gowrnmentwould be adAsed to seek otes byinsestng in future industries such as eco tourism
Stephen Auld
ExMjdgee resident
lnerelI
2360
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1622

1638

From:
Sent: 09/08/2021 12:58:28 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 09/08/2021 - 00:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
t name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Kandos 2848
Submission
Mning has long been associated with the Kandos area. Since the closure of the coal mines, cement works and quarries nearbyKandos, the area
has suffered greatly. Families were forced to leave the area to find employment and manybusinesses in Kandos subsequentlydosed. Lack of
employment is also disadventaging the south and forcing them to leave the area to seek employment opportunities. I strongly believe that any new
mining projectwould benefit the local community immensely
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1623

1639

From:
Sent:

08/0812021 10:49:23 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment t/bilbo

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 22:49
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jesse
Last name
Williams
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Midgee
Submission
I jesse williams believe this is an unnecessary idea as we mow into a world with renewed energy and the coal indusfryis ruining the landscape of
our beautiful country as an aboriginal local it is in our best interest to preserve the land of our past and present elders for our younger generation if
mines take over more of our land in central west we will have no memoryfor our youth to see and acknowledge to there cultural background
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1625

1640

From:
Sent: 08/0812021 10:00:39 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 22:00
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
M.idgee
Submission
I believe coal mining will be part of the world energy mix for decades to come and forms a critical part of the NSW and local economy.
With the correct enaronmental and heritage requirements and checks in place, coal mining should be allowed to proceed in the area.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1626

1641

From:
Sent: 08/08/2021 9:40:55 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 -21:40
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2790
Submission
I dont think mining in this area is what people think is expected should be keptfor people to enjoyas mining has quite more than enough coal
mines thanks
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1627

1642

From:
Sent: 08/08/2021 9:37:28 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment /bilbox<
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 -21:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Shane
Last name
Lewinski
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2852
Submission
Unless this is Aussie coal for Aussie power stations. Forget it!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1628

1643

From:
Sent:

08/08/2021 9:32:39 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 -21:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Cullen bullen 2790
Submission
lam againstthis as I feel when ha'e more than enough mines and places like this are not suitable and should be keptfor eserone now and for
the future
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1629

1644

From:
Sent: 08/0812021 7:55:54 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 19:55
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
tvbunt Riwrmw NSW2774
Submission
I ambit sure whether I had putthe text of my submission into this boxwhen I first uploaded to last month. There seems to be something not
working when trying to upload a file. So in case I did not and did not upload I resubmit.

Munt Riverview, NSW 2774
19.7.202 1
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues assessment
lam agairrstthe proposed Hawkins Rumkercoal eaplorakbn. M)f reasons and/or how itwill impact me are outlined below.
I live in the lower Blue Fvbuntains of Australia and haxe been vsiMig the area since 2003 se'eral times each year for recreabbnal reasons
I feel wryconnected to nature and hold a lot of care for the enironment and all Iiing creature. The bush fires in 2019/2020 have destroyed so
manyhectares of habitat and wild life in so manypart ofNSWand endangered manyspecies from extinction I stronglyfear that the proposed
Hawkins Rumker coal exploration would hew a further significant impactto potenbkflydiminish habitatfor plant and animal life
There are 1,854 Ha of Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems (GDEs) mapped in the proposed coal release areas. This includes unique areas like
the Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coax Creek and the Riparian Wadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek
that could be lost orwould be under threatwere the waterways disturbed or destroyed due to the mining. This could furthermore lead to loss offish
habitat and thus threaten fish species.
It is myunderstanding that, following NSWBioNet data, the Md-Astem Regional Council LGAis home 10293 threatened or endangered fora and
fauna spades. tvbre specifically, the 6, 634 Ha of the Hawkins, Rumker and Ganguddy-Kelgoola strategic release areas are the dwelling place for
potential Threatened Ecological Communites (TECs), 22 threatened fauna species and 6 threatened flora species.
Last, not least, the industrial actittyof a coal mine would also have a damaging effect on the lovely landscape of the area. Aid, there mayeven be a
negative impact on the adjacent World Heritage area.
For all of the above mentioned reasons, I stronglyoppose the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
Yours faithfully

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1630

1645

From:
Sent:

08/0812021 7:35:28 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 19:35
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
tvbunt Riwrrnw NSW2774
Submission

Munt Ri'erew, N5W2774
30.7.202 1
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. This is clearlya precursorto coal mining which lam also opposed and hope to stop
with this submission. M)'reasons and how it will impact me and locals that I hae come to know and like are outlined below.
I like in the lower Blue tvbuntains of Australia and haAe been Alsiting the area since 2003 several Nimes each sear for recreational reasons. I wentto
this area because I enjoythe countryside there, the quiet and slower pace of life I can slip into for a week or two, the fresh air and nature in general.
If the coal mine proposal came through there would be a lotof undesirable changes thatwould affect the qualityof life notjustforme as a staitor
but also for people Ifung in this area that I find of concern.
Coal mining is known to negatively affect the ernironment in a number of ways.
- There is the pollution of the air due to the coal dust thatwill spread through the wind in the whole area. Also, trucks and trains loaded with coal are
open not or insufticientiycoered so that the coal dust can travel for kilometres. The health of locals is likelyto be over Fvhie negatively impacted by
the deterioration of the air quality. This can be seen in the Hunter Valley which has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions
in NSW.
- Noise pollution is another concern of mine which would make the area unattractive to me for further is its and challenging to live in for locals.
There would be noise and 'ibration from the blasts and the earth-mceng machineryand equipment, the latter, from myunderstanding operating 7
days, dayand night
- It can be expected that traffic will increase on the rural roads. This would include not onlythe traffic of heavy trucks transporting the coal, but also of
people working in the mine, adding to air pollution and noise pollution on the road and in the 'villages theydrive through. The liAinig qualityin rural
towns and the charm they have for asitors would deteriorate.
- I would also like to mention thatthe state of the existing roads is alreadypoor in some areas and certainlynot made to accomodate heaysvehide
traffic. I fear there might be more traffic incidents like accidents.
For all of the above outlined reasons, not just related to mypersonal interest but due to concern forthe local population, I strongly oppose the
proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
Yours faithfully(had trouble attaching the file which has mysignature)
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1631

1646

From:
Sent:

08/08/2021 5:58:20 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment kbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 17:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Di
Last name
Johns
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Birchgrow
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW2124
Diane Johns
Birchgrcee 2041
NSW
1/8/21

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
"The world will soon face "catastrophe" from climate breakdown if urgent action is not taken", Ptok Sharma, the British president ofital UN climate
talks—has warned.
"Last year was the hottest on record, the last decade the hottest decade on record."
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (lPCC), the world's leading authontyon climate science, will publish a comprehensive report on
tufunday (9/8/21) showing how close humanity is to the brink of potentially irreversible disaster caused byextreme weather.
"This IPCC report is going to be a wake-up call for anyone who hasn't yet understood why this nerd decade has to be absolutely decisive in terms of
climate action. We will also get a clear understanding that human activity is driAing climate change at alarming rates", Aok Sharma said.
The International Energygency—the global energywatchdog, warned in kNy2021,that all new fossil fuel exploration and development around the
world must cease this yearto have a chance of limiting warming to 1.5C.
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Diane Johns

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1632

1647

From:
Sent:

n0rep15@feedback planningportal nsw.gov.au
08/08/2021 5:02:22 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues assessment tvtuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 17:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Diane
Last name
Johns
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Sydney
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW2124
Diane Johns
Birchgrcee 2041
NSW
8/8/21

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
My concerns are that
1 Mining is an obsolete, last centuryindustry
2 Mining destroys habitat which has a knock-on effectwith local dimate which will result in fewer trees, more erosion, more eporation, leading to
poorer soil qualityand eentuallycontributing to the growing dust bowl that Australia is rapidly becoming.
3 Any mining will degrade the water table
4 This will degrade the plant life which cycles back to point 2.
5 Political corruption/ coercion for financial gain. There is tremendous pressure on stakeholders to succumb to releasing these lands for mining.. .
due to the short-term benefits to a few employees in the local towns. This is short-sighted as these are the veryworkforce which need to be
retrained in renewables in order for our populations in rural areas to survive.

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration
lam 65 years of age and have been visiting the area for 20 years.
I lose holidaying in the Rytetone area and revitalizing myself and myfamily, staying at Camphill Cottage and Mjdgee Ctur friends and familyhase
been making year!ystsits to the region for 30 years to enjoythe honey, fruit, and local produce.
lam an Assistant Principal and I want as much of our countryto be as intact as possible and hasing it treated as ifit belongs in the 20th Century
means there will be no future for our children.
I teach primary science . ..there will be nothing leftto tech about if you destroythe habitats of frogs, native quolls, birds, possums, fish and insects!

My reasons and/or how it will impact mycommunityare outlined below
Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining.. .so let's do it
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more viable.
Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslO, 11.
Once the water is gone, it is lostforeser
Flora and Fauna
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatisely impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost
NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
We have a dutyas a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
Impact on current local economy
There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear because theywill lose their water, and productise agricultural lands would be dug
uo or left fallow. ..causino erosion leadinci to dust bowls and therebvcontributino to climate chanoe. oreater temoeratures. more bush free

1633

The Hunter in the biggest coal eort terminal, het they only contjibute to two percent (2%) of State Reenue ; the rest goes overseas.
Local towns close once the mines mow on as they no longer ha'e the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason strategies such as trans itioriing communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare needed.
Social & health implications
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
lam making this submission because I beliee this area of land needs to be kept in its present pristine state.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Diane Johns
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1634

1648

From: noreplh@feedback planningportal nsw.gov.au
Sent: 08/08/2021 3:21:00 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 15:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Olga
Last name
McKinnon
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2796
Submission
Mysubmission is simple. How any government which has the wellbeing of its own citizens as well as the planet to consider can even contemplate
coal as a source of power, knowing its impact on climate, is beyond anysense of sanity. As the world burns and floods is it not ob'ious that 'the
emperor is notwearing as clothes.' Listen to the science and do what governments are supposed to do. Look afterthose that you were elected to
care for and move to from coal. There are so manyalternativesli
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1635

1649

From: noreplh@feedback planningportal nsw.gov.au
Sent: 08/0812021 1:37:28 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 13:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rebecca
Last name
Turnbull
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2796
Submission
This is not acceptable, this is a beautiful nature resee and I do not think coal exploration is necessary.
In this day and age coal is DEAD.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1639

1650

From:
Sent:

08/0812021 1:20:47 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 13:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Liane
Last name
Porter
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Copacabana 2251
Submission
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. 14'reasons and/or how it will impact me are outlined below.
lam 59 tears of age and have been isiting the area for 20 odd Wars. I especiallyenjoythe surrounding waterways, myfawrite being Dunns
Swamp.
One of the greatest threats is to this region's precious water supplies which I ob'iouslyenjoy. This area is rich in natural springs and bores.
Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Well researched is the fact that drilling can crack and
drain underground aquifers. Once the water is gone, it is lost forewr.
Open cut and underground coal mines haw preiouslycaused water contamination and haw destroyed biodiwrsityin waterways.
The Rlstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Riwr feeds into the water supplies of
Rlstone Dam and \lMndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rlstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to NMdgee mayalso be negatrwlyimpacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.
\fikiyon Earth is coal still being explored in Australia with a worldwide trend now to mow to sustainable energysources?
The Reserve Bank of Australia posits international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation increases.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal.
Japan, South Korea and China (whom we export most of our coal) have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and committed to mow away
from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This hear, the G7 has committed to end public support for coal generation byend of 2021.
The International EnergyPgency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current lewis by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
So looking for more coal seems ludicrous and can only be corrupt
Please be sensible, and align with world disinterest in coal, and interest in swing the planet Earth.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1640

1651

From:
Sent:

08/0812021 12:42:56 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 12:42
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Rytstone 2849
Submission
I am a resident landholder in the Hawkins- Rumker area of the Central West NSW. I stronglyoppose this area being considered for future
exploration and possible coal mining. I haw liwd and worked in the area for 42 ears,37 hears on our Coas Creek property. Our children,
grandchildren and eatended familyappreciate and enjoy our close knit communityand our rural lifestyle surrounded by nature.
My objections are based on the following issues:
1. WE DO NOT NEED MORE COAL MINES
As Global powers recognise our climate crisis and mow to meet their 2016 Paris Agreement targets, NSWannounces that pristine areas of NSW
are being offered up for exploration! This planning is out of step with global demand, world concerns about a warming climate and public opinion.
We need to mow towards renewable energyand be responsible Global citizens. There are no 'existing developed coalfields" in the Hawkins
Rumker area. Have existing coal mines been fullyechausted ?Don'tturn our beautiful region into a mining wasteland.
2. AN INE1TIBLE LOSS OF COMMUNITY
Our Kandos/ R4stone community is ibrantand supportive. We worked together to fight the 2019/2020 Kerr/s Ridge and Gospers Fvbuntain free.
Townspeople rallied to support rural residents with care packages and meals. Our community is made up of descendants, creatiws and tree
changers with a strong commitment to Aolunteering and supporting one another. Locals have seen how planned mining d/aded and destroyed the
community of Bylong. Families left ,the school closed and there is no one to tight local fires.
3 DESTRUCTION OF OUR TOURISM INDUSTRY
Kandos/ Ryistone has been discovered. These last two years we've reaped the benefits of limited trawl. Acolonial Mllage surrounded bynatural
beauty is a draw card. Atown with industrial heritage adds to the attraction. Visitors come to see and enjoy Ganguddy, Wollemi National Park and
the Nullo Mountain State Forest Ryistone is the closest town to the secret location of the dinosaur trees, the Wollemi Pines. We are a stepping
stone from World Heritage Blue Mountains.
O.jrtourism is based on access to these natural features. Travelling to Newcastle 'Aa the Hunter salleyowrthe past 42 years I have seen atfirst
hand the destruction of the rural landscape around Jerry/s Plains, Denman, Fvt.iswellbrook,Broke and Singleton . This cannot be allowed to
happen to our local area. Ashort term coal mine (8 years) for irreversible destruction of our enaronment
4. DISREGARD FOR ABORIGINAL HERITAGE
The Dabee people of the Wradjuri nation are traditional owners of this area. There are sacred sites and examples of rock art all along Coxa Creek
and other locations in the Hawkins- Rumker area. The NSWgowrnment needs to be more aware of what exists in this threatened area and place
their presentation high on the agenda. Listen to the local aboriginal people.
5. P1LU11NGAPRIS11NEAREA
Noise, light ( currentlya dark sky) and dust pollution are highly impactive on the health and well being of neighbouring communities. Increased
traffic will also be to the detriment of the already poor infrastructure of the local road network. Mning poses an enormous risk to our waterways and
springs. Coxa Creek residents relyon water from the springs and the creek. VVater supplies in the last drought disappeared. Coal mines need a lot
of water, where is that coming from?
6. THE LOSS OF FARMING LAND
The loss of such a large area to mining would seriously impact on the production of food, wine and fibre.
Australia is known for its high quality production. We need arable land to be protected and secured for feeding our growing world population.
Finally, I have to trust that this PRlAprocess is genuine and that all feedback will be well considered and that the outcome is not inesitable.
lam extremely concerned that our Community has not been given the opportunityto be fullyinformed lam extremely concerned that the
consultation process has motored ahead awn though the wial step of community consultation meetings hew been postponed (CO\ID-19). In
good faith the process should have been paused. What's the rush? The PRlAprocess is seriously weakened by not implementing it correctly.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1641

1652

From:
Sent: 08/0812021 12:36:25 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment /bilbox
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 12:36
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Paige
Last name
Wallace
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2170
Submission
I do not beliee coal mine exploration should go ahead in this area. This area is naturally beautiful, has important ecosystems and is historically
and spiritually significant to Indigenous peoples.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

>
08/0812021 11:28:40 AM

To:
;
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 11:28
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Rylstone 2849
Submission

Rylstone
I am a farmer opposed to the exploration for and mining of coal in the Hawkins-Rumker area near Rt4stone. My property lies within the proposed
exploration area.
Points of concern
1. WATER
Local knowledge has taught us that any interference with the springs causes the springs to stop owing. There are manyspnngs feeding from the
sandstone to Coxs Creek. This creek proJdes waterfor farming and for residents along the
and adds to the water supplyfor
Rylstone and the Cudgegong River. Water quantity and qualityis greatlylimited in summerwhen the creek slows to a trickle. The creekstops
completely in drought.
Exploratory drilling and possible future mining will cause further water shortages forfarming actiaties and residents.
2. POLLUTION
AR, DUST, NOISE,TRAFFIC
The Coo Creek district is renowned for its clean air, productive soils and natural habitat Industrial disturbance will adverselyeffect all farming and
residential actiities, seriously i mpacting on residents qualityof life.
As a recognised Senior Citin (2021), long-standing Chief Steward of the Rylstone Show and member of the Rylstone RFS I fullyendorse and
supportthe community of Hawkins- Rumker in their opposition to the granting of eqrioration licences in our area.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 08/08/2021 9:39:57 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbilbox
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 09:39
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Austin
Last name
Song
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
lul Frome
Submission
I support this exploration project.
Wing is a ital and essential business for the Mdgee community.
The Hawkin and Rumker coal reserve could boost the blidgee economyfor the next 20-30 sears after Ulan and bbolarben extivasted.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 08/08/2021 9:37:39 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbilbox<
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 09:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Linda
Last name
Simon
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2796
Submission
This beautiful place needs to be protected for future generations to enjoythe rich natural history it offers.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

08/08/2021 9:33:26 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvfuil bo

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 09:33
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Peter
Last name
Rejto
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Rt4slone
Submission
8 August, 2021
PRIA
To Whom It rvfuy Concern:
I am writing with regard to the proposed release of land (Hawkins/Rumker) for the purpose of coal mining exploration
After many Wars of consideration, including trips to numerous regions of NSW and other states, mywife and I decided that our ideal location for
building a 'vacation home was in the Rtilstone region - speciticallyon the R4stone Aerodrome given we are both aviators. We have invested more
than $1.5 million and our home will be finished in less than 2 months. I can saycategoncallyand without exaggeration that ifwe had known of
potential coal mines in this area we neerwould have made the decisions we made. The Rytatone area is a pristine environment, a harsh but
beautiful location, with significant agriculture and pure spring water. This environment will be destroyed bycoal mining. There is significant danger
to the underground aquifer system notto mention uglyscarring of the earth, and noise pollution. Promises to restore the eceironmentfollowing
mining seem neerto happen and there is no esidence that mining in this region would be any different than elsewhere. Specifically, the R4stone
Aerodrome would be significantly impacted by Rumker and blasting potentially rendering runways 17/35 unusable.
One need onlyto compare the twin towns of Rt4stone and Kandos to seethe impact of mining on the communities. Wth Kandos we have a
communitythat had mining and now suffers the great economic impact of that period haing come to an end The town feels deserted, the local
school is quite poor, and the residents feel disenfranchised. There is a sense that Kandos is hanging on. R4stone, on the other hand, sees an
uptick in the economywith numerous shops opening and a steadystream of tourists. While mining might seem to offer a bit ofa reprieve to
Kandos it would prove to be short lived and Rstone is likelyto be devastated. People in this area have invested their lives into their land and
farms, and newcomers have also invested heady. To have this stripped awaybymining is unconscionable.
In this dayand age where coal mining is being phased out due to significant concems about atmospheric CO2, where countries are moving
towards "carbon neutral" and Australia is under great international pressure over carbon emission policies, it beggars belief that such a project is
even under consideration. There is no evidence that additional coal is needed in Australia given the number of coal fired power plants being
decommissioned. There is great hypocrisy in this effort because it becomes instantiyclear that any new coal discovered is destined for the
overseas market making Australia the "drug dealer" to the world while daring to claim that within Australia everyeffort is being made to reduce
002. What utter rubbish Everyperson in the world breathes the same air. If Australia sells coal to keep the economygoing this is no better than
supping lethal drugs while claiming thatthe drug dealer doesn't do drugs.
There is no legitimate excuse for this release to gain traction.
Respectfully,
Peter Rejto

Rlstone, N5W2849

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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1657

From:
Sent:

08/08/2021 8:22:19 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 08:22
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
tvNd(
Last name
Adams
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2796
Submission
I am writing as a citizen of the central tablelands to express myconcern about the impact of the proposed investigation/mining for coal on the
surrounding landscape of FvIidgee/Rlstone and also the ongoing damage created bythe product of this industryfor the planet's ensironment
I feel that the economic gains created bythis project will be far outweighed bythe long-term damage to our ecologyand our enironment
Thank you
Mark Adams

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

08/08/2021 6:13:17 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvfuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 08/08/2021 - 06:13
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Kyle
Last name
Lincoln
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Newcastle
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal
exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
lam a tourist of the area and low the rural pubs the stunning landscapes the reasons for mysubmission are below
The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to light with a full
EnAironmental Impact Statement. Water is likelyto be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker
Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong Riwr and all that
relies on it downstream. This is unlikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminaty assessment
The Hawkins Rumker ReJew of Eneronmental Factors prepared bythe Government is
fundamentally flawed. The geographical area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in
the area, and no threatened fora and fauna. One questions how the go'ernment can assure
that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict enckonmental management conditions
to protect natise egetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues"
when their own exploration appro'21 failed to do this.
Lack of transparency- No transparent method has been provided for how the Government will
weight and eaIuate the submissions.
Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent
Commission Against Corruption recommendations that there should be community
consultation. The Department of Planning, lndustiyand En4ronment has been aware of these
coal release areas for over a War, et it has only issued notices for consultation in June 2021.
The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was alreadyopen. . In-person
consultation was capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mjdgee
(there are over 3000 people in the greater R4stone region). With CO\ID outbreaks in Sydney,
the in-person consultation moved to an online format, with less than one week's notice. This
area has poor internet connectwityand the people here are not highly internet say-/. Expected
participation dropped rapidlywith the move to online meetings.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and
ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
1 FuNny of these are not et officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker ReJew of
Enironmental Factors incorrectly states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local
knowledge pointing to manymore sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect
these sites.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1648

1659

Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me
are outlined below:
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Privacy statement: Before making your submission, please read The Departments Privacy Statement at
www.planning.nsw.gov.au/privacy privacy or call (02) 9274 6324 or 1300 305 695 for a copy. The Department will
publish your submission on its website in accordance with its Privacy Statement

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: VW
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How it affects or concerns me
Concerns about

-I

the PRIA process

!'I - The Government has not informed the community properly.
- There is no transparency is how the Government will evaluate the submissions.

itself

Loss of our water

Air & noise
pollution
Impacts on our
tourism
Aboriginal

C al xplor tion
o

e

a

minin disturbsdestroys
g

- Springs and bores can disappear when underground water is drilled through or dug up

Without water, nothing will survive or thrive - there is no agriculture, no communities, no
tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.

- Coal operate at above normal recommended noise levels all day every day.
- Traffic from trucks and trains will increase
-

dust

d p rticulat matter from tr nsfer

an

a

e

a

- Our community has worked very hard to build a great tourism industry. Many of our local
businesses are incompatible with mining; tourists do not come to see coal mines.
- Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term.
- Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk.

heritage

- The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertainty for people. This results in
people leaving and town's declining, Bylong is the perfect example.

- Local jobs disappear.
- Properties and associated infrastructure are built for miners by their own people, not
locals
111*1 ii II*4IiS] nIaITNE t he high wages of miners, who drive up housing and
ls
L
other Jf
- Farms would be lost with up to — 32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines.
oca
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

I, [Full Name]
from [Address]
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Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me
are outlined below:
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Privacy statement: Before making your submission, please read The Departments Privacy Statement at
www.planning.nsw.gov.au/13rivacy privacy or call (02) 9274 6324 or 1300 305 695 for a copy. The Department will
publish your submission on its website in accordance with its Privacy Statement

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: Yes /

NSW Department

of Planning, Industry and Environment Privacy Statement

Tins privacy statement Sets Out the Department's practices regarding the privacy of your personal
information. The Departments privacy practices are regulated by the Prrvccv .ini Prr,'nal
j,tti'rination J'e,uccrw,t .4ev 1PM (A'fihl"i (PPIP ACT) and the Department's Privacy Mananernetu Plan
The Department will only collect personal information for a lawful purpose which directly relates to
our primary function as a NSW Government agency and for obtaining feedback about Our services.
The Department will not collect any more information than is necessary, for it to fialfll these functions.

•
•
•

Your name unless you state that you want your name withheld):
Your suburb:
Any political donations disclosure statetnent.

We may publish any personal information you have included in your submission on a
proposal. Do not include any personal information in your submission that you do not

want published.

The Department will not disclose your personal information to anyone without your consent. unless
legally required to do so.

We will use your contact details to send you notifications. For example, where there is a statutory
requirement to north' submitters that an application has been determined.

Anyone engaged to collect, store or use personal information for the Department will be required to
comply with the PPIP Act and the Department's Privacy Management Plan.

Your submission may be published in reports, or other documents that are produced following the
exhibition period,

Please note that the Department does not have any responsibility for the privacy policies or practices
of third party, sites linked to this website.

What is personal information?

We may forward your submission and personal infonnation to the Planning Assessment Commission
if the proposal has been referred to them. The Commission will use your contact details to notif' you
of any public meetings scheduled for the proposal. The Commission may pub] ish your smtbtnissiott on
their webstte. or in u report in accordance with the Commission's Privacy Statement.

Your personal information relates to von personally and includes any information or opinion made
about you. Personal information includes your name, address. ph'ne number, email address or any
information from which your identity can he reasonably ascertained-

We may forward your submmsstes to third parties including other public authorities, Government
agencies, local govemmenm, or rc an applicant. There are statutory requirements to forward
submissions on some applications to these third parties as part oftite assessment process,

Personal information is information that identifies you. some examples include:
a written record which may include your name, address, cud other details about you
electronic records, photographs, images, video or audio footage
biometric information such as fingerprittts, blood and records of genetic material.

What is not personal information?
The PPIP Act excludes certain information from the definition of personal information. The most
significant exemptions are;
•
•
•
•
•

information contained in publicly available publications
information about a person's suitability for public sector employment
information about people who have been dead for more than 30 years
a number of exemptions relating to lass enforcement investigations
matters contained in Cabinet documents.

Submissions
When vest make a submission to the Department we collect your versonal information, including
• name (including title)
• address
• email (ifprovided)
• intemet protocol (IP) address (if the submission is made online)
• any other personal information contained in a political donations disclosure statement (if
provided): and
• any tither personal information contained on your submission.

Making a submission is entirely s'olwztary and you are under no obligation to provide the
Department with ant' ofyour persona! information, except as otherwise required by law.

How will your personal information be used when you make a submission?
We may publish some of your personal information online, including:
Your submission.

Exceptions
There area number of exemptions from compliance with the Information Privacy Principles in the
PPIP Act. Some of the exemptitots include the following'
•
•
•
•
•

law enforcement and related matters
investigative agencies
where lawfully authorised or required
when it would benefit th: individual concerned
Minister being informed of certain matters.

Right of access to amend jour personal information
Under time Pl'lt' Act you have the risht to access your personal information held by the Department without
excessive delay or expense. You also have the right to have your personal information corrected in certain
circumstances (e.g. if it is incorrect), Should you wish in access or correct your personal information contact the
Department's designated privacy officer at:
L'iformatios Access & Privacy Unit
4 Parramasta Square, Locked Bag 5022, Parran',utta NSW 2124
Phone 02 98th 1440
Email: rrivacv8dpiynssv so' as

Complaints
If you feel there has been a breach of your privacy under the PPIP Act, yau have time right to stake a complaint
to the Department or to the NSW Privacy Commissioner, v'cwsv ire asrvnr,v no.

Contact Planning & Environment
If you have any questions about the application o(mhe agency's privacy policy please contact.
Manager, Information Access & Privacy
Information Access & Privacy Unit
.1 Parrantana Square, Locked Bag 5022, Parramatta NSW 2124
Phone, 02 0550 1440
Email: privocvEidm,ie.nsv,. q y, tea
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

12/08/2021 9:39:02 AM
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Mailbox
FM: Mail from Mailroom

Attachments: Message from 4P5017B .mso ,Message from 4P5017B .mso ,Messaoe from 495017B .msq ,image001.j2g

From:
Sent: Thursday,12 August 20218:29 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Mail from Mailroom

Administration Officer
Planning & Assessment I Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
102 9995 6182 I F
Parrama8a, NSW, 21501 Locked Bag 5022
Planning Assessment - Administration Team Inbox www.døi e .nsw.gov.au
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Environment

Our Vision: Together, we create thriving environments, communities and economies.
The Deportment of Planning, Industry and Environment acknowledges that it stands an Aboriginal land. We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land and we show our respect far elders post, present and emerging through thoughtful and
callsbnrstivesppraschen to our work, seeking to demonstrate our ongoing commitment to providing places in which Aboriginal people are included socially, culturally and economically.
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How it affects or concerns me
Concerns about

-I

the PRIA process

!'I - The Government has not informed the community properly.
- There is no transparency is how the Government will evaluate the submissions.

itself

Loss of our water

Air & noise
pollution
Impacts on our
tourism
Aboriginal

C al xplor tion
o

e

a

minin disturbsdestroys
g

- Springs and bores can disappear when underground water is drilled through or dug up

Without water, nothing will survive or thrive - there is no agriculture, no communities, no
tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.

- Coal operate at above normal recommended noise levels all day every day.
- Traffic from trucks and trains will increase
-

dust

d p rticulat matter from tr nsfer

an

a

e

a

- Our community has worked very hard to build a great tourism industry. Many of our local
businesses are incompatible with mining; tourists do not come to see coal mines.
- Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term.
- Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk.

heritage

- The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertainty for people. This results in
people leaving and town's declining, Bylong is the perfect example.

- Local jobs disappear.
- Properties and associated infrastructure are built for miners by their own people, not
locals
111*1 ii II*4IiS] nIaITNE t he high wages of miners, who drive up housing and
ls
L
other Jf
- Farms would be lost with up to — 32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines.
oca
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

12/08/2021 9:38:21 AM
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Mailbox
FM: Mail from Mailroom

Attachments: Message from 4P5017B .mso ,Message from 4P5017B .mso ,Messaoe from 495017B .msq ,image001.j2g

From:
Sent: Thursday,12 August 20218:29 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Mail from Mailroom

Administration Officer
Planning & Assessment I Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
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, Parrama8a, NSW, 21501 Locked Bag 5022
Administration Team Inbox -
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Environment

Our Vision: Together, we create thriving environments, communities and economies.
The Deportment of Planning, Industry and Environment acknowledges that it stands an Aboriginal land. We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land and we show our respect far elders post, present and emerging through thoughtful and
callsbnrstivesppraschen to our work, seeking to demonstrate our ongoing commitment to providing places in which Aboriginal people are included socially, culturally and economically.
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me
are outlined below:
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venotade any political donations in the last two years. (If yes, disclose...................................................

Privacy statement: Before making your submission, please read The Departments Privacy Statement at
www.planning.nsw.gov.au/privacy privacy or call (02) 9274 6324 or 1300 305 695 for a copy. The Department will
publish your submission on its website in accordance with its Privacy Statement

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: VW
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Subject:

12/08/2021 9:39:40 AM
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Mailbox
FM: Mail from Mailroom

Attachments: Message from 495017B .mso ,Message from 4PS017B .mso ,irsage001.jpg

From:
Sent: Thursday,12 August 20218:30 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Mail from Mailroom

Administration Officer
Planning & Assessment I Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
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Administration Team Inbox -
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Environment

Our Vision: Together, we create thriving environments, communities and economies.
The Deportment of Planning, Industry and Environment acknowledges that it stands an Aboriginal land. We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land and we show our respect far elders post, present and emerging through thoughtful and
callsbnrstivesppraschen to our work, seeking to demonstrate our ongoing commitment to providing places in which Aboriginal people are included socially, culturally and economically.
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

I, [Full Name]
from [Address]
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Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me
are outlined below:
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ade any political donations in the last two years. (If yes, disclose.....................................................

Privacy statement: Before making your submission, please read The Departments Privacy Statement at
www.planning.nsw.gov.au/13rivacy privacy or call (02) 9274 6324 or 1300 305 695 for a copy. The Department will
publish your submission on its website in accordance with its Privacy Statement

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: Yes /

NSW Department

of Planning, Industry and Environment Privacy Statement

Tins privacy statement Sets Out the Department's practices regarding the privacy of your personal
information. The Departments privacy practices are regulated by the Prrvccv .ini Prr,'nal
j,tti'rination J'e,uccrw,t .4ev 1PM (A'fihl"i (PPIP ACT) and the Department's Privacy Mananernetu Plan
The Department will only collect personal information for a lawful purpose which directly relates to
our primary function as a NSW Government agency and for obtaining feedback about Our services.
The Department will not collect any more information than is necessary, for it to fialfll these functions.

•
•
•

Your name unless you state that you want your name withheld):
Your suburb:
Any political donations disclosure statetnent.

We may publish any personal information you have included in your submission on a
proposal. Do not include any personal information in your submission that you do not

want published.

The Department will not disclose your personal information to anyone without your consent. unless
legally required to do so.

We will use your contact details to send you notifications. For example, where there is a statutory
requirement to north' submitters that an application has been determined.

Anyone engaged to collect, store or use personal information for the Department will be required to
comply with the PPIP Act and the Department's Privacy Management Plan.

Your submission may be published in reports, or other documents that are produced following the
exhibition period,

Please note that the Department does not have any responsibility for the privacy policies or practices
of third party, sites linked to this website.

What is personal information?

We may forward your submission and personal infonnation to the Planning Assessment Commission
if the proposal has been referred to them. The Commission will use your contact details to notif' you
of any public meetings scheduled for the proposal. The Commission may pub] ish your smtbtnissiott on
their webstte. or in u report in accordance with the Commission's Privacy Statement.

Your personal information relates to von personally and includes any information or opinion made
about you. Personal information includes your name, address. ph'ne number, email address or any
information from which your identity can he reasonably ascertained-

We may forward your submmsstes to third parties including other public authorities, Government
agencies, local govemmenm, or rc an applicant. There are statutory requirements to forward
submissions on some applications to these third parties as part oftite assessment process,

Personal information is information that identifies you. some examples include:
a written record which may include your name, address, cud other details about you
electronic records, photographs, images, video or audio footage
biometric information such as fingerprittts, blood and records of genetic material.

What is not personal information?
The PPIP Act excludes certain information from the definition of personal information. The most
significant exemptions are;
•
•
•
•
•

information contained in publicly available publications
information about a person's suitability for public sector employment
information about people who have been dead for more than 30 years
a number of exemptions relating to lass enforcement investigations
matters contained in Cabinet documents.

Submissions
When vest make a submission to the Department we collect your versonal information, including
• name (including title)
• address
• email (ifprovided)
• intemet protocol (IP) address (if the submission is made online)
• any other personal information contained in a political donations disclosure statement (if
provided): and
• any tither personal information contained on your submission.

Making a submission is entirely s'olwztary and you are under no obligation to provide the
Department with ant' ofyour persona! information, except as otherwise required by law.

How will your personal information be used when you make a submission?
We may publish some of your personal information online, including:
Your submission.

Exceptions
There area number of exemptions from compliance with the Information Privacy Principles in the
PPIP Act. Some of the exemptitots include the following'
•
•
•
•
•

law enforcement and related matters
investigative agencies
where lawfully authorised or required
when it would benefit th: individual concerned
Minister being informed of certain matters.

Right of access to amend jour personal information
Under time Pl'lt' Act you have the risht to access your personal information held by the Department without
excessive delay or expense. You also have the right to have your personal information corrected in certain
circumstances (e.g. if it is incorrect), Should you wish in access or correct your personal information contact the
Department's designated privacy officer at:
L'iformatios Access & Privacy Unit

Complaints
If you feel there has been a breach of your privacy under the PPIP Act, yau have time right to stake a complaint
to the Department or to the NSW Privacy Commissioner, v'cwsv ire asrvnr,v no.

Contact Planning & Environment
If you have any questions about the application o(mhe agency's privacy policy please contact.
Manager, Information Access & Privacy
Information Access & Privacy Unit
, Locked Bag 5
Phone

1671

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

16/08/2021 5:43:38 PM
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Mailbox
Re: Submission

Attachments: Director Energy and Resource Pollcy.docx

Apologies.
The last form was empty.
Here is the completed form.
Harm regards

On 16 Aug 2021, at 3:10 pm, DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Mailbox
wrote:

Thank you for submitting yourfeedback on the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment.
Kind regards,

Planning & Assessment I Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Pa rra nra tte , NSW, 2150
ci mageO0l. us>
The Departmental Planning, Industry and Environment acknowledges that itstands an Country which always wasand always will be Aboriginal land. We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land and waters, and we show
our respect for elders past, present and emerging. We are committed to prodding places in which Aboriginal people are included socially, culturally and economically through thoughtful and collaborative approaches to nor wnrk.

From:
Sent: Monday, 16 August 2021 1:10PM
To: DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Mailbox
Subject: Submission

This ennit is intended for the addressee(s) named and mey contain confidential and/at privileged infonnstion.
Ifyou arc not the intended recipient, please notify the snider and then delete it inoiwdiately.
Any views expressed in this ennuI are these of thu individual sender except where the sender expressly and/with authority states themto be the views ofthe NSW Office ofEndronnwnt, Energy

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING THIS EMAIL

0038

and Science.

Director Energy and Resource Policy
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124
Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
[Full Name]
[Suburb] CRABBES CREEK
Postcode: 2483
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration for the following reasons:
How it affects or concerns me
Select Issue
The Government has not informed the community properly.
There is no transparency in how the Government will evaluate the
submissions.

-

X

Lack of
consultation

-

Coal exploration and mining disturbs, contaminates and destroys
waterways.
Springs and bores can disappear through mining drilling and digging
activities.
The many creeks and rivers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong
catchments are at risk. The

-

-

-

X

Loss of our water upper Cudgegong waterways are our town's water supply, and this also
flows into Windamere
Dam, impacting Mudgee and Gulgong.
Mining uses extraordinary volumes of water. Without water, there is no
agriculture, no

-

communities, no tourism, no environment, nothing to fight bushfires with.
Coal mines operate at above normal recommended noise levels all day
every day.
Traffic from trucks will increase and coal trains will run through our
towns.
The dust and particulate matter from the mine and trucks/trains travels
for kilometres.
Pollution is inevitable, e.g. the Hunter valley is now one of the most
polluted areas in Australia

-

-

Air & noise
pollution

-

-

Our community has worked very hard to build a thriving tourism
industry. Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term.
Many of our local businesses are incompatible with mining; tourists do not
come to see coal mines.

-

Impacts on our
tourism

-

The landscape may change irreversibly if it is mined

Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk.
Even if not mined directly, these can be damaged with subsidence.

-

Aboriginal
heritage

X

X

Town life

Agriculture

-

-

X

Climate change
and carbon
emissions

-

The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertainty for
people. This results in people leaving, people no longer investing
in the region, and towns declining as people lose their jobs. Bylong
is the perfect example.
Very few if any jobs are created by new mines. Properties and
associated infrastructure are built for miners by their own people,
not locals
Locals struggle to compete with high wages of miners which
drives up housing and other costs.

•

-

•

-

•

-

Farms would be lost with up to 32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines.
Our farms and food will sustain us for much longer than a coal mine.

Coal produces 2.42kg of carbon per kg of coal burnt. An underground
mine also produces methane emissions.

-

The world is moving away from coal
innovation and renewables

-

-

Australia must encourage

I made any political donations in the last two years. (If yes,disclose
making your submission, please read the DPiE's Privacy Statement (attached)

)

Privacy statement: Before

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: NO
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Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
[Full Name]
[Suburb]
Postcode:
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration for the following reasons:
How it affects or concerns me
Select Issue
The Government has not informed the community properly.
There is no transparency in how the Government will evaluate the
submissions.
ubmissions.

-

Lack of

-

Coal exploration and mining disturbs, contaminates and destroys
waterways.
Springs and bores can disappear through mining drilling and digging
activities.
The many creeks and rivers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong
catchments are at risk. The

-

-

-

Loss of our water upper Cudgegong waterways are our town's water supply, and this also
flows into Windamere
Dam, impacting Mudgee and Gulgong.
Mining uses extraordinary volumes of water. Without water, there is no
agriculture, no

-

communities, no tourism, no environment, nothing to fight bushfires with.
Coal mines operate at above normal recommended noise levels all day
every day.
Traffic from trucks will increase and coal trains will run through our
towns.
The dust and particulate matter from the mine and trucks/trains travels
for kilometres.
Pollution is inevitable, e.g. the Hunter valley is now one of the most
polluted areas in Australia

-

-

Air & noise
pollution

-

-

Our community has worked very hard to build a thriving tourism
industry. Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term.
Many of our local businesses are incompatible with mining tourists do not
come to see coal mines.

-

Impacts on our
tourism

-

The landscape may change irreversibly if it is mined

Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk.
Even if not mined directly, these can be damaged with subsidence.

-

Aboriginal
heritage

•

T
Town
life
'f

.

•

Agriculture

-

-

Climate change
and carbon
emissions

-

The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertainty for
people. This results in people leaving, people no longer investing
in the region, and towns declining as people lose their jobs. Bylong
is the perfect example.
Very few if any jobs are created by new mines. Properties and
associated infrastructure are built for miners by their own people,
not locals
Locals struggle to compete with high wages of miners which
drives up housing and other costs.

-

-

-

Farms would be lost with up to 32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines.
Our farms and food will sustain us for much longer than a coal mine.

Coal produces 2.42kg of carbon per kg of coal burnt. An underground
mine also produces methane emissions.

-

The world is moving away from coal
innovation and renewables

-

-

Australia must encourage

I made any political donations in the last two years. (If yes,disclose
making your submission, please read the DPiE's Privacy Statement (attached)

)

Privacy statement: Before

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: NO
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Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
[Full Name]
[Suburb]

(D

Postcode:

('

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration for the following reasons

Select

Issue

I

Lack of

U

How it affects or concerns me
The Government has not informed the community properly.
There is no transparency in how the Government will evaluate the submissions.

-

consultation
Loss of our
water

-

-

Coal exploration and mining disturbs, contaminates and destroys waterways.

-

Springs and bores can disappear through mining drilling and digging activities.

-

The many creeks and rivers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong catchments are at risk. The
upper Cudgegong waterways are our town's water supply, and this also flows into Windamere
Dam, impacting Mudgee and Gulgong.

-

Air & noise
pollution

-

-

-

-

Impacts on our
tourism

-

-

Aboriginal

-

heritage

-

Town life

1

-

Agriculture

Have not

The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertainty for people. This results in people
leaving, people no longer investing in the region, and towns declining as people lose their jobs.

-

built for miners by their own people, not locals
Locals struggle to compete with high wages of miners which drives up housing and other costs.

-

and carbon

I

Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk.
Even if not mined directly, these can be damaged with subsidence.

-

-

emissions

communities, no tourism, no environment, nothing to fight bushfires with.
Coal mines operate at above normal recommended noise levels all day every day.
Traffic from trucks will increase and coal trains will run through our towns.
The dust and particulate matter from the mine and trucks/trains travels for kilometres.
Pollution is inevitable, e.g. the Hunter valley is now one of the most polluted areas in Australia
Our community has worked very hard to build a thriving tourism industry. Tourism has
sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term. Many of our local businesses are
incompatible with mining; tourists do not come to see coal mines.
The landscape may change irreversibly if it is mined

Bylong is the perfect example.
Very few if any jobs are created by new mines. Properties and associated infrastructure are

-

Climate change

Mining uses extraordinary volumes of water. Without water, there is no agriculture, no

-

Farms would be lost with up to 32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines.
Our farms and food will sustain us for much longer than a coal mine.
Coal produces 2.42kg of carbon per kg of coal burnt. An underground mine also produces
methane emissions.
The world is moving away from coal

made any political donations in the last

-

Australia must encourage inn ovation and renewables

two years. (If yes,disclose
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted aalues are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
joanne
Last name
albany
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Kandos 2848
Submission file
oria-resonse.docs
Submission
Author
Joanne Albany
39 Angus Aenue Kandos NSW
Aigust 2021
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker Proposal
lam an Aboriginal woman using in Kandos 2848
lam opposed to mining as it could have a possibly negative impact on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sites throughout the area.
lam opposed due to its possible impact on the ensironment, the drain on limited mater in a drought affected area. lam opposed due to possible
subsidence issues as seen in the Lithgow and \Nollondillyareas affecting pristine wilderness.
lam opposed due to its impact on the social and emotional wellbeing of the Community
I am opposed due to its sisual impact on a Heritage town and ensirons.
lam opposed to the possible detrimental affect on a growing Tourism sisitation to R/stone. The Fvine and surrounds will be close to Rt4stone an
intact 1880s town.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

0144

Hawkins Rumker PRIA Submission: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Prepared by:

Joanne Albany
Wiradjuri Country
Kandos NSW 2848
August

2021

My name is Joanne Albany and I am a Descendant of the Kalkadoon people.
I strongly oppose that the proposed exploration areas are opened for exploration under
the Strategic Framework and request that the Advisory Board recommend against release
of the proposed areas.
I oppose the Hawkins Rumker proposal due to the potential risks of destroying or harming the many
Aboriginal heritage sites already known in the area and destroying or harming the Land and waters
of my people.
There are currently 28 publicly listed Aboriginal cultural sites in the proposed Hawkins and Rumker
release areas, six in the Hawkins area and 22 in the Rumker area (see Table 1). It should be noted that
this is a gross underestimation of the number of sites in the area: in collaboration with other
Traditional Custodians I have been connecting with residents and landowners in the Hawkins Rumker
and surrounding areas to be able to visit sites and Country, previously locked off due to it being
privately owned, and to prevent further destruction to Aboriginal cultural heritage sites.
Many further Significant Sites have been identified and Artefacts found, these are in the process of
being provided to AHIMS.

INTRODUCTION
Yindyamarra is a key way of being for the Wiradjuri peoples, to respect and honour everything.
Yindyamarra is interconnected with identity, belonging, culture, spirituality, language, law and
kinship-.
Aboriginal peoples relationship with the land is based on respect: the land has cared for Aboriginal
peoples; Aboriginal peoples have cared for land in return. Each Aboriginal person is entrusted with
the knowledge and responsibility to care for their Country. The deep relationship with Country means
that disrespect, damage or destruction of Country leads to negative impacts on the health and
wellbeing of Aboriginal peoples.

INTERGENERATIONAL TRAUMA
Over centuries, Australian colonists have eroded Aboriginal culture and identity with Australia's
various abhorrent laws, including the 1901 Constitution, which did not recognize our First Nations
peoples as human beings until the 1967 Referendum, the state sanctioned removal of my family from
traditional land and the land granted to non Aboriginal pastoralists, the state sanctioned massacres of
my family, the state sanctioned forced labour inflicted on my family and the forced removal of children
under the Assimilation Policy:
As an Aboriginal person I feel strongly that the Hawkins Rumker proposal contributes to the ongoing
cycle of intergenerational trauma.

INTERCONNECTEDNESS OF CULTURAL SITES
The Traditional Custodians and Aboriginal Community members believe that sites are interconnected
and not isolated entities. Each site represents only one part of a bigger picture. If you find an artefact,
for example, the shard of a knife, it is not just an artefact. By looking at the surrounding landscape
(reading Country), and looking at the food sources, water sources and surrounding landscape, one can
connect that artefact to the larger story of who was there and what they did:
Mining operations of any kind, risk disturbing sites. Moving, damaging, or destroying one site,
destroys the meaning of the sites and their interconnectedness:
You cannot simply move an artefact for safe keeping during mining operations and then put it back
afterwards in the altered landscape; the meaning of sites are lost in altered landscapes.
Destroying sites or Country has an enormous negative impact at the individual and community level:

CONTINUED EROSION OF CULTURAL SITES
Songlines are an important part of Aboriginal culture and have been passed down from generation to
generation for tens of thousands of years. They not only map travel routes, but talk of the Creation
events, the connectedness between places, and the ceremonies associated with those places. When
land routes are blocked or changed, the Songlines are broken.
Mining operations have already significantly impacted the Wiradjuri people's Culture, Irreversible
damage to Country through altered landscapes has also resulted in devastating loss to Cultural sites.

DESECRATION OF ANCESTRAL RESTING GROUNDS
There has been approximately seven to eight non-Aboriginal generations in Australia since
colonization. Yet there are thought to be approximately 3000 generations of Aboriginal peoples in
Australia. A new mine would add to the already countless Ancestors and family of mine who have
already been disturbed.

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACTS
The news of the proposed Hawkins Rumker land release areas for coal mining had far reaching
negative effects on the social and emotional wellbeing of myself and the local Wiradjuri people:
Ingrained in Aboriginal culture is the responsibility to care for Country for future generations. Needing
to protect Country and culture from the impacts of the Hawkins Rumer proposal placed a heavy
burden on us to take action. The impact on the Wiradjuri people if they were to suffer even more
disruption or destruction to Country is too painful to contemplate.

DAMAGE TO COUNTRY AND WATER
I am deeply worried that Mining Operation will have a heavy impact on the Waterways and
Swamps. The area under the PRIA has been drought affected for a long period and water
resources are already heavily impacted by farming practices.
Traditional Owners believe subsidence from Mining practices affect the Newnes Plateau area
and fear that the Hawkins Rumker Mining Proposal could equally affect the waterways swamps
and vital ecological hanging swamps in this area.
CONCLUSION

I strongly oppose the proposed Hawkins Rumker potential release areas for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disproportionate impacts on the Wiradjuri peoples through the disruption and or destruction of
cultural sites;
Negative impact on Wiradjuri peoples' culture and wellbeing seeing more Songlines broken
Negative impact on wellbeing to the Wiradjuri peoples seeing Country altered or destroyed
Reinforcement of the exclusion of Aboriginal peoples from accessing their cultural heritage;
Continued intergenerational trauma.
Unsustainable use of water and negative affect on swamps and waterways in a drought affected
area.

The level of community opposition to the Hawkins Rumker potential proposed release area with
concerns raised regarding the impacts Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and negative impact to wellbeing
due to damage or destruction of Country and culture, clearly indicate that a social license to operate
for this project has not been achieved.

I believe as an Aboriginal person that this proposal places our Country and Water at
unacceptable risk. Further Mining in the area puts the birthrights of a clean and safe
environment at risk and affects the lives of our children and our children's children.
I ask that Traditional Custodians of the land in the Hawkins and Rumker areas should be represented
on the DPIE team or Advisory Board.
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Submission Type
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Name
First name
Yaliilan - Leanne
Last name
Wndl - Wndle
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Wonnarua Nation - Singleton
Submission file
mv-submission-against-mining 0.docs
Submission
Please find attached my personal submission ,CJNST mining on Wradori CountrdNation.
AWradjuri Dharawal Yinna who wants her ngurambaang left in peace. Her Ancestors left to rest in peace, and sacred sites, artifacts fora and
fauna, mammals and water systems left alone.
Hands off myCountry— she deserves better and so do Wradyjri peoples —the Traditional Custodians of the lands, waterways, fora, fauna and
habitats.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the true Traditional Custodians of this land. Our contract with
eryfrst sunrise.
Sceereigntywas never and will never be ceded
Yalulan Wndl - Traditional Custodian of Wradytai Countryyu are trying to destroy.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

0214

nhi-dhagaan shows this from the

Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124
Yaliilan Windl -English name is Leanne Windle
Wonnarua Nation

Glenridding NSW 2330

16th August 2021
Acknowledgment to Country
Yiradhu marang biyambul
Ngadhu Wiradjuri Dharawal Yinna on Wonnarua ngurambaang.
Ngadhu ngunha ngadhi Yindyamarra to biyambul mudyiganggalang-bu biyambul mayimgalang
to maradhalnha-bu giyira-bu.
Ngadhu nayaarra ngindhu dharray Yindyamarra-bu yanhambilanha dhagaanhabiyi
birrrrabinabirra ngurambaang ngindhu winya.
Mandaang guwu
Hello all.
My name is Yaliilan Windl
I am a Wiradyuri Yinaa with ties to other Nations. I am living on Wonnarua Nation as a guest.
I acknowledge each of my Ancestors and the nation I am on. The Wonnarua Nation.
I give my thanks and respects to my Ancestors

-

past, present and future. I welcome you to

read or listen to the important topic which are discussed within the below document.
Please take a moment to acknowledge the great leadership, strength and empowering people
who have come before us and have worked tirelessly toward making the present and future a
better future.
Please take a moment to acknowledge and thank the Ancestors and leaders still here, who
have sacrificed so much so that we have been able to survive and to heal.

Please thank Mother Earth and Country for all that she gives us and affords us every day.
Please acknowledge the commitment and live she gives us with every breath that we take.
Ensure you thank and acknowledge all she gives in your own way and in your own time for she
provides you with.
Filling your cup and sustaining each of us.
I ask that you walk with respect upon mother earth and the country that you live, work, study
and travel upon and through.
I ask you acknowledge all you have been afforded and the privileges you are given
filling your lungs with precious and clean
Always was

-

Always Will Be

-

-

-

such as

not to mention vital oxygen.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples lands, skies, seas,
water ways and more.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the true Traditional Custodians of this
land. Our contract with Gunhi-dhagaan shows this from the very first sunrise.
Sovereignty was never and will never be ceded

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I have only just been able to, with great difficulty I add, write this complete and utter objection I
am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration upon my country

-

Wiradyuri

Country of which I am one of the Traditional Custodians. My reasons and/or how it will impact
me are outlined below.
My name is Yaliilan Windle, I am a Wiradyuri Dharawal Yinaa, with familial, cultural and kinship
ties to many other nations. The reason I have so many ties to other nations is because of
invasion, genocide, assimilation, and complete removal of my people from the Wiradyuri country
of which my people lived upon

-

peacefully for all of millennia. I am living on Wonaarua Nation

currently. I am a 38-year-old Yinaa who is one of the traditional custodians and caretakers of
Wiradjuri Nation (of which Sovereignty has never been and never will be ceded) and a
member of the Dabee clan of which includes Ganguddy and surrounding areas. My Ancestors
have been living alongside the flora, fauna and living off of Gunhi-dhaan-bu ngurambaang -bu
for and since millennia/the very first sunrise.

Although I live on Wonnarua Nation, I often go back to ngurambaang to visit family, to practice
and learn culture, as well as teaching language and culture whilst I am on nguarambaang. I run
cultural workshops in Kandos also when I have the opportunity. I have been going back to
Country for approximately have been 34 years, as I lived on Wiradjuri country for the first 4
years of my life. As the historical records show in Kandos, Mudgee and many other areas my
Dabee family has worked and lived in and around the Ganguddy area since the white people
brutally and harshly invaded and decimated my Dabee Ancestors and have been ever since. My
family are instrumental in creating a success of many of the stations in the area, namely Dabee
Station, where it is recorded my Ancestors worked for many years.
Not forgetting the towns of Kandos, Rylstone and surrounding areas.
Aside from invasion, genocide, assimilation, and farming; coal mining is one of the greatest and
biggest destructive commodities Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have had to deal
with. Coal mining has already taken away many of my peoples sacred sites and areas,
Ancestors resting places and bones, artifacts, living areas, places of practicing, teaching culture
and not forgetting the flora, fauna, water ways which will all become dirty, polluted, have their
homes and habitats, food, shelter all destroyed in less than a millisecond.
I have had to go to University to learn my mother tongue

-

how shamed I still feel is something

I carry with me every single day. How would you feel, I wonder if you had to do this, as well as
learn your culture from books, documentaries, archives, and such, with the assistance of those
who are and were lucky enough to have been taught all I mention?
If you were in my position, I wonder how you and the coal mining and petroleum companies
may feel that they have lost so much and were about to lose even more

-

all for money and

greed.
Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does
not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known
Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened flora and fauna
-

lies, lies, lies and more lies and that is a solid fact. If one were to actually research on the

public databases, you would see there in fact multiple artifacts and areas, or as you say places.
I don't know what you call rock art, tools, ochre, Ancestral remains, caves and more, however
we call them cultural artifacts, sacred places and areas, significant stories and ways in
which we had communicated before invasion.

I am by no means unintelligent (I hold 3 university degrees, multiple Tafe qualifications and I am
not done yet), contrary to what the previous Governments have stereotyped us as over the
years. As a result, I am unable to understand how any person can state "no threatened flora
and fauna". I would someone to explain to me how mining

-

whether exploratory or plain

outright destruction, and greed of taking away flora and fauna from the area.
Does the Government not do their research? It does not look to be that they do. If they did, they
would see there is an abundance of birds, marsupials and more, as well as plants, trees
etcetera who will most certainly lose their homes, feeding grounds, ability to grow and thrive, as
well as procreate. Many animals and birds are known to go back to where they were born or
had procreated previously to do so once again.
This mean loss of habit, food, creation protection and more. More information is provided
and addressed below in the appropriate areas. One must sit and ponder, as well as questions
how the government can assure that any future exploration licenses would include "strict
environmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water
resources, heritage and community values" when their own exploration process couldn't get it
,

right. Too many times, Traditional Custodians (that is me and my people) are promised that
'we will ensure there is "strict environmental management conditions to protect native
vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" and much more, and
what occurs? Not. One. single. promise. Or. Assurance. Has. Occurred.
In fact, more often then not, there is zero to no consultation with us Traditional Custodians,
artifacts, sites and such are not always shared with us, are removed from the significant
site/area before anything is said and kept goodness knows where. Where is the respect for
Traditional Custodians such as I? All that has been, is and will forever be is only empty
promises, as it has always been and will continue to be.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and
incentives for corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included
recommendations that there should be community consultation

-

if this was not so serious, I

would actually laugh at this outright and blatant 'recommendation' we all know this was not
-

going to occur, history tells us this.
The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of the potential coal
release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021. How does one explain this? I do not believe there is any
word smith who could ever possibly twist this into any kind of justification that would get you out
of trouble. This is not transparency nor consultation of any kind and we all know it. This act only

serves to show the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment had and has no intention
whatsoever to consult, work with or any other word that wants to be thrown in the mix, with
community or the Traditional Custodians of this area. In fact, it would seem to be, the
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment's intentions were to keep this intended
potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker as quiet and as secret as possible. So as
to ensure there is little no objection to this by community and Traditional Custodians. I believe
the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment had unsavoury intentions of doing as
little as possible to bring awareness to this situation and were happy for as little as possible
publicity occurring. Shame. Shame. Shame on you each involved.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the portal for online
submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only people in the region
who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration
zones. Apart from this, the only other notification provided were one-off advertisements in a few
newspapers.
This is not good enough in way, shape or form. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabee, Olinda and Kelgoola.
Why is it that these people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they
receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through
these areas?
This is not consultation in any form

-

have you considered the health and well-being of the

towns which will certainly, and directly be affected by the water they drink, bathe/shower in.
Who water their tiny homemade gardens, water their properties and produce in, the cattle
drinking in it?!
I sincerely do not think this has been considered, nor do I believe you care. If we Traditional
Custodians and community members were to pull this stunt, there would be an uproar and hell
to pay. There would be immediate and definitive consequences to be had for each individual.
Though as it is the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment, we are meant to look the
other way?! I do think so!
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of
these to be held in Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with
a population of nearly 3000 people? This is not good enough on any level, and I am
exceptionally confident you and your staff/advisors are very aware of this. This is complete and
utter poor form and consultation and you each involved know it.

There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions
during the PRIA process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA
outcomes publicly available prior to its submission to Cabinet. I would like to know do you have
no transparency to and for those of us this directly affects?? What do you have to hide from
Traditional Custodians and community members of the intended are?? What are you afraid we
will discover?
This does make me ponder whether the Government truly want to be transparent and want to
consult with us, the Traditional Custodians, the community members and property owners of
the areas and surrounding areas this directly impacts? This is also contrary to the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in
providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that public officials continue to
remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's
wishes. This is not a good thing; in case you did not realise. Where is the moral compass in all
of this?

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the
long-term as renewable electricity generation becomes more viable. Why are you not taking
steps to encourage solar power panels and utilizing these?
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the
NSW Government describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant
regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining. Why does there need to
be further desecration of and on the resting places and bones of my Ancestors than you have
already done, when we are and rightfully should be working toward decreasing global warming
and usage of coal for heating and other purposes?
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have
followed other countries in a worldwide trend and committed to move away from fossil fuels,
which will result in decreased demand for coal. Again, I ask you; why are you trying to push for
more mining when it is clearly not the intention of many of the worldwide trade to use?

This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of
2021. We are 5 months away from the end of 2021

-

crazy, right!?

I know, the year has flown by and yet you are still attempting to push for coal mining to go
ahead and create more black holes, more destruction of nguraambang, of habits, flora, fauna,
artifacts, water systems and more? Why is that?
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal
will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to one tenth by 2050.
Seems very silly to me to be pushing for mining when we are quite clearly steering away from
this type of thing. Why are you trying to mine Hawkins Rumker areas when there is no need for
it?
Is it money?
Greed?
The realization you have long had that you are destroying another's heritage, identity, crushing
up and sending the souls of my Ancestors so that they are left unsettled as you have allowed for
many hundreds of years and on many other nations?
Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural
springs and bores. Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources
of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is
gone, it is lost forever. Have you not learnt from the previous droughts, unclean water systems
resulting from mining nationally and internationally?
Have you not taken notice of the issues that have and are still occurring?
Did you not take notice of the case of Pacific Gas & Electric Company of California in 1993?
You really should be looking at this. I do urge you to.

Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed
biodiversity in waterways. Are you not concerned for the waterways, fish, ducks, cattle, trees
and other flora and fauna which make up the biodiversity systems within the area?
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the
Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The
Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone,
Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may also be negatively impacted. Are
you really okay with most definitely making multiple towns that use the water supplies from here
ill, now and in the future, causing goodness knows what illness and ill effects to future
generations and biodiversity of the region?
Are you willing to have this on your conscience personally?
Anyone who allows this is certainly placing it on their personal conscience, as you have a hand
in this if you are apart of this.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no
tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with. There is no other way to say it. You are killing all of
this, for what?
For greed?
Money? We are water, water is us. Water is everything to all of us. Without it

-

we all die.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological
communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered
species in the Mid-Western Regional Council LGA. Yet, you have the audacity to claim, "there
is no threat to fauna"?! Interesting

.

Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and
threatened fish species. Again, you claim "there is no threat to fauna"?!

The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek" could be lost. The Swamp
Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Cox's Creek is thoroughly unique16 and
would be under threat. Oh, look, here again is proof Flora is threatened.... How do you explain
the report stating, "there is no threat to fauna"?!...
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively
impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep. The ranking with the
World Heritage Organisation (WHO) of us having the second largest of any Canyon in the
world, toppling The Grand Canyon will be under significant threat.
Does that not bother you?
Does it bother you the lands, waterways and skies will be polluted forever'???
It bothers me a whole lot. I am the flora and fauna. I am Country and she is me. When you are
killing country, you are killing me, my people, my future generations.

Aboriginal Heritage

-

my heritage, my culture and identity

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, my areas including
art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites. Not
just my people, and other First Nations people in what is now known as Australia, but you, your
staff, the Government, everyone. You owe us that much, after all you have done to my people,
culture and the land in the past.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect
these sites. When does it end? When is it enough taking everything from us?
The RRCFC opposes the Hawkins Rumker proposal due to the potential risks of destroying or
harming the many Aboriginal heritage sites already known in the area. This is inclusive of the
sites that are not disclosed and ones which are yet to be found.
There are currently 28 publicly listed Aboriginal cultural sites in the proposed Hawkins and
Rumker release areas, six in the Hawkins area and 22 in the Rumker area It should be noted
that this is gross underestimation of the number of sites in the area: the Traditional
Custodians have for some time been connecting with residents and landowners in the Hawkins

Rumker and surrounding areas to be able to visit sites and Country that has previously locked
off due to it being privately owned, and to prevent further destruction to Aboriginal cultural
heritage sites
Aboriginal Australians are the oldest continuous living culture in the world. This not something
that anyone can ever dispute, as it is been proven time and time again. Country is of great
significance to Aboriginal peoples (that is inclusive of my Wiradyuri people

-

those who have a

connection to the Hawkins Rumker areas) and the living environment goes beyond physical
elements and is fundamental to identity. Aboriginal people are owned by the land and have a
deep responsibility to protect the land. Country is us and we are Country. There is no distinction
between the two.
Yindyamarra is a keyway of being for the Wiradyuri peoples, to respect and honour everything.
Yindyamarra is interconnected with identity, belonging, culture, spirituality, language, lore and
kinship. None of which the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment or anyone
affiliated have shown in any way, shape or form.

Not only does the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration bring me great and grave
concerns for the Dabee and Wiradyuri people regarding the implications of mining and all the
desecration mining has not only upon the land, waterways, flora, fauna and skies but also on
the many sacred sites in the area. The Dabee and Wiradyuri people, like all Indigenous
Australians, have an inextricable bond to their land, waterways and skies since beyond the
dreaming and to be made bear witness to the desecration of my sacred sites, my Ancestors
souls, bones, sacred sites and more

-

all just so the areas can be mined is deeply distressing

and this distress reaches all the way to my soul and beyond. I am broken, shattered and I am in
physical and emotional pain. Mine and the voices of my peoples voices need to be heard and
deep listening needs to be conducted, as no mining should be placed before or the importance
of my sacred land, artifacts or our culture.
Below are words from my family. Take the time to read the words, hear the words, feel the
words

....

Let them sink in

...

put your self in our position

-

the position of Wiradyuri people

who's connection to the surrounding areas is not one that should be broken any further.

"My DNA is Country- Because we have lived here for so long, the air, the dirt, the
water is our DNA. There is no difference between us and Country./ am Country, Country is me

I am Gugubarra, Gugabarra is me
I am the rock, the plants and the trees
I am Country, Country is me." Craig

Craig sums it up as to how many of us feel about Country. Country which has provided for us, our
Ancestors, flora, fauna and more. We are our Country and she is us. There is no difference and
you cannot separate the two. We and Country are millennia.
Aboriginal peoples relationship with the land is based on respect: the land has cared for Aboriginal
peoples; Aboriginal peoples have cared for land in return. Each Aboriginal person is entrusted
with the knowledge and responsibility to care for their Country. The deep relationship with Country
means that disrespect, damage or destruction of Country leads to negative impacts on the health
and wellbeing of Aboriginal peoples. This has been shown and proven time and time again. There
are legitimate studies you have access too, even by doing a simple generic google search will
show you this. I would provide you with hyperlinks, however, I highly doubt that yourself or any of
your department staff would bother reading them.
The RRCFC have spoken to the Traditional Custodians

that includes me, and Aboriginal com-

-

munity members who have helped unpack these concepts in a way that non-Aboriginal people
may understand. The RRCFC have been given permission to share their words to describe the
connection to Country and resultant impacts of those connections being lost. The RRCFC feel
that this is of vital importance considering that the Traditional Custodians of the land in the Hawkins and Rumker areas are not represented on the DPIE team or Advisory Board.

Continued intergenerational trauma with loss of culture
Over centuries, Australian colonists have eroded Aboriginal culture and identity with Australia's
various abhorrent laws, including the 1901 Constitution, which did not recognise our First Nations
peoples as human beings until the 1967 Referendum, and the forced removal of children under
the Assimilation Policy:
"In my family, there were only two survivors from the massacres, and one is my greatgreat-great grandmother. Then we were forced to work for the people who conducted
the massacres, so we were forced labour, free labour to work for the people. The
children were the product of rape from the same people who committed the
massacres and then we were removed from land and not able to access our sites, we
weren't allowed to conduct ceremonies, we were arrested for speaking language, and
then people left because they couldn't cope with the racism anymore... Until the

referendum we weren't part of the society of the land that we came from, we weren't
even part of the nation, we had no rights and this is a continuation of the
intergenerational trauma" Peter
My cousin Peter is telling you of the deep trauma which is held within our DNA. The transgenerational and intergenerational trauma which reaches all the way to our molecular beings, and is
carried onto our future generations and is within their DNA. We Traditional Custodians are still
working to heal and erase the intergenerational and transgenerational trauma caused from your
previous destruction of our Culture, Massacres (genocide), assimilation, being classed as below
flora and fauna, and so much more. Ask yourself this; Have you not caused enough destruction
and distress in the 233 years since invasion?

Is this not enough?

Why must you take more of our sacredness and what is important to us?

When will ever stop?

Will you ever stop taking from us? It is exhausting needing to be at the ready to always fight and
protect my ngurambaang, my sacred sites, my history, my identity, my people.

The Traditional Custodians explained how the Hawkins Rumker proposal contributed to the
ongoing cycle of intergenerational trauma:
"My heart started to ache... It was just like another thing. It's that cumulative impact
of the trauma since colonisation and now the government want more. I laid awake
with my heart aching." Josie
Does it make you feel sad that my cousin is hurting, her heart aching, that she is in
physical pain? It does me, and I am not able to comfort her.

I wonder if you realise you are committing another type of genocide with what you are doing
with you exploration of mining, should it go ahead?
Have you considered that?

It seems that every single time us First Nations peoples turn around, the government of
which you are associated with are once again attempting, and due to the atrocious laws end
up inflicting upon us, to have a hand in destruction of multiple things within this proposed
mining area.
Does it bother you and your staff to know that you are creating yet another type of
intergeneration trauma by once again taking away our culture, our land, what is left of our
sacred sites?
The many things on ngurambaang which has sustained us for all of millennia?
Does it bother you that the many generations to come for my people, will never have the
opportunity to connect with their culture, their ngurambaang, their Ancestors who are laid to
rest there, to feel what I feel when I place my feet within the waterways?
Does it bother you, that future generations of my people will never have the opportunity to
experience the calmness, peacefulness, the love and thrilling feeling of hearing their
Ancestors on the wind, feeling them within the wind

-

enveloping them in a great big hug

and guiding them as they have myself and many of my family for all eternity?
It bothers me. In fact, it hurts my giiny

-

my heart. It hurts my very soul, right down to my

molecules. I cannot stop the tears and grief from cascading down my face, just as a waterfall
cascades down the rockface as it falls into the pools of water beneath the waterfall. Does it
bother you my future generations will not have the privilege of standing upon the same land,
walking as their Ancestors once did and do, seeing what their Ancestors once did. Smelling
the smells each Ancestor no doubt smelt? It sure bothers me, with every fibre of my being.
Interconnectedness of cultural sites
The Traditional Custodians and Aboriginal Community members explained how sites are
interconnected and not isolated entities. Each site represents only one part of a bigger picture.
If you find an artefact, for example, the shard of a knife, it is not just an artefact. By looking at the
surrounding landscape (reading Country), and looking at the food sources, water sources and
surrounding landscape, one can connect that artefact to the larger story of who was there and
what they did:
"Each site is interconnected to the other sites and to everything around it and tells the
overall story

one site may be the lounge room, one may be the kitchen, one may be

-

the workshop." Peter

My cousin Peter once again, has kindly given you a piece of himself above. The government
and coal mining as already taken away so much of our ngurambaang, our souls, our artifacts,
our culture, identity. The souls of our people. Do not take away our more of our sites, of our
story than what you already have previously. Do not take more of me. Of my heart, my soul, my
identity. My future children, grandchildren, great nieces and nephews, brothers and sisters,
Aunts, Uncles and Cousins cultural sites. Do not be so cruel to do this to us.
Mining operations of any kind, risk disturbing sites:
"...

if they go underground or opencut, there is no getting around the fact that they

are going to split the sites." Emma
My cousin Emma tells you the truth. No one can tell us that the splitting of the interconnected
sites will not occur. It has been seen in many other areas where mining has occurred, on
Wiradyuri ngurambaang all over, on other nations in what is now called Australia, and it has
occurred Internationally.
Think of this as a story book that has sequels

-

all relating to it. You have the first 5 pages of

the book, then I rip out 10 pages, leaving only a few words from each, here and there on the
pages. You have another

...

say, 2 pages of the story and then I rip out another 3 pages, I leave

1 with only half the page in a zig zag manner.
Then I rip out another page, 2 pages are left, however there are wholes in the page, words are
smudged and that means you are unable to see all of the words....
This continues on throughout each book in the sequel. I am sure like our interconnected sites,
you are missing a whole lot information, knowledge and you are unsure how each connects to
the other.
This is a little insight into what it is like for us regarding our interconnectedness of our Cultural
sites. You will not be able to entirely understand as you do not live and breathe as we do. You
do not feel the connection to Country or to Culture as we do. This is evident within your actions
and your attitudes to and for our Country.
Moving, damaging, or destroying one site, destroys the meaning of the sites and their
interconnectedness:
"If you think of the land as a human, your elbow is one site, if you take out the elbow,
then your hand is gone too. This site (your hip), if you take the hip out, then there goes
your leg. This site (your heart), you take your heart out, and you are gone; you take
the blood out (the waters), then you can't survive." Josie

My Wiradyuri peoples have lost so much already due to invasion, genocide, Western laws and
Acts, blatant and disrespectful motives, attitudes and actions for our Culture and sacred areas.
Please do not take away more of our limbs and internal organs. So much has been taken from us
already over the 233 years since invasion. There is not much left of us. Is that what you want?
You cannot simply move an artefact for safe keeping during mining operations and then put it
back afterwards in the altered landscape; the meaning of sites are lost in altered landscapes:
"That artifact is not the story, it is an artifact. It's like this pen on the table doesn't tell
you much. But if you look at that it's on a table, in a place where people come, then
you start to get a story about what is that pen, it's meaning [people working together
in a building]. If you just come back years later and put the pen on the ground and
there's no table, no building and no people, then no one is going to know what that
artefact is or what it means. It means nothing." J0
Just as Aunty Jo says, the artifact loses its mean when removed. The story it is meant to tell,
no longer has the same meaning, story or intention. The artifact is no longer useful, and you
certainly cannot place it back where it was once you have taken everything away from it. The
meaning is forever gone

-

lost

-

rendered useless

-

forever.

Destroying sites or Country has an enormous negative impact at the individual and community
level:
"We've lost so many of the stories through all the colonisation process... If you dig up
that over there, it affects everyone. Everyone in the community with be affected by it."
Jo
Again, Aunty Jo is correct

(interesting how our Elders have knowledge, insight and wisdom,

-

and see the truth for what and how it is, huh?!)
Continued erosion of culture
Songlines are an important part of Aboriginal culture and have been passed down from generation
to generation for tens of thousands of years. They not only map travel routes, but talk of the
Creation events, the connectedness between places, and the ceremonies associated with those
places.
When land routes are blocked or changed, the Songlines are broken. Songlines show that the
Wirayjuri peoples in the Hawkins and Rumker area were and are connected to the people in the
Liverpool Plains:

"The government attacked the Liverpool Plains; they did Bylong Valley.... Our Song/me
is through to the Liverpool Plains; we connected to them through Songlines. They came
all the way through here to Nullo Mountain for ceremonies, yet we can't connect with
them." Peter
In Western and layman terms: this means our Songlines are shattered, broken, irreparable once
broken/lost/interrupted and taken, we lose our connection to one another, to Country, to other
Nations, to our Ancestors and stories, as well as our Storylines. Songs and Storylines which we
have a piece of the whole line of Storylines and Songlines which connects from one Nation to
another.
If you do not have one piece, you interrupt and fracture all of the Songlines and Storylines for all.
Once gone, you do not and cannot replace, repair or re-create. This means it is gone

-

lost

-

never to be forever!
Mining operations have already significantly impacted the Wiradyuri people's culture:
"These kinds of developments are an assault on every aspect of identity and
wellbeing...! have watched the destruction and damage to Country in the region and
the trauma it has caused our people and! don't want to see that damage here. It's
enough. Enough is enough." Emma
"This is going to be the next big apology, all the destruction that has been done to
sites by this government and the mines. But an apology is too late. It is just not
Aboriginal culture, it is Australian culture, Australian history and it wouldn't happen
anywhere else. They wouldn't destroy cathedrals or the pyramids, so why is it okay
to destroy our culture?" Gail

My cousins Emma and Gail are honest and correct in what they both say. The raping of our
Country

-

make no mistake, this is exactly what it is and there is no other way to put it. As, our

Country has not, does not and will never consent to you taking what is hers consensually.
Do you really want to have to apologise yet again, over and over again to not only myself and my
Wiradyuri peoples, but to the communities you affect when raping and pillaging our Country?
You will effectively need to be apologising for this, other desecration of other Nations country,
sacred sites, culture, Songlines and Storylines that you have broken and so much more. As my
cousin has stated; if this were to be an Anglo-Saxon building

-

historical or not, this would not

have occurred in the first place. It would have been heritage listed many,, many years ago.

There would be Laws and Acts against raping, pillaging and destroying sacred and significant
areas. However, as it is merely Aboriginal (Wiradyuri in this instance) land/Country

-

you simply

do not care nor want to protect her. You simply have the attitude that 'you will deal with the
consequences after you get what you want'.
Do you realise that by that time, it affects you, your children, your Mother, Father, Aunts, Uncles,
cousins, siblings and it goes on and on. Do you want your children, grandchildren, nieces,
nephews and so on to have to live in a world that is aesthetically ugly, but one in which you
contributed to rape and make look ugly?
A world and future where each of the above mentioned must wear masks to breathe clean air?
A world that you assisted to create, which does not allow for them to learn in person the beauty
of Country, flora and fauna like you did on excursions?
How about the fact that your relations must look in books, on the internet and such to learn and
understand the many invaluable lessons, mammals, flora, fauna and much more?
I assure you; you are sure as heck contributing to this scenario in a major way. You are kidding
yourself if believe you are not.
I am not comfortable with the above scenario. Not. In. The. Slightest. Bit. I, in all honesty sit here
with pure dread that reaches to the tip of my toes. My body is loaded with anxiety and dread. I am
shaking at the thought of the future you are potentially creating for your future relations, as well
as mine. I am sickened to the very core of my stomach at the thought of such a future.
A future where I am unable to take my future relations on Country, to walk in the footsteps I myself
and many others have. Footsteps which my Ancestors once created, walking along the river, on
the mountains for many thousands of years before me. Sitting on the very Country, I myself have
had the honour and privilege of for my 38 years of life.
Feeling the wind within my hair, my Ancestors voices upon the wind speaking to me, guiding me.
A future which is very much feeling void of being able to take my peoples onto Country, and teach
as we have always taught and passed down knowledge, shared our stories, songlines, Storylines,
Culture, traditions, dances, songs and so much more.
Has there not been enough damage, destruction and onslaught of continuous and long lasting
trauma to Wiradyuri peoples, to Country and communities?
Can you not say enough is enough and cease this continual beating, battering and physical attack,
not forgetting the psychological, emotional and social attacks on our wellbeing?!

Why do you feel that it is okay that you destroy my Culture, my Country and all I have addressed
above in this document?
Why is this okay for you and your department, the government to do this to mine and my peoples
Country, yet if I were to desecrate and take away all that you feel and deem to be sacred, you
would not allow it in the slightest?
How do you or can you justify this?
Irreversible damage to Country through altered landscapes has also resulted in devasting loss to
cultural sites:
"They first off locked off a lot of the land through National Parks, then when they
defunded National Parks they tried to open it up again, all that caused was the major
fires. We watched all our sites burn down". Peter
This is such a travesty on many levels, and you know it. I know it, you know it, heck everyone
knows it! Now, as a result of garray being taken from us, being taken over the National Parks,
and once the National Park was defunded, the attitude seemed to be "let us open the garray to
all again" and let it be someone else's problem to deal with. This left the area of garray the National
Park had taken over, to be unprotected and at risk of damage. Which, quite a lot of the garray
consequently did become damaged by fire.
This meant we could do nothing but stand by and watch our sacred sites burn before us. The fire
taking away so much of our culture, history, artifacts, sacred sites and garray with the fire. This
means such a devastating loss to my people, my culture, my identity, and to every future
generation to come.
Do you think you would be bothered or want to protect remaining sites if you were in our position?
Would you be okay with me coming in and taking away all that is sacred to you and your family?
How about if I were to take away what remains of your Culture, your religion, your identity

-

culturally, individually, familial, as a community?
Would you be okay if someone came in and took all of which ties and connects you to your
Ancestors, your culture, connection to garray and all that you have ever known?
Would you be accepting that your photographs, silverware, heirlooms and such that have been
in your family, on a property that your family have owned, lived or maintained for many hundreds
of thousands of years?

How about if I were to come in, grab everything that is vital, important, sacred and means the
world to you and your family, gives you connection to your family, to your identity, your religion
and culture. Connects you to many different people, times, places and so much more?
To answer my own questions; no, no you simply would not accept this, allow this, nor would you
be okay with this. Not in any lifetime

on bangalbuwurayi or in another bangalngarrangarra if this

-

were to be your family and sacred places that are in your blood, in your DNA and connects you
to everything and all.

Desecration of ancestral resting grounds
The Traditional Custodians explained that there have been approximately seven to eight nonAboriginal generations in Australia since colonisation. Yet there are thought to be approximately
3000 generations of Aboriginal peoples in Australia. A new mine would add to the already
countless individuals that have already been disturbed:

"Non-Aboriginal people when they die, they go somewhere else, they go off to
Heaven or they go off to Hell, but they don't stay here. Aboriginal people when they
pass, they stay here, they live with us, they live amongst us, there is no separation.
The old people are all there, whether it is 3000 generations ago or this year, they
are all there, exactly the same. They don't go away to another place; they all stay
here." Peter

Peter, my cousin says it like it is and has been for many hundreds and thousands of years
and then some

-

well, not for non-Indigenous people, as he stated. No, for non-Indigenous

people, you do go elsewhere. For my people, the Wiradyuri peoples

-

we are will always

stay here, here on garray, with gunhi-dhaagun.
Protecting and watching over our mayiny, our garray. We become apart of the garray once
again, just as we are born from the garray. It is a continual and repeated cycle which occurs
every single time.

"When we disturb the earth, we disturb the old people and the spirituality of the land."
Emma

Emma, my cousin knows what she is talking about. It is ingrained within us from the moment of
conception how important our Elders, Ancestors, garray and more is a vital part of ourselves
and of one another. The bangalngarrangarra looks after us when returned to her, just as we
have looked after her within our lifetime.
I ask you this; would you be sad, furious and feel despair if it were your old people being
disturbed?
What if your spirituality were disrupted? How would you feel?
Would you be okay with your spirituality being disturbed?
How would you feel if it were your peoples bones, souls and more who are being dug up?
I ask you to ponder this all

The following verse from Wiradjuri man, Peter Swain, captures this connection of past to
present to future:
The heartbeat of the land is the rhythm of my heart
The heartbeat of my ancestors is beating in my heart
The heartbeat of my children is the reason for my heartbeat.

To and for my Wiradyuri peoples, which is the same for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples; the past and the future are our connection to our Ancestors, to the souls, their wisdoms,
their knowledges and lessons. It is also the ability to be given the precious gifts for the future,
of which includes, however does not limit to carrying on our Ancestors work, teaching our
creation story, our songlines and storylines, our Ancestors history and survival.
Much the same as your Ancestors only via photographs and diaries/journals.
A major difference is my Wiradyuri peoples and other Nations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples have far more Yindyamarra for our Elders, Ancestors and knowledge holders
than non-Indigenous people do theirs.
You see, we are everything and everything is us. There is no distinction. Everything and
everyone is equal and are one in the same. It is about ensuring the survival of gunhi-dhaagun,

the bangaingarrangarra. It is about ensuring the legacy of our garray, culture, our traditions, our
people. Everything and everyone is sacred to and for us, you see. Oh, perhaps you may not see.
Perhaps you do have no idea

Psychological impacts already felt by the Hawkins Rumker proposal announcement
The news of the proposed Hawkins Rumker land release areas for coal mining had far reaching
effects on the local Wiradjuri people:
"I had phone calls from other people who were speechless, they were dumbfounded.
One of them said she was gutted, and she couldn't imagine how / was feeling at the
moment. Everyone is worried." Emma

I too, had many phone calls. I also had and continue to have phone calls, text messages,
emails, video calls and I am sure I would have had people coming to my house too, if it were not
for covid lockdown.
You cannot begin to imagine nor comprehend the psychological effects of distress,
unfathomable thoughts and more that this proposal has caused to not only my family, to fellow
Wiradyuri maamungun-bu yinaagirbang-bu. Also to fellow Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples are in despair and are distressed by this proposal, this has a roll on effect and
continual destruction of all that is important to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
all over what is now known as 'Australia'.
My many of my non-Indigenous friends and family are astounded and distressed at this blatant
and direct lack of disrespect and attempt at raping, desecrating and taking away my Ancestors
bones, my garray, my culture, my everything which makes up who I am, what I stand for and my
future.

I want you to know how I am feeling and how I have reacted to this news and I hope it stabs you
in the stomach and the giiny, like it did me.
I have not stopped crying, trembling or feeling panic and anxiety. Of which, much of it is caused
by intergenerational and transgenerational trauma

-

caused by invasion, genocide against my

mayiny, not forgetting the assimilation and taking away of my mayiny, my family, my culture, my
identity, my language and so much more. All of which has already impacted each of us greatly,
on individual and community levels.

I have had a physical reaction within my system via constant diarrhoea since I was notified by
family of your intentions to give a exploration licence to mining my sacred areas.
Does that make a difference to you?
Like, at all?
Slightly?
I doubt it, though I am still going to ask.

I am crying for myself, for my family, for my people. I am crying for what has already been taken
away from my Wiradyuri peoples with martial law and more. I am crying out of being scared, out
of being desperate to save my ngurambaang, my Ancestors bones from being disturbed. The
sacred sites you will be raping, changing forever and there will be no way to fix or restore her to
her former sacredness and beauty. I am crying for the mammals, flora, fauna and multiple
habits which will be lost

-

erased for ever.

I am crying, feeling anxious and panicky for the future generations of my people. For the future
that many of the Wiradyuri children will not have with culture, seeing and being around our
many sacred sites. I am crying for the loss of connection to Ancestors for each of them.
I am crying for myself, for my immediate family, my nieces and nephews, my siblings and
Ngama, all who are yet to see, learn about and experience the breathtaking and informative
sacred sites. Which, you will be responsible for should you allow this vile and disgusting action
to go ahead.
I am crying for my yet to come children, and my grandchildren their children's children and so
much more.
My first reaction when I found out about what you are planning to allow happen to my country
was to immediately drive to her and to protect her. However, I am unable to do that due to
COVID.
I feel helpless and sad. It has always been ingrained within me that I am one of many who
MUST have Yindyamarra for garray-bu ngurambaag-bu. That it is and always will be my
obligation as a Traditional Custodian to always, always protect her and see that no harm comes
to her. You have already made this obligation and contract between myself, gunhi-dhaagan-bu
ngandi-bu mayiny-bu to fulfill this contract with her difficult with the 233 + years since invasion.

Do you really feel the need and it be necessary to cause even more trauma, anxiety, heartache
and destruction to us and gunhi-dhagaan?
Have you not already taken enough from her and caused enough of her to die?
You do realise that you each have a major hand in killing her by allowing these licenses whether
exploratory or not

-

do you not?

Surely you do, right?
You cannot think the destruction and global warming, as well as the disgusting emission have
not been contributed to by your 'wonderful' mines?
Every time you grant any kind of licence, you have an individual hand in killing not only gunhidhagaan, but also the bangalngarrangarra. Do you realise this?
Do you care?
Does the future

-

or lack thereof, of not only your children, grandchildren, nieces and nephews

and their future children being bleak and filled with so many respiratory and other illness?
Does it bother you in any capacity that you are contributing to this and have already so in the
past?
Are you not happy with the raping and pillaging that has already occurred around the country of
so called 'Australia'?

Ingrained in Aboriginal culture is the responsibility to care for Country for future generations.
Needing to protect Country and culture from the impacts of the Hawkins Rumer proposal placed
a heavy burden on people to take action:
"In the future do you really want to tell your child that you said yes to committing
cultural genocide?... Will you be the reason that Wiradjuri people don't have a culture
in the future?" Josie

So, honestly; do you think your conscience can allow you to tell your children, your
grandchildren you voted a big, fat disgusting yes to contributing to and committing cultural
genocide?
Does that sit well with you?

Do you think you can look your children and grandchildren in the eyes and tell them, admit to
each that you had a hand in committing cultural genocide?
How about looking myself, my family, my communities, our children, future children and so on,
that you said yes, yes to raping our culture. Destroying it with a big, fat and greedy yes because
of ignorance, disrespect and blatant greed?
Can you do that?
Can you stand in front of each of us, and look us each in the eye and admit to us that you are
the reason that I have no culture, no identity. That I had to let gunhi-dhagaan down with my
mutual contract to her, because you felt money and greed was a much better alternative?

The impact on the Wiradyuri people if they were to suffer even more disruption or destruction
to Country was too painful to contemplate:
"This can't happen." Emma
Look, let us be honest and real here. You and people in your positions have shown us that it is
about money. You all say it is about "the betterment of the country". We both know this
cacophony nonsense and something to hide behind.
You and I both know; this is not true. You and I both know commitment to lessen carbon
emissions and less destruction of garray is what was committed to by the Prime Minister of what
is now known as Australia.
Surely by now, each of you in positions to make decisions for the betterment of our future, can
clearly see that there is already more than enough destruction and decimation which has
occurred in the 233+ years since invasion?

"Let's not contemplate that one otherwise we might as well shoot ourselves now. If
we start contemplating that we will become too overwhelmed." Peter

I get it, I do, you want us to sit on our hands and be silent. Guess what?! That is not going to
happen

-

not now and not ever. This is my whole being, my soul, my culture, my giiny, my

everything we are talking about. Ngurambaang-bu garray-bu is and will always be sacred, vital
and so much more to me.

Without my Culture, without my gunhi-dhaagan, without my Ancestors, my traditions, my sacred
artifacts and all nguaraambang encompasses for me
not exist

-

-

I am simply nothing

-

I am no one

-

I do

I am invisible

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas
cover approximately 32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be
a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive
agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This
revenue stays in the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the
tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft
furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with mining:
tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the
flow on to local businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the
biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the
rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few
additional local jobs are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated,
requiring fewer people. Over the next five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of
new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as
people stop investing or move away

-

even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This

has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and Bylong.
The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as
they cannot compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines
they were dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase.

This is the very reason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining
in NSW are required.
Do you, as a decision maker really want to be responsible for the cost of living rising even more
than it already is?
Do you, as a decision maker really want to be responsible for mines closing when the mine
closes?
Do you, as a decision maker really want to be responsible for lack of and loss of tourism coming
to the areas that are already struggling?
Do you, as a decision maker really want to be responsible for the loss of eco-tourism?
Do you, as a decision maker really want to be responsible for the loss of community, of families
having to move away due to not being able to afford to live in these areas?
We have, as a Nation been fighting foreign ownership of our businesses for many years, in
order to ensure the Australian economy survives and thrives, yet you are willing to say yes tot
his silly proposal, which will cause more destruction than you could ever fathom

-

on both

tangible and intangible levels.
Do you, as a decision maker really want to be responsible for the downfall of an already
struggling economy

-

which has been doing so for quite some time

-

and now COVID is making

it even grimmer.
Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
That is correct, there is no magical little bubble, or containment site which does not allow the
bad air, water, soil or noise pollution to magically stay where you want it to.
No, it travels everywhere

-

far and wide!

The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates
for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.

This is correct. I am currently living as a guest on Wonnarua Country, and I cannot begin to tell
you about the high rates of pollution, the high rates of respiratory and cardiac ailments that
exist. Which in turn, eventually turn into co-morbidities.
I, for one do not want this to occur on MY country, in the surrounding areas, towns and such.
There is enough issues going on in the towns without the cause of medical conditions.
Then there is the issue of dust and other particle pollutions from the mines here in the Hunter
Valley. No matter how many times you dust, vacuum, mop and clean your floors and surfaces, it
is all back on the surfaces within 30 minutes. This also means the air pollutants are going into
our bodies, causing asthma, sinus issues, bronchial issues, heart issues and so much more.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic
incidents increase from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of our roads is
already very poor and they are not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines
in this council area have been loath to put money into fixing any traffic issues created by their
presence.
As this has occurred historically, I highly doubt there will be any kind of improvements in
attitudes and actions now or in the future.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and
machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported
out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
I live on the main highway, here in the Hunter Valley. Due to mining occurring 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, the noise is horrendous at all hours of the day. The bedrooms being at the front of
the house and close to the road means the noise is continually waking you up. This means, you
do not get a proper nights sleep. Trucks are always making noise as they quickly and drastically
put their brakes on, due to be careless and not slowing down before coming into town.
I also am 'lucky' enough to also live near a part of the railway. This means I am constantly
hearing the shunting of the coal trains, the noise pollution of the trains themselves passing by
day and night, at all hours.
In the summer and spring, it is worse as the weather begins to get warmer and you merely want
to sleep with the windows open at night. Not only as it is much cooler, and allows for the house

to be aired and ventilation to go through the house, but I can hear the insects and such
communicating with one another as I am lying in bed, awaiting for sleep to come. I am able to
be lulled by the birds in the morning, singing their songs to me and to their little families and
communities as we all start the day.
It is difficult to hear them however, as the trains, trucks and cars driving back do have the
tendency to drown all creatures, birds

...

everything else all out. So that all you hear is

consistent noise pollution.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting
the coal can travel for kilometres.
Again, coal dust and dirt is transported past my house and I am constantly greeted with
unwanted coal dust and pollution via the air. So not lovely.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual
assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
All you need to do is look up the public databases or use FOI and you will find all of the
statistics that you need to see the alarmingly high and shocking statistics.
I trust that you are able to research, or have someone do this for you

-

much like the 'research'

which was conducted stating no Aboriginal sacred sites, flora, fauna, water systems, mammals,
habitats and townships and so much more, would not be disturbed, raped, pillaged, decimated
and much more.....
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to
their region and economic stability.

I am very much experiencing and suffering the health effects, such as anxiety, stress, panic
attacks, feelings of fear

-

which also makes its way into my dreams

-

when I am able to get 1-2

hours of sleep since I heard about this distasteful proposal.
Adding to this, the continuous and rapidly high beat that I am experiencing as a result of the
threat to my ngurambaang, my public and private sacred sites, Ancestors remains and sacred
resting places. The rock art, the bora rings and other ceremonial sites, our food preparation
sites, groove sites, caves, living sites.

I have so much desperation running throughout my body, I am unable to sit still. My body is
unable to relax and just be. The very real and genuine threat to my ngurambaang and my
culture and all this entails is and has taken on a very real toll upon my body.
My body has broken out in hives since hearing of this proposal to decimate my existence. To
turn my ngurambaang into nothing and taking everything has, is and stands for away from me.
I have a consistent migraine, which nothing can or has placated. No amount or type of
medication has made an impact of any kind.
I am absolutely heartbroken

-

there is simply no other way to say or articulate it to you. You are

potentially taking away many hundreds of thousands of years of tangible and intangible culture,
history, Identity

-

familial, personal, community, Nation and so much more.

You are and have incited an impending doom upon my Wiradyuri peoples, including myself. An
impending doom which is a very real threat to all that we are.
You are potentially taking away the future of many future generations to have the experience of
connecting to Country. Of experiencing what I have upon Country. The healing of Country and
allowing ourselves to connect with all that is sacred to us.
You are, with a vote of yes, if that is what you do, taking away the rights of my peoples to
conduct ceremonies just us our Ancestors and peoples have done so for all of millennia.
You are robbing current and future generations of experiencing walking upon the same
ngurambaang, sacred sites and more of our peoples.
You are depriving each and every Wiradyuri person of having the opportunity to create, build
and maintain, whilst nurturing our connections to one another, to gunhi-dhagaan, our Ancestors
and you are taking away all and everything which sustains our souls, our spirits

-

everything. All

for money, for something which is not welcomed, is detrimental to all and everyone's health,
wellbeing

-

social, emotional, mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing.

Are you able to live with that?
Are you willing to live with the fact that you have taken more and more form us

-

all which is

sacred and vital to us Wiradyuri peoples?
Ae you willing and able to meet with each of us to look each of us in the eye and tell us one-byone that you are going to allow this to go ahead?

Are you willing and able to come to each persons house and explain to each individual that you
voted yes and this means the cultural connection is fractured with gunhi-dhagaan, with our
Songlines, storylines, with one another?
What about why we can no longer practice our traditions, learn and teach our sacred
ceremonies, culture and why we are not able to access places which are vital tour survival as
Wiradyuri peoples?
Are you going to sit our little ones down and explain to each of them what you are doing to their
Ancestors sacred resting places?
How are you feeling at the thought I go and take away everything that is important to your
identifies, your family, taking away all of your heritage, customs, knowledge, important places to
you?
How would you feel if I went to the cemetery or to the crematorium and I dug up your Ancestors
graves and said, "oh well, it is for the betterment of the country and it will create jobs for a
while"? ....Or if I took your Ancestors ashes and just tipped them out of the box and into the air
or onto he ground? Are you going to be okay with that?
I still have tears cascading down my face, writing this. Even the thought of you saying yes, is
causing me sorrow and heart ache.
I am so overwhelmed with fear, emotion and wanting to protect gunhi-dhaagan and all our
sacred sites, culture and all this entails, my body is in physical pain.
I am in physical pain due to the deep connection I have with my ngurambaang, my Culture, my
identity. At the thought you are going to take her away from me. Disturb my Ancestors resting
places.
We are in a global crisis and epidemic and it is only getting worse with global warming.
Yet here you are wanting to add the global waring crisis when this country has made a public
commitment to and with the world we will cut emissions and do better. This makes absolutely no
sense to me.
Aboriginal and Tories Strait Islander peoples are working hard, making a conscious and general
effort to Heal Country
month

-

-

hence this year's NAIDOC theme

-

which was coincidently only last

do not tell me you have forgotten this pledge already??

We are working tirelessly to heal Country and clean up the mess that the Government and nonIndigenous people are primarily responsible via destruction of our Countries for pure and
absolute greed and you still want to go back on your commitments, your word?
It has been clear from the moment of invasion and up until now, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples and non-Aboriginal peoples value systems are completely and totally polar
opposites to one another.
However, can you, the Government not see the complete and utter decimation of this country
that has ensured since invasion?
Can you, the Government not see the irreparable destruction, pillage and raping you have
brought upon the sacred Nations and Country of my Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples?
When are you all going to say, 'enough is enough' and cease taking from gunhi-dhagaan who,
has done nothing but support and sustain you, I and all in the world? Providing the very breath
you take as you are reading this?
What has she done to you, to make you feel and think it is okay to do to her?!
How would you feel and/or react if you were in my position and had to constantly fight to save
what is important and vital to your very existence?
A poem by me, Yaliilan

-

I do hope it breaks your heart, and reaches to your very inner being

and conscience...
What have you done to my country?! You did it, you broke her no doubt about that

-

Yaliilan

It is half past 10 and so very dark, when I arrive to rest on my old peoples country and simply
check out.
It is unusually quiet

-

nothing is stirring, no marsupials nor birds their sounds ringing out.

It is so damp and dark out, I have no energy left tonight, all is left is to roll out my swag.
It is bed for me, without a doubt With a fast roll and drop, that is me for the night

I awake early, to sound of the quietness ringing out.

-

I am out.

Not a squawk, grunt, or sound rings out from an animal or birds mouth.
This is not right; I must get up and figure this out.

My country, she is different and foreign to me. Her smell is not one / know, I feel no comfort,
just fear, and doubt.
I am confused and want to climb back in my swag, cover my head and never come out.
As I stumble in my swag whilst climbing out

-

I hear my country, I hear her shout "Please help

me my child, time is fast running out".

I run to the mountain edge

-

which overlooks all.

It is the sight before me that I stumble to my knees afraid I may fall.
My country, she is gone

-

with me no more.

Before me all see is coal, dirt, trucks and greed
Not one single tree is left

-

all habitats

-

nothing more.

well, they just got wiped out.

Where have the trees, the plants and homes gone

-

oh no; they are no more.

My thoughts are swirling, filled with panic and much more.
My country, she is no more
I sit hunched on my knees, my head in my hands, the tears they do fall, streaming down my
cheeks they do fall.
My world is shattered, because of coal mining, greed, and export

-

there is no doubt

All I can get out is "I am sorry Gunhi-dhaagan I could not protect you, yes time has begun to
run out".
Alone with my thoughts as I look out, out to the mass of destruction, no trees, no homes
all are wiped out.

-

yes

What can / do to stop more of my country being wiped out??? Being no more, erased with no
hesitation nor anymore doubt.
My heart is shattered, my voice ringing out "What do / do without her, my country who I cannot
live without'? "You have raped, pillaged and plundered her dead, removing her soul, slowly she
dies, her heart giving out". Without my country, I too am out.
Did you not see her eyes giving out, hear her voice as it was ringing out, to stop your cruel
actions, to cut it out?!

Who knows how long she has been given if you do not wake up

-

and, if you do not, not even

us will be living.
I still sit on the mountain crushed and broken; no breath can be given -how did this happen?
Why was there greed? I plead and plead.

The animals all gather, no words are spoken.
Each sit quietly, their hearts too broken. No homes, no water, not even a twig, all of it is taken.
You have destroyed the one thing that mattered

. .

.Did you think about that when you allowed

this to happen...

My soul: it is broken, my heart is so shattered

...

What did you do to my Country?

...

You

broke her no doubt about that...

Another poem, regarding how I feel about my Country
That is when I know I am 'home'... Yaliilan
-

At the age of 4, I moved from my traditional Country to Wonnarua country as both parents had
moved due to work. My giiny-bu (heart) dhulubang-bu (soul) remained on Ngurrambang
(Country), where my Ancestors look after it until I came back. The moment that I knew I was
travelling back onto Country to visit my best friend and family; that is when I was going to be
'home'

Whenever / went back and sat on Country, / sat and allowed Gunhi-dhaagan (Mother Earth) to
heal me. / spoke to Gunhi-dhaagan (Mother Earth), to my Ancestors, the animals and the
dhaa gun (land/earth), feeling her healing, calming and energetic roots coursing through my
feet, travelling all the way up through my body via my muscles, veins and bones; connecting
with everything; that is when / know / am 'home'.
When I sit outside when / am on Ngurrambang (Country), / biyambul (always) raise my
ngulang (face) toward the yurruga (sun) and allow her warmth to wash over my skin. When I
am not on Ngurrambang (Country), I call to my Ancestors to show me Ngurrambang (Country),
as I am always homesick and need a way to feel Ngurrambang (Country) with me biyambul
(always)- My Ancestors always come to take me to Country; that is when / know lam 'home'

As an adult I have been afforded many opportunities which allow me to learn my Ngamadhalany (Mother tongue), to connect with my mayiny (people), Culture and to yalbilinya-bu
yalmambirra (learn and teach) traditional ways; that is when I know / am 'home'
When / sit with my mayiny (people) and mayiny (people) of other Countries, girinyalanha
(talking together), each would yalmambirra (learn) my knowledge and Culture, things which
invasion, colonisation and assimilation took from me and my mayiny (people); that is when I
know / am 'home'...
When my mayiny (people) yalmambirra (learn) my wagadyi-galang-bu babrrai-galang-bu her
mayiny-galang gudhi-galang (songs, dances and sing and know her songs and stories),
giilang-galang-bu. When I babirra (sing) in language and ngiyanggarra (speak) my giilanggalang (stories); that is when / know I am 'home'...
When I put on our ochre for the first time, the powerful ochre that connects me to Gunhi
dhaagan (Mother Earth), my Ancestors, animals, galing (water), my mayiny (people), and
more; that is when I know I am 'home'
My tidda girls from tiddarevolution (2019) sum it up eloquently.
When we paint, we heal.
When we carve, we heal.
When we weave, we heal.
When we dance, we heal.
When we sing, we heal.

When we dream, we heal.
When we hunt, we heal.
When we yarn, we healWhen on Country, we heal.

When I have my Culture, my mayiny (people), my Ngama-dhalany (Mother tongue),
Gunhidhaagan (Mother Earth); that is when I feel whole; that is when I know I am 'home'
When I am immersed and surrounded by my Culture, my mayiny (people), hearing the birds
and animals, the sweet sound of nature buzzing around me; that is when I know I am 'home;

Ngurrambaang (Country) is within me and I within her. Without one, there cannot be the other.
My mayiny (people) and my Culture and Ngama-dhaagan (Mother Earth) are at the giiny
(heart) of my very being. When I have these; I know I am 'home'.
Another excerpt from another of my poems

-

I am sure you will see the disgraceful impact

upon gunhi-dhagaan-bu Ngurambaang-bu that has occurred and the epidemic of global
warming and destruction already caused by humans greed
.1 must admit

...

I am not in the least surprised at what Gunhi-dhaa gun (mother earth) has been

showing us with natural disasters in 'Australia' and Internationally, I am really not. You see, she
has been telling us for many years we need to sort our stuff out and begin looking after her or
their will be colossal impacts which will begin to happen

-

yet many of us simply did not happen.

Now look at where we are.. fires, floods, and droughts which are leaving mammoth impacts
and destruction everywhere.
As many of us know: 2021 NAIDOC (National Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance
Committee) is themed 'Heal Country'. It seems to me, we must all heed Gunhi-dhaagun-galang
(mother earth's) long given warnings and begin to do the right thing

-

to HEAL her, to NUR-

TURE her and to begin making amends for all of the destruction and heartache has been
caused to her for many hundreds of years since invasion ad mining began.
It is evident for far too long we have taken and taken from her, and rarely given back to,
thanking her for what she gives us (nothing majorly big

..

just LIFE, AIR and FOOD! Kind of

stuff). We have continued to waste materials and create pollution (smog, plastic, and non-

biodegradable items), all of which have been slowly killing her, our ecosystems, flora, and fauna
and yes

-

even us too.

I genuinely do not feel she can take much more

-

I mean how many messages in an array of

ways does she need to give us that she is dying before we sit up, take notice, and begin to work
very fast to heal her and attempt to undo the damage we have done to her?
I guarantee you; she can hear you and she is listening. Gunhi-dhaa gun (Mother Earth) is pretty
magical and she is working a whole lot of overtime to fix herself and still make life easy for us
all. So, how about we give her some loving and give back to her as much, and in as many ways
that we can! You will feel amazing when you see what your love and nurturing gives to her, how
quickly she thrives, and responds. You really will...
So, how about you, Director Energy and Resource Policy, and staff of the Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment assist her, and us in healing her? Instead of causing further
turmoil and ill health toward her?!
Time is quickly running out for Gunhi-dhaa gun (Mother Earth) and for us. We cannot repair all of
the damage that has been done to her, however; we can stop further and unrepairable damage
and we can love and nurture her back to health.
Think about it

-

as we are not leaving a healthy Gunhi-dhaa gun (Mother Earth) for our children,

grandchildren, or Great-Great Grandchildren. In just three (3) generations, the sad reality is
there may not be a Gunhi-dhaa gun (Mother Earth) to sustain life on her
This is also another one from me

-

a Wiradyuri Yinaa is so much pain...

She stands at the top of the mountain., watching, just watching.
Looking down from where she sits.
Her heart, her soul, her identities and spirit are in pain.
The wind is howling and swirling around her, a Maliyaan is circling above.
She cannot breathe, the air is stuck inside her chest. She feels, hears, and sees the panic of
her Ancestors as they are crying out for her to help.
Time has stopped still

...

the world is going on around her, yet she does not notice She is in the
world of her Ancestors death, and pain.

Her tear drops trickle down like rain, she can no longer bear the pain.
She hears her Ancestors cries of pain, echo out amongst the plains.
She wonders how does one make the Government see they are taking so much away?
The hurt, the agony, and the pain of her peoples, how does one begin to explain that away?
All she can do is tell the story of the day her peoples sacred spaces and how they were wiped
out with a simple yay.
She stands in place for one more moment.
She turns to leave and she sees spirit.
They say "My child, I know you tried in vain to protect our sacred places.
However, you know the Government, they have no vain.
A kangaroo appears for that one moment, with one bound it has gone with spirit.
She knows she has been given the reigns to tell their stories she feels within in her spirit.
To tell the people of her Wiradyuri peoples pain.
Pain that never goes away.
To tell the stories of how the Government took her Culture, her identity and her soul away.

How can you genuinely take all that I have spoken about and much more, from me and my peoples?
How can you justifiably disrupt our seasons more than it already has

-

and you cannot deny

each have been disrupted?
You are denying so many scared ceremonies, many I have spoken of already. We try to heal
nguarambaang with water ceremonies and other healing ceremonies, including for ourselves,
and you allow in a foul swoop a mining licence to come in and undo all the hard work and love
we have put into her?
Why?

We conduct smoking ceremonies and your Government departments undo all of the healing we
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have done?
Why?
I urge you to take a moment to really reflect and digest the words that I have taken 4 days to
write.
I want you to walk away, look at your children and ask yourself if you can, with a clear conscious take away all from your child, all of what you are potentially taking away from another
child. Tell me, does it sit right with you?
Do you have that hollow feeling

...

sitting

..

weighing on your body

...

in the pit of your stomach

at that thought?
I would like you to take another moment to walk and look into your child's eyes and act as
though you are going to tell your child that you are going to strip away every single thing that is
vital to your child. Everything I have discussed within this document.
Can you do it?
How does it feel?
Do you feel torn?
Guilty?
Hollow?
How about taking all I have written, and tell me you can do that to yourself?
What about going to your parents, house, grandparents house or whoever has heirlooms, sacred objects, pictures, your family tree and history
dear

-

-

you know all that you and your family hold

do you think your family would be okay with you or I ripping this away brutally and dis-

posing of it as though it is nothing?
How does that feeling/thought sit with you?

I now want you to imagine if I were to go to your grandparent's. great grandparents, your childhood home

...

or whatever you find most sacred to you

...

I began getting tractors, bulldozers,

big trucks and such and started destroying everything there and there was nothing you could
really do, as you have no say in it. As, I and other decided we wanted the land, heirlooms etcetera and nothing was going to stop us?
Are you feeling okay with this?
Are you feeling heartbroken?
Desperate?
Are you afraid?
Are you having anxiety and heart palpitations?
Is there non-stop tears and despair that I am taking everything away from you that is sacred and
dear to you?
How would you feel if I were to okay people coming in and blowing up the heirlooms, photographs, journals

..

anything and everything that gives you identity, connection to your ances-

tors? Your heritage and much more?
Are you still feeling okay about saying yes to this mining proposal.
Are you going to be okay with me now going in to the cemeteries and places your Ancestors are
laid to rest and I am now going to dig up your Ancestors bones, spread them wherever they
land

...

When I finish there, I am going where your Ancestors who have been cremated and I

am going to take them from there and I will once again spread their ashes and allow them to fall
wherever they may?
How are you feeling?
Are you sickened to the stomach?
Do you feel as though you cannot let that happen?
Do you want to stop this from happening?

Stop your Ancestors final resting places from being destroyed and desecrated?
Is any of this sitting well with you?
You see, here is the thing; this is what you are doing to myself, my people, my Country, my
towns. My family, my friends and much more.
Here is the difference between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and non-Indigenous and Government people in power

...

We Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

would never, ever think about destroying anything which was of significance to you. Not in any
way, shape, form or circumstances.
Why you ask me? Because we have too much Yindyamarra for what is not ours.
We have been taught that we do no harm to anything or anyone.
We have a cultural contract and agreement with Gunhi-dhagaan that we look after one another.
As after all we are one in the same.
You cannot say the same for yourselves.
The world is already dying and it is already dire. Do you really want to contribute to that? Do you
want to make the future even worse?
You are not working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples or non-Indigenous peoples who are allies, to close the gap

-

you are in fact working against the initiative, should you

give the go ahead for this atrocious and unnecessary mining exploration proposal.
I ask, I beg and I plead that you see the reality of the harm you are potentially doing and have a
conscience.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: No
show that I am deadest against mining and always will be.

Yours sincerely,
Yaliilan Windl

-

I want my name on here to

A Wiradjuri Dharawal Yinna who wants her ngurambaang left in peace. Her Ancestors left to
rest in peace, and sacred sites, artifacts flora and fauna, mammals and water systems left
alone.

Hands off my Country she deserves better and so do Wiradyuri peoples
the Traditional Custodians of the lands, waterways, flora, fauna and
habitats.
-

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the true
Traditional Custodians of this land. Our contract with Gunhidhagaan shows this from the very first sunrise.
Sovereignty was never and will never be ceded

-
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lam writing this submission at the 11th hour. I haw been intending to write it for weeks but as a nurse at the Rytstone hospital, working
understaffed during a pandemic, I have not had time-and lam tired.. .so erytired, however, the serythoughtof losing the area around me that
keeps me sane is more than enough for my keyboard to beckon me rather than my bed.
lam sure you have received many submissions full of intelligence, statistics and eloquent language. Thank goodness for those people, however, I
am not one of them.
F4'submission is simple-it comes to you as a Kandos local, a Nurse and a mother. I'm worried about the prospect ofa mine being built close to
mycommunityfor many reasons.
Firstly, this is not the first time I have been in this position. I have not always lived in Kandos. In myearty205 I was forced to move awayfrom my
hometown to which I was fifth generation. Amine came to town, one of the largest of its type in the southern hemisphere. The locals rejoiced, there
would bejobs..the sentence "the streets will be paved with gold" was bandied about
F'rent doubled in price in 3 months..I was at that time a childcare worker. The houses were bought on mass bythe mines, the prices double their
real worth-locals could not compete- the jobs for locals at this mine barelycame to fruition. There was no longer an affordable future in our
communityfor my myself and manyothem, leasing job vacancies in many businesses and industries.
This was 20 years ago.
Those houses todaysit looking derelict, weeds above window frames as those theyaccommodate don't have the time nor care to be house proud
4 weeks on, 4weeks off, back home to their families.
Shops closed, schools dosed, families left-the mine grew bigger, so big a sillage was also developed to house the 1 00 of fly in fyoutworkers
the mine employed. Barelya cent spent byanyof them in the town
The mines took thousands of hectares of farmland, prime wheat growing land, not to mention our only local wetlands. Thousands of pelicans few
inland to nest here. The land is so flat that as a child, the black and white mirage of pelicans could be seen kilometres away.. it is now a massive
hole in the ground. No one cared that the pelicans lost their 1000 War old nesting site. Because-jobs, money.
I'm pleased to saythat after a bumper harvest, the town is more energised than it has been in 20 years. The mine that was supposed to build the
town, kills the town. It's farming that keeps it alive.
Then there's the climate. rstyson has witnessed the same amount of catastrophic climate events as myself in his 12 years of life.
I have seen myfather walk off the land as a 5th generation farmer due to not hasing the strength to endure another drought.
We have seen drought so bad, skeletal cattle ate gum frees in their bare paddocks. Food prices so dear that tinned tuna became a staple.
Acid then 2019, being on the edge of monster bushfire..hasing to plan for the possibility ofevacuating. £vburning the loss of millions of animals
and flora, knowing that the forests around us in our lifetime, will never look the same.
Lastly I'm worried about the proposal of a mine because of how beautiful, unique, ancient and fragile our local environment is. The serythought of
losing anyof this truly devastates me.
It is our magnificent scenery, wildlife and diversity in flora that puts this place on the map. I can sit in my backyard and have 16 different varieties of
birds, some highly endangered, come to mybirdbath. This doesn't happen in other places.. .hasing feed outwest, I know that this is where the
greeneryand beautystops.
Amine, anytype of mine in this area will do irreversible damage.. .eseryleodyalreadyknows this.
There is actually no tangible reason for this mine to be approved, the negatives outweigh anypositises.
I sleep at nightwith the reassurance that common sense will no doubt prevail. That I will be able to continue opening the curtains at the hospital
after working a night, to watch the sun rise oserthe magnificent mountain range and valleys, in all their natural wonder for the ne4 20 years.
Yours sincerely,
Ronda Grellman.
N5W2848.
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I am writing this submission at the

11'

hour. I have been intending to write it for weeks but as a

nurse at the Rylstone hospital, working understaffed during a pandemic, I have not had time-and I
am tired ... so very tired, however, the very thought of losing the area around me that keeps me sane
is more than enough for my keyboard to beckon me rather than my bed.
I am sure you have received many submissions full of intelligence, statistics and eloquent language.
Thank goodness for those people, however, I am not one of them.
My submission is simple-it comes to you as a Kandos local, a Nurse and a mother.
I'm worried about the prospect of a mine being built close to my community for many reasons.
Firstly, this is not the first time I have been in this position. I have not always lived in Kandos.
In my early 20s I was forced to move away from my hometown to which I was fifth generation.
A mine came to town, one of the largest of its type in the southern hemisphere. The locals rejoiced,
there would be jobs-the sentence "the streets will be paved with gold" was bandied about.
My rent doubled in price in 3 months..I was at that time a childcare worker. The houses were bought
on mass by the mines, the prices double their real worth-locals could not compete- the jobs for
locals at this mine barely came to fruition. There was no longer an affordable future in our
community for my myself and many others, leaving job vacancies in many businesses and industries.
This was 20 years ago.
Those houses today sit looking derelict, weeds above window frames as those they accommodate
don't have the time nor care to be house proud. 4 weeks on, 4weeks off, back home to their
families.
Shops closed, schools closed, families left-the mine grew bigger, so big a village was also developed
to house the lOOs of fly in fly out workers the mine employed. Barely a cent spent by any of them in
the town.
The mines took thousands of hectares of farmland, prime wheat growing land, not to mention our
only local wetlands Thousands of pelicans flew inland to nest here. The land is so flat that as a child,
.

the black and white mirage of pelicans could be seen kilometres away ... it is now a massive hole in
the ground. No one cared that the pelicans lost their 1000 year old nesting site. Because-jobs,
money.
I'm pleased to say that after a bumper harvest, the town is more energised than it has been in 20
years. The mine that was supposed to build the town, kills the town. It's farming that keeps it alive.
Then there's the climate. My son has witnessed the same amount of catastrophic climate events as
myself in his 12 years of life.
I have seen my father walk off the land as a 5th generation farmer due to not having the strength to
endure another drought.
We have seen drought so bad, skeletal cattle ate gum trees in their bare paddocks. Food prices so
dear that tinned tuna became a staple.
And then 2019, being on the edge of a monster bushfire..having to plan for the possibility of
evacuating. Mourning the loss of millions of animals and flora, knowing that the forests around us in
our lifetime, will never look the same.

Lastly, I'm worried about the proposal of a mine because of how beautiful, unique, ancient and
fragile our local environment is. The very thought of losing any of this truly devastates me.
It is our magnificent scenery, wildlife and diversity in flora that puts this place on the map. I can sit
in my backyard and have 16 different varieties of birds, some highly endangered, come to my
birdbath. This doesn't happen in other places ... having lived out west, I know that this is where the
greenery and beauty stops.
A mine, any type of mine in this area will do irreversible damage ... everybody already knows this.
There is actually no tangible reason for this mine to be approved, the negatives outweigh any
positives.
I sleep at night with the reassurance that common sense will no doubt prevail. That I will be able to
continue opening the curtains at the hospital after working a night, to watch the sun rise over the
magnificent mountain range and valleys, in all their natural wonder for the next 20 years.
Yours sincerely,
Ronda Grellman.
,
NSW 2848.
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Hawkins Rumker PRIA Submission
Roger Heap
Rylstone NSW 2849
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed offering of the Hawkins Rumker areas for
coal exploration. My name is Roger Heap and I have lived at 3541 Bylong Valley Way, in the Hundred
of Rumker since 1990, having moved to the area in the early 1980's. I am an Electronic Engineer,
having worked locally for Telstra, and before it Telecom Australia, as a technical officer. I also
worked for Cement Australia at the Kandos plant as it's control systems technician, until its closure
in 2011.
My objection to the mine proposal is twofold. The first is the mine will operate directly
under my property, bringing all the known negative effects of subsidence, particularly on the spring
on which I depend for my water supply. These negative effects include dust and noise from any
above ground workings and pit head facilities. The second is the effect on the community of
Rylstone and Kandos which I have grown to love as it has transitioned away from coal mining and
the coal based cement industry, particularly into tourism. Any above ground activity visible from the
towns of Rylstone and Kandos or the road to the nationally acclaimed Ganguddy (Dunns swamp)
camp ground within the Wollemi national park, would effectively destroy tourism, the only growing
industry in the area
The spring on my property is typical of the springs in the area. It rises from an outcrop of the
Katoomba Coal seam, its aquifer, directly below the Permian- Triassic boundary. The massive Triassic
sandstones above act as a reservoir. Underground coal mining is well documented to drain the water
from the aquifers above them and my spring is very likely to be adversely affected. There are many
such springs in the area, at least five within a kilometre of my property and at about a Kilometre
starts the peat bog wetland of Reedy Creek. I saw the extent of the peat in the area as it caught fire
during the fires of 2019, as a member of the Rylstone Bush Fire Brigade I was involved in
extinguishing it, a formidable task. Peat bogs such as this take millennia to form in wetlands and are
in direct danger of being destroyed by the mining proposal. Such extensive wet areas also exist in
the Growee River, Coxs Creek and other valleys within the mine proposal. They provide valuable
habitat for many plants and animals as well as water supply for residents, and form the headwaters
for the Hunter and Cudgegong river systems who's water quality may be affected.
Water is a valuable resource in any rural situation. My situation as a Rural Residential resident,
usually known as a "tree changer" is no different. My situation as a small holding land owner is
,

becoming more popular. I use the water for domestic purposes and an extensive garden but the
future usage is very likely to be agricultural. Any affect on my spring by the mine would downgrade
the value of my property. I am also a home brewer and have had the water tested for the production
of beer with favourable results, indicating a business plan for a micro brewery is viable. Such future
uses would be lost should the mine take the local springs. I note a distillery in the Capertee valley
that uses water from geologically similar springs.

The valley that the towns of Rylstone and Kandos find themselves in has become a drawcard
for tourism over the last couple of decades. This is largely from the old world charm of the colonial
era buildings of Rylstone and the magnificent views across the Cudgegong valley from Kandos,
towards the area to be mined. The Gangudy camp ground of the Wollemi National Park has been
voted in the top ten campgrounds in the country and attracts many campers and caravaners,
contributing immensely to the local economy. As a resident of the Bylong Valley Way I have
witnessed the huge increase in traffic since the completion of the bitumen seal of this road. It has
become popular as it is the shortest route from the Central West to Newcastle, and always will be
due to the ruggedness of the Wollemi Park. This also makes it the shortest day trip from Sydney and
home again via the Hunter Valley, with a stop for lunch in Rylstone and Kandos. In my forty years in
the area I have seen the demise of the coal and the cement industries, the only growing industry has
been tourism. The proposed mine must include Pit top facilities. One of the more obvious places for
this is the Cudgegong valley north of Rylstone and Kandos, due to its proximity to the existing
railway line. These facilities are necessarily extensive, as can be witnessed by the facility at Mt
Thorley on the Golden Highway in the Upper Hunter, there they are very unsightly. Any such facility
within sight of Rylstone, Kandos or the road to the Wollemi would have a serious, adverse affect on
the viability of the tourism industry.
The department's correspondence indicates the mine would be underground, this implies
there would be no open cut mining. I note that the mine plan area extends south along the Bylong
Rd, away from the overlying Triassic sandstone, in areas where the seam will be shallower. This
would indicate that open cut mining methods and high wall operations may be considered, again the
unsightly nature of such methods within sight of the towns would devastate tourism. Does the
department then guarantee no open cut operation? If not the statements you have made are
speculation on the final mine plan, and may be misleading. Other areas of low coverage occur within
the indicated area of the department's map, and would be subject to the same criticism.
In conclusion, I must question the need for new coal mines as the world transitions away
from fossil fuels. The viability of underground coal operations in particular will become increasingly
questionable, risking leaving us with a stranded asset which has wrecked our only alternative
industry, tourism.
Yours sincerely
Roger Heap
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Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Resource Issues Assessment

16/08/2021

Submission compiled by David Clarke
Chair Mudgee District Branch NSW Farmers Association

Who is NSWFA?
The NSW Farmers Association (NSWFA) is Australia's largest State Farming Organisation and is the
peak representative body for farming business. Agriculture in NSW is worth approx. $13 B annually,
employs 66,000 people and manages 70% of the states land mass.
NSWFA members grow food and fibre for domestic and export markets including beef, dairy, sheep
and goat meat, wool, grains, cotton, horticulture, poultry, oysters, eggs pork, wine growers and
thoroughbred breeders, large scale and small niche speciality producers. The Mudgee District Branch
of NSWFA has members who produce most of these products with the exception of oysters, cotton
and dairy.
We are a grass-roots member driven organisation where each producer member has a democratic
voice in developing and forming policy. We support public policy and technical innovation aimed at:
+ Growing agriculture's contribution to the Australian economy,
+ a sustainable natural environment reflecting the dedicated stewardship of our farmers and,
+ The world's best production and marketing practises, joining science with practical
expertise of farmers.
We are well placed to be a strong voice on behalf of our members when it comes to highlighting
issues that threaten to affect the agricultural industry in NSW.
NSWFA is not opposed to mining however, we insist that mining developments must only occur
strategically and not at the expense of productive agricultural land and water resources and
important existing industries.

Mudgee District Branch (MDB NSWF)
MDB NSWF members operate farming business across the Midwestern Regional Council LGA and the
Capertee Valley. Hawkins & Rumker has a combined area of 32700 Ha. It has the normal mix of
farming enterprises mainly wool, sheep meat, and beef. Some horticulture in the form of vineyards
and olive groves are nearby. Many farms in the district have also diversified into short term
accommodation utilising excess and or new dwellings as Air B&B enterprises. The agriculture, fishing
forestry sector is the largest employer in the East Mudgee Region; representing 22.3% of
employees.
It has to be noted that potential coal developments could affect a wider footprint that just the
proposed site posing a risk to agriculture's production in both quantity and quality.
Agriculture's contribution to the local economy has increased in recent years due to higher
commodity prices, particularly beef & sheep meat. Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) has quoted
the Eastern Young Cattle Index (EYCI) at a record 1000.75 cents /Kg Auctions Plus online marketing
has quoted the current cattle market 42.6% up from the this time last year. MLA report strong Lamb
and Mutton indicators at 934 c/kg and 647c/kg respectively are all in near record territory. Even the
wool market is holding its own. Agriculture has always been the back bone contributor but is now
presently a key local economic driver and should remain strong for the foreseeable future. It should

also be noted that even with the effects of prolonged drought this region managed to produce
quality food and fibre proving its sustainability credentials.
The members of Mudgee District Branch NSWF have a number of concerns which leads them to
believe that; neither a coal mine nor the issue of exploration licences within Hawkins & Rumker
should occur. And that any notion of proceeding to a PRIA process with Ganguddy

-

Kelgoola should

be abandoned.
Principle is the belief that The Rylstone District could become another Bylong, and suffer enormous
disruption to agriculture production, social community & local economy; marked by indecision and
all for nothing. No farms, no store, no community and in the end no mine.
Bylong; what Happened?
Prior to the KEPCO Coal Project the Bylong Valley was a highly productive locality. Due to it
Biophysical Strategic Agricultural Land (BSAL) beef cattle cropping and equine enterprises turned- off
quantities of prime livestock including highly regarded Angus(2) & Hereford (1)studs & Melbourne
Cup winning Thoroughbreds. During dry times Bylong was regarded by the wider Rylstone district as
a sure source of fodder from its irrigated lucerne flats.
Bylong was a tight knit farming community centred about a store and with many small social clubs,
school, hall, sports ground and a church.
Fragmentation of that community began with the exploration process. Landholders were divided,
differing terms for access and secrecy drove a wedge into the community. The community dissolved
where land acquisitions for a coal mine started. Some landholders took advantage of the high prices
paid for their farms, others held out for a while before selling, others hoping to sell where left
(broken) as neighbours to a potential open cut coal mine. Investment on farm improvements and
capacity expansion were put on hold due to uncertainty.
Those remaining farmers and others (including NSW Farmers Association) decided to fight to save
the Bylong Valley and its BSAL lands and water from open cut coal mining were eventually vindicated
by the project failing to gain approval. The proponent KEPCO still owns the acquired land and has
partially operated it as a farming operation. It has been estimated that farm production is only 20%
of what was achieved as multiple family owned and run farms.

Issues raised as concerns
In addition to the general concern created from the events experienced at Bylong directly by some
of our members and observed by others there are a number of issues which need to be highlighted.
Economic & Political Viability. Given the rather long term (in excess of a decade) to gain all the
approvals necessary to start a Greenfield coal mine and the fact that political pressure both locally
and globally against thermal coal is gaining momentum it is difficult to see a potential new coal
project having a long productive life. Australia's current commitment to greenhouse gas emitions
caps must lead to reduced fossil fuel consumption in the medium term and it is likely that
international pressure will deepen the reduction targets over time.
NSWFA holds that thermal coal as an energy source will sunset in the next 20 years unless real
break-throughs in carbon collection can be achieved. This would give a potential thermal coal mine
in the Rylstone district about 10 years productive life. In comparison the existing agricultural and
farm based business put at risk by a potential mine have no such sunset. We fail to understand why
the NSW Government is even instigating the PRIA process unless it is to gain revenue from issuing
exploration licences to prospectors knowing full well new thermal coal mine projects will be unviable
in the future. It just doesn't pass the pub test.
Also given the Geological Surveys indicate the expected scale of the two coal resource to be
extracted is 286 million tonnes (Hawkins) and 624 million tonnes (Rumker), the total run of mine
resource could be 910 million tonnes, of similar quality of coal to Ulan. Glencore's report shows
Ulan Coal contribution 2020 was 10.3 Million tonnes. The scale and rate of extraction necessary
would be massive in order to make a satisfactory return on investment for the mining company
before the industry closes. We think the "size of the prize" is being unrealistically stated.
Exploration Licences. Allowing the process of advertising, tendering and issuing of exploration
licences precipitates all sorts of unwelcome issues;
+ An attitude that a mine or mines is inevitable once exploration starts becomes manifest
leading to;
+ A stagnation of on-farm investment. Farm improvements held over as being unnecessary,
pending an offer from a coal mine proponent.
+ The beginning of a prolonged pause as all the processes and assessments etc start to unfold.
If past developments can be used as a guide then it would not be unreasonable to expect 10
years period before start up of a new mine.
+ Declining farmland values short and medium term, lost opportunities to exit farming, farm
succession planning difficulties & future agricultural production jeopardised. Bylong has
been on hold for 10 years only now are we seeing some return to farm property investment,
mostly from non- local participants willing to speculate due to pressure from the wider
shortage of real estate availability.
+ Poor decision making outcomes because fear of future prospects.
+ Social division may start as the process of Access Agreements unfolds. As landholders
negotiate terms for compensation from drillers wanting access to private property a divide
can develop between those who have been paid more or less, even the rumours of
unequitable terms caused by confidentiality clauses.

Environmental. Agriculture relies on the health of the natural resources of farms and surrounding
landscape to remain profitable. The MDB NSWF sees considerable risk to both land and water if a
new coal mine were to commence. Whilst Underground mining (which is what PRIA is investigating,
but noting, open cut is not ruled out) is seen as less invasive than open cut there remains
unreasonably high risk to the Farm and adjacent land. There are some localities with in Hawkins and
Rumker which should just be quarantined from exploration. Growee and Cox's Creek are 2 of these
among others.
+ Areas of BSAL have been identified along the Growee River within the indicated area for
exploration. Destruction of BSAL cannot be justified. To date there is no evidence of
degraded BSAL being successful rehabilitated. As Growee River flows down the Bylong Valley
downstream degradation of the valuable Bylong Valley would occur.
+ There are other sites of BSAL and High quality soils around the Cudgegong River & Lawson
Creek which may also suffer from run —off etc. from the Hawkins & Rumker.
+ Water catchments for both the Rylstone Weir and downstream Lake Windamere are put a
risk by large scale mining operations commencing. The Cox's Creek runs into the Cudgegong
at the head waters of Rylstone Weir. The Creek is a significant contributor to the farms and
towns alike. However flows from the creek vary greatly through-out the year and from
season to season. Any impairment to either quality or quantity of flows could not be
tolerated.
+ The complex local geology within Hawkins & Rumker would make mining in some of area
very problematic. In places the sedimentary layers have suffered significant ancient volcanic
activity. For example; Cox's Creek is a fault line between basalt capped ridges covering
sedimentary layers including coal seams. Some Coal seams are burnt out from pipes and
vents and layer flows. With the expected working depth of operations being from 100 to 500
metres below the surface it would be difficult to guarantee no adverse outcomes.
+ Complex hydrology again for same reasons. Very difficult to find decent quality and quantity
of underground water. Any risk to existing bores, wells, springs and streams could not be
tolerated. The resource of good water is just too scarce to risk.
+ The source of the Cudgegong would be compromised by any large scale mining activity in
Ganguddy-Kelgoola.
+ Subsidence Issues from underground mine activity again could affect underground and
surface water, placing at risk the Windamere dam catchment. Potentially creating strains on
the Cudgegong River through to Burrendong. Creating issues for downstream irrigators even
to the Macquarie Valley Irrigators and Marshes.
+ Water supply for mining operations and coal washing will have to come from somewhere.
An analysis of 39 coal reports in NSW found the average use by coal mining was 653 litres
per tonne of coal in 2018.
+ Tailings waste-water pollution issues for the above catchments and local farms. Possible
problems with earthen walled dams as the prevalence of dispersible clay soil types make the
risk dam failure due to tunnelling high in some locations within the proposed exploration
zone.
+ Adequate Rehabilitation Issues, cost to surrounding farms when proper rehabilitation is not
done or is deferred indefinitely. There is currently at least one conflict with our members

and a mine operator. The history of local coal mine sites being fully rehabilitated is not good.
Perhaps they are works in progress but progress appears halted.
+ Pest animal including wild dogs, pigs, rabbits etc. pose an ongoing continued impost on
farming neighbours. There is a real biosecurity risk to farms if these problems species are
not managed adequately.
+ Weed infestation is also a real Biosecurity risk to neighbouring farms. Weeds such as
Serrated Tussock and now Sticky Nightshade threaten farm profitability locally.
+ Hidden costs, reduced life of fencing and other infrastructure requiring premature
replacement, particularly in the Bylong Valley, from air pollution since the rapid expansion of
Coal mining in the Hunter Valley and Ulan has been noted by members.

Local Economy. MDB NSWF recognises the importance of having a truly diversified local economy.
Mining including Coal mining has played a very significant role in the success of the local region for a
long time. Many of the industrial business that depend on the mines for bread & butter are a very
valuable asset and service for the farm sector, however this has not come without cost.
+ It was noted that during the last period of rapid Coal mine expansion in the Mid-western
LGA that there were some adverse side effects to many local businesses that were not
directly involved in mining or mine related. There significant challenges placed on these
businesses from competition with mines and mine related business for staff, skilled labour
and trades people. Mines offered high wages to compensate for arduous work conditions.
Local businesses lost mechanics & apprentices etc to the mines, long waiting lists grew for
essential repairs and maintenance work to be done. Very much a 2-speed economy. There
grew an expectation to pay "mine rates" to get work done. Few farm business's could
compete for the" best and brightest" at that time. It remains very difficult to find suitable
employees even though agriculture is in much stronger condition now. The pressure of
supply and demand could reoccur if another large expansion took place.
+ Tourism especially farm tourism which provides a welcome second string income to a
number of farms is woven into the fabric of this region's agricultural economy, with niche
produce areas and farm-stays which helps sustain a more equitable & diverse economy,
unlike mining, which causes a two-speed economy. The adverse impact on tourism to the
farm sector is a considerable factor particularly with a highly visible open cut mine.
+ Cost shift to farmers and others having to provide time effort and money to oppose
potential mining.
+ Farmland that is used for mining is often rehabilitated with native species and not returned
to agricultural production. If the mine site becomes a National Park the LGA loses rateable
land as government agencies don't pay LGA rates. This places a further burden on existing
rate payers.

Community. MDB NSWF is concerned about possible adverse affects to our local community
especially in regards to;
+ Health, both physical and mental. Local farmers have come through some of the largest
challenges to face the industry for decades without reprieve. Just as the Asian Economic
Miracle began to flow through to farmers with farm commodity prices rising we were
plunged into three long years of drought, followed by fire then flood, then Covid 19 all
with a back drop of trade war threats. The scale of these events especially drought felt
by everyone, and the fires felt by many including those farms in the potential
exploration zone was very significant. Dry and or burnt land is susceptible to heavy
rainfall causing localised flooding and fence damage etc. The recovery from these
hardships is compromised by the current Covid situation. The prospect of dealing with
the threat posed by a potential coal mine has added to stress levels of many local
farming families. Even this PRIA process has had an affect raising stress and anxiety in
the community.
+ It has been documented that life expectancy is reduced by up to 10 years when living
near a coal mine.
• A displacement of generational farmers

-

the feeling of failure where the family farm is

no longer going to be the legacy that gets passed on to the next generation

-

sense of

loss for families and a historical community loss.
+ Loss of amenity to the community as noise & dust pollution from a potential mine and
mine infrastructure occur. Even a potential underground coal mine will require
significant above ground support infrastructure. This would possibly include a small
open cut operation to gain access to the underground works. Coal washing facility, load
out facility, rail access or conveyor system to transport coal away and other ancillary
buildings.
+ Disruption to nearby farms from extending rail corridors acquiring farm land for rail
loops etc. or a conveyor to Ulan, then rail option.
+ Further ongoing disruption to farmers with ongoing access issues.
+ Infrastructure required preparing the coal for transport and access to rail, rail
loop or conveyers, land corridors acquired. Huge cost to upgrade rail
infrastructure. Either south through Rylstone Kandos Lithgow etc or north via
Mudgee Gulgong Ulan to Newcastle. Alternatively a conveyer would be
constructed to run over the hills to rail at Ulan. More disruption to surrounding
farms.
• Concerns that even this PRIA process we are now engaged in could be a way for
government agencies to make work or justify their existence at the expense of a
local community. We certainly hope not.

Conclusion. Coal mines can provide economic activity and opportunities however on
balance a new short term coal mine just does not make sense. The social disruption,
conflicting business costs, agricultural disruption, risk to downstream water users, risk to
local water supplies both quantity and quality for farms and towns, risk to environment air
and noise pollution, huge cost and disruption in providing transport infrastructure, risk to
BSAL lands both contained within the Hawkins & Rumker area as well adjacent e.g. Bylong
and Cudgegong Valleys is regarded as too much.
Local farmers recognise the benefit from having diverse local economy; Industrial businesses
that rely on mining for majority of income also support farming business. However, mining
operations should not occur where the risk to Agriculture is too great.

The MDB NSWF would welcome the opportunity to meet in person with PRIA group should
the Covid lock downs end in time. We appreciate the opportunity to express our concerns in
this submission.
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,

Parramatta NSW 2124
17 August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am writing to oppose the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration in the Ryistone area
in NSW.
I live in Sydney, and for many years I have regularly visited friends who have a property at
Glen Davis. We routinely drive and walk in the local area, including around RyistoneKandos.
Last week the international Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released its latest
research showing that the world already faces 1.5 degrees global warming. We know this is
causing the kinds of droughts and catastrophic bushfires we saw in NSW in the summer of
2019-20, and similar phenomena in Greece and Canada right now. All the world's scientists
emphasise that every single country in the world must stop investing in new fossil fuel
extraction and burning immediately, if we are to prevent even more catastrophic levels of
climate change.
At this crucial time for our planet, I cannot think of anything more foolish and dangerous
than permitting new exploration for coal or gas, such as what is proposed for Hawkins
Rumker. We can no longer afford this kind of business as usual approach from our state
planning authority.
Instead, the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment needs to lead the way. It is
time to stop fossil fuel exploration, and to indicate to mining companies that they need to
change their business models to renewables.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: No
Yours sincerely
Elizabeth Weiss
14 Gibbes St
Newtown NSW 2042
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,

Parramatta NSW 2124

Sybille Frank
,
Bronte, NSW 2024
17/8/2021
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am writing to strongly oppose the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration project.
I believe members of the local communities affected by this project have already raised many very serious and
substantial concerns about the timing and adequacy of the Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment process, in
addition to a large number of serious concerns about the potentially detrimental environmental, social, and
economic impacts of the project. I also understand that the project, should it proceed, would endanger water
resources, Indigenous heritage in the area and the local economy.
However, as I do not live in this area, I will limit my submission to the aspect of this project which would very
directly and adversely affect my family and my community, living in a very different location, in suburban Sydney.
I have two children and two grandchildren, adult siblings and many nieces and nephews. My family and my
community could all be seriously affected by the approval of this project.
The recently released IPCC Report 2021 has sent shockwaves through all of our communities. This report makes it
irrefutably clear that unless we, as a State and as a nation, act urgently and immediately to cut our greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, we will not be able to avoid catastrophic global warming.
The IPCC report shows that the world now has a very much smaller window of time left to try to keep global
warming below 2degrees, and for a country like Australia, it has been estimated that we must look to reduce our
GHG emissions by 75% below 2005 levels, by 2030, to be on track to meet the required target reductions.
Under the weight of evidence now available, Australia must now urgently cut existing fossil fuel emissions, and
there is simply no room for any new fossil fuel developments— including gas if we wish to avoid catastrophic
warming.
-

The IPCC has made it irrefutably clear that we are in a Code Red situation. All levels of government and those in
public office now have a clear duty of care to the health and safety of the community to factor this into all their
decision making.
I am therefore asking you, as a senior public servant in the NSW government, to fulfill your responsibility to
protect our community to heed to warnings of the IPCC and act accordingly to protect all our families and
communities. This project should not be approved.
-

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Yours sincerely,
Sybille Frank
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,

Parramatta NSW 2124

Hayley Tillman
Caringbah NSW 2229

17 Aug 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me are
outlined below.

I am 30 years of age and have been visiting the area for many years.
Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly
represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the government can assure
that any future exploration licenses would include "strict environmental management conditions to protect native
vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values", when their own exploration process
couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for
corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be
community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of the potential
coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for community
consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened
two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who
properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart from this, the only other notification
provided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Olinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these
people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential
release areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in
Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA
process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission Against Corruption findings, which
highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that
public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a
minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more viable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government
describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the
phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other
countries in a worldwide trend and committed to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased
demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just
one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and
bores. Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Once the water
is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River
feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight
bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council
LGA.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum
Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value
of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that
are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
This Country is sacred and holds our ancestors, our history, our stories, our culture, our identity.
This is in the middle of Dabee Country. This is in the middle of 28 publicly listed Aboriginal cultural sites (and this is
a gross underestimation of the number of actual sites in the area)
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms
would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs
are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next
five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop investing
or move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan,
Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and
cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into
fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.

Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery
operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel
for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other
crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region and
economic stability.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: No

Kindest Regards,
Hayley Tillman
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To whom it may concern,
In response to the proposed Rumkers and Hawkins areas being opened for mining, I strongly
disagree with the idea for many reasons.
As an asthmatic, my family moved here when I was young to give me a healthier environment to
grow up and live without so much medication. I have now attended the schools, worked and lived in
the Rylstone area for 30 years, enjoying everything the region has to offer.
The dust and other pollutants mining causes would mean a bigger burden on the health system for
myself and many others in the area. You only need to drive towards Muswellbrook to see how bad
it can be. They are now one of the most polluted areas in Australia, with dust to be seen many
kilometres away, where until a few years ago, it was a beautiful region to go to.
Another pollutant which will have a huge impact is light pollution; the Breakfast Creek and Rylstone
area is amazing for looking at the night sky but has already been affected by the lights from the Ulan
mine. There is a very popular area near Ilford where astronomers come from all over to see the
stars, this would also be impacted by additional mines.
The water table and water quality are a big worry for the area. The release area is approximately
32, 700ha of land and will directly affect 180 landholders. Indirectly, it will affect many, many more.
There are many people living on properties reliant on wells and bore water; we are near the top of
the water catchment for Rylstone, Kandos and Mudgee; Lake Burrendong relies on top ups from
Windamere (still only at 35.3% at 16/8/21) to supply the Cudgegong and Macquarie Valleys, and
obviously it continues on along the river system. Australia has just been through a severe drought
where main water supplies almost ran out. Mining uses a massive amount of water in their
operations which we don't have in Australia, and they cannot guarantee their impact on our water.
We cannot afford the risk of damaging our water supply full stop. We will lose a lot of agricultural
land as it will be either dug up or left infertile in surrounding areas due to water and land
disturbances. Any contaminants or disturbance to the
water table or water courses is going to be devastating for
the people, flora and fauna over a massive landscape.
Many threatened plants and animals make the area home
and need to be protected. Koalas, Spotted-tailed Quolls,
Swainsona Recta, Rosenberg's Goanna, Dusky Wood
swallow, Glossy Black Cockatoo, Diamond Firetail, Ganggang Cockatoo, Speckled Warbler, Spotted Harrier, Brown
Tree Creeper, Little Lorikeet, Painted Honeyeater, White
Bellied Sea Eagle, Black- breasted Buzzard, Little Eagle,
Square Tailed Kite, Hooded Robin, Scarlet Robin, Grey
Crowned Babbler, Barking Owl, Powerful Owl; even the
more common should be looked after or it won't be long
and they too will be at risk. Important threatened plant
communities and landscapes could also be damaged directly
or by subsidence etc, even throughout adjacent Reserves
-pock Formations in broyton Volley
Reserve Breakfast Creek-

and National Parks such as Ferntree Gully Reserve and Wollemi National Park. This also poses a
threat to the plants and animals which live there. I feel the DPIE is not looking into the
Environmental Impact well enough, as the assessment is relying on data which is incomplete. A
mining company has no reason to delve further into environmental issues as they just want to go
ahead with their jobs, this should be something the government has thoroughly investigated already
before releasing an area for exploration.
Roads in our area, while quiet at the moment, are already not well maintained and more traffic
including heavy trucks is going to make them even more dangerous. There is also the issue of mine
workers driving home tired tending to have higher crash rates. More vehicles, heavy trucks, trains,
and the operational noise of mines will change the areas aesthetics very dramatically. It will not be
our nice quiet country town we are known for, any longer, but will also impact the wildlife who will
be forced to find somewhere quieter to live and will be competing with the wildlife already in the
surrounding areas.
Our area has become quite a popular tourist destination, as it isn't too far from Sydney for a
weekend getaway. It provides them with beautiful scenery, little country town specialty shops to
browse, fresh country air, and the choice to do nothing to relax and reset, or kayak, fish, camp, bike
ride, or bushwalk. There are more and more groups who come to the area including bushwalkers,
birdwatchers and cyclists and events celebrating the area like Streetfeast, Cementa and Mudgee
Classic. Local tour operators are currently working on riding trails to encourage people to tour the
central west on bike by linking the train coming to Lithgow from Sydney with the newly formed
Central West Cycle Trail, by riding up through the Capertee Valley, Rylstone and Lue. The trail is
already seeing a massive boost to the small towns on the route. None of these people will come if
the proposed areas are mined; why would 3,000 people ride a pushbike around a 170km course
(Mudgee Classic) to only be able to see mines? The people of our region have been working hard at
building a sustainable economy based mainly on farming and tourism, where revenues stay locally.
It will be a massive blow to
tourism for the whole Local

Aw

Government area and Central
West NSW if the proposal is
approved as these businesses
are

simply

incompatible

with

mining.
Local residents have either
moved here for the serenity and
beautiful landscapes or have

,

lived here all their lives for the

-

A.-

same reason. Many also have

bI

strong family ties. There is a lot
of Aboriginal history here, which
should be preserved for future
generations.

•

a

r

-.

-Bald Mountain from Drayton Valley Reserve, Breakfast Creek-

This proposal has now caused a massive amount of stress on the community as they suddenly don't
know if they will be able to continue living here, running their farms, enjoying their retirement,
looking after hobby farms, or still have jobs. Will their families property and history be destroyed?
Even these unknowns hurt our businesses in the area as people stop investing or move away with
the hint of new mines

-

see nearby Ulan, Wollar and Bylong. Even landowners who are potentially

on the edge of the mine area, can be affected when they need to sell, as no one will want to buy so
close to a mine site, so property prices effectively plummet. On the other hand, rental prices will be
forced up by mine workers who are able to afford the high prices, where locals not in that industry
will not be able to and will be forced out of town.
Mining is a specialised industry, meaning people with the skills tend to follow mines and there are
very few additional jobs created to help the local unemployment levels. 'More jobs' is always
flashed about as a big drawcard in promoting new mining, but I don't believe this to be true at all.
Especially since mining is becoming more automated, just like many other jobs these days, there will
be fewer people required to run them, and therefore not helpful to our local economy. Mines do
provide some revenue to the government, but otherwise, the rest goes to mostly foreign companies,
there is no flow on to local business and communities of Australia.
Mines are quite short-term projects. Once the coal or minerals have been taken, the company
moves on, unlike our local tourism which can survive well beyond this timeframe if the region is left
in its pristine condition. Requirements of opening mines usually mean the company has to return
the land to its prior condition. However, this is not possible as the landscape has been too drastically
changed by then. The water runoff has changed, the soil structure is different as whole sections
have been removed and obviously are not going back but are a part of the way the environment
works. It will be hundreds of years before it's even close to the same; hundred-year-old trees with
all their old hollows for animals to live, hide and feed in, don't grow back overnight. There are locals
in this region who speak of drilling holes and mineshafts on their properties who were promised, in
recent years, that these would be filled in before the company left. They have not been and have
also not been supported by the government in making this happen. How are we to trust more mines
will come here and do the 'right' thing by us?
Local schools use places like Dunn Swamp and Ferntree Gully Reserve as learning resources in
environmental, scientific and cultural lessons. If this area becomes a mine, we will be able to show
our kids firsthand what mining is doing to our environment.
Mining is becoming outdated, many of the countries we export to are looking seriously at reducing
carbon emissions so will not be needing our coal as much as they did. And Australia should be too.
We don't need Rumker or Hawkins dug up. We don't need Kelgoola-Ganguddy destroyed either,
which is the next round of PRIA Assessments also in our area. We can live off agriculture for a lot
longer than a new mine. Many mines currently operating are not at full capacity so why do we need
more of them, destroying more of our precious land and resources when we don't need to.
We should be looking at retraining our miners and young people entering the workforce in skills
involved in manufacturing and developing and maintaining renewable energy sources instead of
mines. Mines tend to take employees away from local businesses and farm work because they pay
'

workers an enormous amount more than most other businesses can.
Unfortunately, we can't flick a switch and already be living from renewable
energies, but we need to be making more of an effort Now.
I love to visit places like Ferntee Gully Reserve for my emotional wellbeing, as
well as ride my mountain bike around the area; Breakfast Ck Rd, Tongbong,
Bara, Bylong and Lue Roads, are all beautiful rides, a good challenge, and
improve my fitness as well as my mental health- and I am not alone. It is why
I live here, and I am devasted to have to imagine it any other way.

-Pterostylis concinna, Trim greenhood-
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124
Manger/on, NSW, 2500
17/08/202]

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. I do not wish this to proceed. My reasons
and the way it will impact me are outlined below.
I am 50 years of age, work as a psychologist, and have been visiting the area with my partner for over 20
years. During that time, I have visited the area as a tourist: camping and enjoying the natural
environment, enjoying the villages in the area including restaurants, coffee shops, and local produce,
visiting friends who live on properties in the area, spending time on the land, and attending retreats.
The impact of coal on myself, the local environment, towns, and on the local communities.
I care about the environment, local character and culture of this area. I spend my tourist dollars in the area
and enjoy the different beautiful facets of the area. I know people that reside in the area and have
businesses in the area. I care about their livelihood, health, and homes.
Coal exploration and mining in the area will have a permanent and destructive effect on the environment,
towns, and local people. Instead of the unique landscape we will see mines, trucks, and an industrialised
landscape. Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas
cover approximately 32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of
agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be
dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue
stays in the pockets of local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the
region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay
accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines. Tourists, including
myself would not want to visit an area to see coal mines!
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on
to local businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export
terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional
local jobs are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people.
Over the next five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop
investing or move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened
in nearby Ulan, Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they
cannot compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.
Although I have spent much time in this local area, I see the focus on coal mining exploration not only as
a local issue, but as a contributor to the destruction of the environment and towards climate change.
Why is our 2overnment investing in coal when there is a worldwide movement towards renewable
energy sources?
Why is the government considering coal exploration when:
•

International thermal coal demand is expected to decline in the long-term while renewable energy
sources are become more viable (as predicted by the Reserve Bank of Australia)?

•

The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal
will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to one tenth by 2050?

•

The G7 committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by the end of 2021?

•

The NSW Government (in it's Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW June
2020) describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional
economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining?

•

75 percent of Australia's coal is exported to Japan, South Korea and Chine which are following a
world-wide trend to move away from fossil fuels resulting in decreased demand for coal?

I am concerned about the future of our earth and do not wish to support a government which is supporting
global warming, and destruction and pollution of the natural environment. I am also concerned about how
this government's irresponsible actions will affect future generations who will inherit the damage. I don't
understand the government is looking to support something that is economically not viable, against global
energy trends, and clearly destructive to the environment including endangered animals, birds,
waterways, and some unique environmental features.
I do not support coal exploration in this (or any) area.
Please withhold my name from the PRIA submission site.

Yours sincerely,
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Submission to the Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment on proposed exploration for coal in the
Hawkins/Rumker areas.
I object to the proposal for coal exploration in the Hawkins/Rumker region.
We moved to the Ryistone area over 30 years ago to escape the crowding, traffic congestion and
pollution caused by noise, light, industry and vehicles.
The outlook we enjoy now is one of a rural/bushland mosaic, surrounded by wildlife and incredibly
beautiful scenery. There is no overcrowding, very little traffic, very little noise, absolutely gorgeous
night skies where it is so easy to track the planets and constellations as they traverse the heavens.
Do the people calling for jobs in mines realise that they are destroying the livelihoods and lifestyles
of others? Probably not.
Do they care? Probably not.
These areas are still rich in native vegetation and wildlife, due in part to lighter population density
and less intensive forms of agriculture and lack of industry.
There is a great variety of plant communities from pockets of rainforest through tall open forest,
open forest, woodland and heath and rare and unique peat bogs. A number of these are listed as
Threatened Ecological Communities.
The animal life supported by these plant communities is very diverse. On our property we have
recorded 160 species of birds, 17 of these are listed as Threatened species. We host the Threatened
Rosenberg's Goanna extending its north western distribution range. We also have Spotted-tailed
Quolls, again a Threatened Species. It occurs widely over these two regions as do many other
threatened and non- threatened species. The Threatened Small Purple Pea (Swainsona recta) grows
close by.
Koalas also occur widely over the regions.
There are many other threatened species in Hawkins/Rumker that are not on my lists.
My records (and those of a number of other people) of locally occurring species are not on Bionet
Atlas. Any desktop survey covering these regions would be incomplete and inaccurate.
This biodiversity cannot exist successfully just in National Parks. The system of Crown reserves such
as Ferntree Gully, Drayton Valley and Barigan Reserves combine with the national parks and the
private estate to provide sufficient space for its survival.
Recent bushfires decimated large tracts of bushland in Hawkins/Rumker as well as other regions.
Any remaining unburnt habitat needs to be preserved as important habitat to allow wildlife
populations to recover.
Hawkins/Rumker straddle the Great Dividing Range with water flowing into two river systems, the
Cudgegong to the west and the Goulburn to the East.
The system of rivers and creeks will be destroyed by exploration and any subsequent mining activity.
These areas are reliant in many instances on springs emanating from aquifers which absorb the
water penetrating through the light soils.

Whilst many species may not be listed as Threatened, they are living in a very limited range or are on
the edge of their geographical distribution. Reducing and fragmenting these ranges will push many
of these species towards extinction.
The rare peat bogs on Cox's Creek and its tributaries and further upstream near Nullo and Coricudgy
are excellent examples of water reliant ecosystems. The swamps in Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek
also contain plant communities worthy of further research and protection.
Hawkins/Rumker areas are seeing increasing numbers of tourists as they travel through to the
historic towns of Rylstone and Kandos. Ferntree Gully and Dunns Swamp are major attractions.
The stunning cliffs provide a backdrop to the surrounding bush and protruding pagodas.
Increasing numbers of farm stays are helping more traditional accommodation cater for the growing
eco-tourism.
Mining will ruin the ambience of the area and this tourism will die.
The proposed exploration and possible mining cannot be considered as single events but must be
considered in combination with past and future projects. Much of this land has already been cleared
for farms, mining and urbanisation with severe impacts on the landscape and its wildlife. Future
projects will exacerbate the damage already done.
Regardless of whether or not the IPC has been gagged the effects of anthropogenic climate change
has to be considered.
Rip out the vegetation and stored carbon is removed. Whether the coal is burnt here or overseas it
releases greenhouse gasses. Planting a few trees does not compensate.
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 is supposed to "protect, restore and
enhance the quality of the environment and reduce the risks to human health and degradation of
the environment through the prevention of pollution and elimination of harmful wastes."
The Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 aims "maintain a healthy productive and resilient
environment for the greatest wellbeing of the community now and into the future, consistent with
the principles of ecologically sustainable development".
Exploration and mining would seem to fail miserably under both these Acts. Offsets are a farce if
they can be destroyed for the sake of another mining venture.
Environment Minister

recently said

"NSW is home to some of the most unique plants animals and ecosystems in the world, and it is our
responsibility to protect and preserve it for future generations."
We need to start doing this before these things are gone forever.
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Astronomical Society of New South Wales, Inc.
Epping NSW 1710
ABN 51 807 120 936
20 September 2021
To NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Subject: Submission re Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues
Assessment
Your refs: Application Number:
EPBC ID Number:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposed development. The
Astronomical Society of New South Wales (ASNSW) owns and operates Wiruna
Observatory near Ilford, NSW, which is Designated Observatory D03-50 classified
by the Astronomical Society of Australia in recognition of its ongoing contributions
to research, education, and community use. This submission addresses matters
of concern to that observatory and other astronomical observers in the Central
West region.
As you may appreciate, astronomical observatories depend crucially on dark skies
to function. The lighting associated with the proposed exploration and possible
subsequent mining has the potential to cause significant unwanted light spill.
Such glare can illuminate the entire night sky, which could substantially degrade
the ability to conduct astronomical work. Our site could lose much of its national
and international tourist appeal. Light pollution can also have adverse effects on
wildlife.
Specifically, I would like to draw attention to Australian Standard AS4282 on "The
Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting", revised in 2019. It provides
guidelines for planning authorities to ameliorate the effects of light pollution in the
vicinity of observatories.
Regional councils, including Bathurst Regional Council, have been instrumental in
protecting the darkness of our night skies as a major tourism resource through
development of their planning instruments. The Plans have led to councils
improving lighting within their regions. Indeed, Bathurst Regional Council has
been progressively installing full cut-off lighting which eliminates light travelling
upwards and illuminating dust in the atmosphere, thus degrading the darkness of
the night sky.
Further, the Mine Site is noted to be approximately 180km from the Siding Spring
Observatory (SSO) and falls within the Dark Sky Region.
That is a serious situation for observers who are closer to the mine site than the
Australian Astronomical Observatory near Coonabarabran. Our Wiruna
Observatory is approximately 35km from the mine site. We have specifically
located our observatory within the Dark Sky Region, 11km away from the nearest
streetlight, for research reasons and to attract tourism, so that they can observe
the southern night sky uninterrupted by unwanted sky glow that would be
accentuated by dust raised on the mine site.

Recent investigations into the potential for increasing tourism, both national and
international, to the Central West of NSW, concluded that the goal is to "to raise
the profile of NSW and DNCO as a leading destination for Night Skies experiences
which will ultimately drive increased overnight visitation to the region".
These documents are: Astrotourism Night Skies Gap Analysis Report 11 Sept 2019
and the DNOC Night Skies Concept Plan 2020 and generated by SMA Tourism, an
international tourism consulting firm. (Website: www.smatourism.com)
The SMA Tourism authors of the Gap Analysis also put forward the following
argument:
"UNESCO's 2014 thematic initiative 'Astronomy and World Heritage' shows
the close relationship between the observation of the firmament and many
existing heritage tourism sites, cultural landscapes, and monuments which
were reference coordinates of past civilisations. They are places of mystery
and wisdom based on the "knowledge of the stars". The relevance of these
sites, the commemoration of key dates in ancient calendars, and other
intangible and oral manifestations are a still largely untapped resource for
Night Skies tourism."
Thus, these documents identify the potential to increase tourism substantially to
our region. Specifically, the Gap Analysis states, "Night Skies product could
generate more visitors, more spend and more jobs to regions". In this sense,
protecting our night skies has the potential to generate many more and longerlasting opportunities for employment with concomitant contributions to our local
economy than the proposed mine.
I wish for these points to be seriously considered as part of the PRIA. We need
adequate provisions and controls to protect our dark night skies, to ensure that
Australia's highly significant research in astronomy can continue without
destroying the very resource that has made us a world leader. Coupled with the
long-term generation of employment and tourist dollar spend in the region, the
protection of our dark skies is supremely important given that the entirely
renewable resource of our dark night sky is the only one we have with which to
generate this new form of renewable income for many more people.

Yours faithfully,
Trevor Oates
President, Astronomical Society of New South Wales
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

McKellar ACT 2617
17/8/2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons are outlined below.

Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly
represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the government can assure
that any future exploration licenses would include "strict environmental management conditions to protect native
vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values", when their own exploration process
couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for
corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be
community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of the potential
coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for community
consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened
two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who
properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart from this, the only other notification
provided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Olinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these
people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential
release areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in
Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA
process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission Against Corruption findings, which
highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that
public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a
minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more viable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government
describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the
phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other
countries in a worldwide trend and committed to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased
demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just
one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to the region's precious water supplies. The area is rich in natural springs and bores.
Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and
drain underground aquifers. Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River
feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight
bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council
LGA.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek" could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and
Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique'6 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value
of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites,
that are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms
would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs
are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next
five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop investing
or move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan,
Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and
cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on the local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of the roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into
fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery
operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through the towns.

Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel
for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other
crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region and
economic stability.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: Yes
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I am submitting in opposition to the release of land for coal-mining in the beautiful surrounds of
Rylstone and Kandos.
I have been a family visitor to the area since 1998 - nearly twenty-five years. We stay for five or
six times a year for periods from a week-end to weeks over Christmas and Easter.
Since that time I have seen Rylstone and Kandos grow to be a thriving tourist town with
accommodation outlets, winerys, restaurants, olive groves, water activities at Dunguddy,
bushwalking, bird-watching and small tourist shops, including a recently opened local
Indigenous arts and craft shop.
Coal-Mining versus Tourism and Farming: Incompatible industries
I am aghast that the thriving tourist and farming industries would be put at stake for an industry
such as coal mining which has little long-term future over the next fifty years.
Having watched the area grow over the last twenty-five years, there is no doubt that if coalmining prospects were off the table the area will further grow because of its beauty, its
amenities and its vibrant community and loyal tourists who come back over and over.
Another concern in allowing the area to be opened up for coal-mining is putting the local
residents and businesses in limbo. I think they will get worn down at fighting against it, the
prospect of this occurring for the next five years.
I have no doubt that should the area be opened up not even mining starting, but opening up
will see a loss of tourists to the area. They will find alternative places to visit and cultivate.
Likewise for the local businesses they will lose tourists and lose confidence in building a
business around visitor numbers.
-

-
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This image of mining in Cullen Bullen illustrates why mining would be the death of tourism to the
region. Tourists and regular visitors don't want to experience the dust, the destruction of trees,
the lack of birdlife, the noise that mining would bring to the area.
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Submission to the Preliminary Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
Susan Armstrong 18 August 2021

I strongly object to any coal exploration or mining in the Hawkins Rumker potential release areas for
the following reasons:
•

The recent report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has called for
immediate urgent action on climate change. UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said of
the report:
"The alarm bells are deafening and the evidence is irrefutable: Greenhouse emissions from
fossil fuel burning and deforestation are choking our planet and putting billions of people at
immediate risk.
"This report must sound a death knell for coal and fossil fuels, before they destroy our
planet."
Australia must stop investing in coal and focus on renewable energies. Global warming will
lead to sea-level rise, more severe droughts and bush fires. We have already experienced
the terrible fires on the east coast of Australia in 2019-2020 and they are raging in other
parts of the world at this very moment.
The NSW Government needs to show leadership and take responsibility for combating
climate change, not add to the problems by approving more coal mines.

•

The proposed areas border the Wollemi National Park which is part of the Greater Blue
Mountains World Heritage Area. It is not appropriate to be mining coal near a World
Heritage area, particularly one that contains rare plants and animals, including the only wild
population of the Wollemi Pine.

•

The area is one of outstanding natural beauty and is also prime agricultural land which
would be affected by a coal mine.

•

The map shows the Growee River flowing through part of the Rumker area so there may be
some impact on water resources.

•

The potential for coal mining on their properties will cause great distress to some people
who have made their homes there.
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To whom it May Concern,
I'm writing this submission against a mine or even exploration in Rumker and Hawkins area. Allow
me to introduce myself My name is Troy Kernaghan, I live in Rylstone. I first came to the area of
Rylstone in 1998 where I fell in love with the country. I purchased a property in 2001 in the world's
second largest canyon the Capertee Valley. It only took one visit this land is amazing with its natural
rock forms, unbelievable wildlife and flora that is so abundant that it will take a lifetime to view its
splendour.
I am a proud Kamiliaroi man and even though this is Wiradjuri country our people need to stand
proud for Australia because it is being sold of at a fast rate. Mother Earth didn't put these minerals
here for companies to reap her. She is spectacular and she has allowed us as people to live on her
country. She has allowed us to grow crops and graze our farm animals which has taken a toll on her,
but we now are ripping her land apart with mining. We are redirecting her veins which is our water
supply. The droughts that have been happening since 2003 which has seen some of our largest
water supplies nearly dry completely are directly what happens when you change a vein, yes father
sun can be brutal, but he is having help from us diverting systems that used to keep the country
green and plentiful. When we mine for coal or any other minerals, we not just move her veins but
also move her organs such as under water aquifers. These aquifers are lifelines to the land when
drought does hit. Where do you think the trees and animals get the water supply from not a tap?
The amazing trees she grows for our shade and food for our fauna. Some of these tree's date older
than you or I and they don't get a say in what happens to them. They are big a beautiful house for
our many species of fauna from our black cockatoos to our kookaburras. The Koala, which is a
natural treasure, but we treat it like a feral cat that needs to be eradicated because we can expose
our land for the minerals that it has. Our night skies are stunning and have some of the best viewing
in the Rumker and Hawkins area actual in all our areas we should stop light pollution in this area too
like Coonabarabran. If a mine was to develop in this area the light pollution would poison our skies.
Our community would slowly die as the mine progressed through the area where we are a
community of farmers and the mines that were here are now gone but their devastation is still here
and will probably never be cleaned up. We have had exploration in the area of Running Stream
where exploration holes are still there, they were supposed to be filled when the company
completed the job, but some members of the community have spoken how they have just left the
holes open. We have had mines leave mineshafts open on our lovely backdrop mountain Comber
Melon Mountain, they promised to fill these shafts when they left but never did. When we mine our
lands, the land is never put back to its magnificent glory and the trees that grew strong will never
grow as strong again because it doesn't have the minerals to help with their strong roots. The
community of Rylstone and Kandos (twin towns) has become a strong tourism area with the natural
beauties in the area like Dunns Swamp, Ferntree Gully. We have tourism events like The Rylstone
Street feast, Cementa Art festival which is over a weekend. We are working with Mudgee in events
where the first Mudgee Classic bike ride has happened this year with a 30km, 120km and 170km
rides which saw 3000 riders come to the area. Where this ride happens is where the mine is going to
be formed, and people do not want to ride next to a moonscape.
The aboriginal heritage here is amazing and we have many significant sites. We have the baby feet
cave, hand paintings at Dunns Swamp, The Dabee tribe used the red clay from Cudgegong for body
paint.

THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
•

One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.

•

Mines have a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.

•

Even exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supply of water in
creeks and rivers decreases.

•

Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.

•

Coal mining consumes approximately 653 litres for each tonne of coal produced.

•

Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have
destroyed biodiversity in waterways.

•

Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.

•

The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of
the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam.

•

The proposed release areas threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may also be negatively impacted.

•

This region recently came out of a long drought. What will happen in our next drought if
there is a coal mine using so much of our water?

•

Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no
tourism. With what will we fight bushfires?

THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE ANIMALS AND PLANTS:
•

There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological
communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered
species in the Mid-Western Regional Council LGA.

•

Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and
threatened fish species.

•

The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp
Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique and
would be under threat.

•

Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and
negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
•

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and
ceremonial sites, that are at risk.

•

Many of these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Review of
Environmental Factors incorrectly states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local
knowledge pointing to many more sites.

•

Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to
protect these sites.
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SOCIAL & HEALTH IMPLICATIONS:
S

Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining
sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates
for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads.

S

The quality of our roads is already very poor, and they are not suited to increased or heavy
load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into fixing
any traffic issues created by their presence.

S

Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment
and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

S

Coal is likely to be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyors running
through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Air quality would be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining, and transporting coal.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and
negatively impact our mental wellbeing.
The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in violence and
crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic divides form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of
miners who drive up housing and other costs.

THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMY:

•

Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas

•

cover approximately 32,700 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders.
There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and
productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.

•

The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region.
This revenue stays in the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build
the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and
sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft
furnishings, and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with mining:
tourists do not come to see coal mines.

•

Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners,

•

The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%)

however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities is generally not seen.
of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
•

Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few
additional local jobs are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated,
requiring fewer people. Over the next five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4
percent of new jobs across all of Australia.

•

Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as
people stop investing or move away

-

even if the mine ultimately does not get approved.

This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and Bylong.
•

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford,
as they cannot compete with the high wages miners receive.

•

Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the
mines they were dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime,
increase. This is the very reason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on
coal mining in NSW are required.

Just to finish up my submission against the exploration for coal in the Rumker and Hawkins area,
some of my points are from the Rylstone regional coal free community as they have covered a
vast section of points. As a proud aboriginal man, I believe that even giving the rights to explore
would be against our great land our land called Combamolang or Rylstone as it's known now.

I-
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Running Stream 2850
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Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW2124

RUNNING STREAM N5W2850
17 August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal eploration. My reasons are outlined below
lam 62 sears of age and haw been using in Running Stream area for all my life.
lam currentlythe Mce President of the Running Stream Water Users' Association and find it incredulous that the NSW Government can be actisely
promoting greenfeld coal mining sites anywhere in NSW, het alone to areas adjacent to National Parks, in areas oLAboriginal cultural significance
and in prwkmityto our greatest natural resources - WATER.
It is known that BPNPU, Thai owners of Centennial Coal, are no longer willing to undertake new coal mining initiatises as theyare strategically
mosing to renewable sources of electricity.
Why is the NSW Government sponsoring ongoing exploration and exploitation?
The extension to the Angus Place Colliery recognized the damage to groundwater that WOULD hase occurred if the extension was approsed. The
damage to groundwater and subterranean water sources is inexcusable and this eco-sandalism should be abhorred bythe NSW Government, that
should not be endorsing its destruction, or insiting multi-national companies to destroy it. The Hawkins Rumker area is rich in groundwater
sources.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: Yes / No
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes

0599

Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

RUNNING STREAM NSW 2850
17 August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons are outlined below.
I am 62 years of age and have been living in Running Stream area for all my life.
I am currently the Vice President of the Running Stream Water Users' Association and find it
incredulous that the NSW Government can be actively promoting greenfield coal mining sites
anywhere in NSW, yet alone to areas adjacent to National Parks, in areas of Aboriginal cultural
significance and in proximity to our greatest natural resources WATER.
-

It is known that BANPU, Thai owners of Centennial Coal, are no longer willing to undertake new
coal mining initiatives as they are strategically moving to renewable sources of electricity.
Why is the NSW Government sponsoring ongoing exploration and exploitation?
The extension to the Angus Place Colliery recognized the damage to groundwater that WOULD
have occurred if the extension was approved. The damage to groundwater and subterranean
water sources is inexcusable and this eco-vandalism should be abhorred by the NSW
Government, that should not be endorsing its destruction, or inviting multi-national companies to
destroy it. The Hawkins Rumker area is rich in groundwater sources.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: Yes / Ne

Yours sincerely,
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Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mireasons are outlined below.
I am 65 years of age and know the area well having taken high school students on Duke of Edinburgh eeditions through the ainda area for 20
Wars. This was with Chatswood High School which owned the property"rvkirnee "on Nullo Mauntain Rd.
Atrue and proper assessment of mining must in'ole a comprehensive cost benefit comparison between mining and a business as usual model
and is necessarilya huge undertaking. To value financial assets is one thing butto cost or assess loss of amenity, social, physical and mental
health is neatto impossible to calculate.
I mould suggest the following needs to be considered in this assessment
That Coal is a not a sustainable fuel and is on the decline ass fuel.
Vifith climate science telling us there is an over reliance on fossil fuels ,coal's days are numbered as a fuel. The Reserve Bank ofA.jstralia
anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricitygeneration becomes more vable.
Australia exports its coal to countries now committed to moving awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
Flora and Fauna
The area contains a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities, which could be lost.
Aboriginal Heritage
We have a dutyas a nation to protect Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
Impact on local economy
There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose theirwater, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityforthis region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include sineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stayaccommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are now in jeopardy.
Mining requires a specialist workforce. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and seryfew additional local jobs are created. Like many
industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people.
Social & physical and mental health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, are not confined to the boundaries of the coal sites.
The Hunter Valley has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.

0600

Yours sincerely,
Dad Swarts
I agree to the above statement
Yes

0601

Director Energy and Resource Policy,

Parramatta NSW 2124
David John Swarts
Lake Tabouire, NSW
17/8/21

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons are outlined below.
I am 65 years of age and know the area well having taken high school students on Duke of Edinburgh
expeditions through the Olinda area for 20 years. This was with Chatswood High School which owned
the property "Marnee "on Nullo Mountain Rd
A true and proper assessment of mining must involve a comprehensive cost benefit comparison
between mining and a business as usual model and is necessarily a huge undertaking. To value financial
assets is one thing but to cost or assess loss of amenity, social, physical and mental health is next to
impossible to calculate.
I would suggest the following needs to be considered in this assessment
That Coal is a not a sustainable fuel and is on the decline as a fuel.
With climate science telling us there is an over reliance on fossil fuels, coal's days are numbered as a
fuel. The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the longterm as renewable electricity generation becomes more viable.
Australia exports its coal to countries now committed to moving away from fossil fuels, which will result
in decreased demand for coal.
Flora and Fauna
The area contains a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological
communities, which could be lost.
Aboriginal Heritage
We have a duty as a nation to protect Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these
sites.
Impact on local economy

There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive
agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue
stays in the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in
the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay
accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are now in jeopardy.
Mining requires a specialist workforce. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few
additional local jobs are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring
fewer people.

Social & physical and mental health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, are not confined to the boundaries of the coal sites.
The Hunter Valley has some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
Yours sincerely,
David Swarts
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Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me are outlined
below.
Issues with the PRIA Process
There are seven steps in the NSW Government's Strategic Release Framework for Coal and Petroleum
Exploration'. The first step is to consider potential release areas based on initial resource assessments. One
fundamental document in this process is the Review of Environmental Factors (REF). The Hawkins Rumker
Review of Environmental Factors2 is fundamentally flawed, stating there are no known Aboriginal objects or
declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. Had the REF been correct, it is
questionable if the rest of the PRIA process would have followed.
The PRIA process is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the
opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013 3.This included
recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they
only issued notices for community consultation in June 2021. Community consultations were advertised for 29 and
30 July 2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only
people in the region who were notified were landowners whose properties fell within the boundaries of the
exploration zones. Apart from this, the only other notification provided was an advertisement in a newspaper. This
is not notifying the nearly 30004 residents in surrounding areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Claridulla, Lue,
Dabee, Olinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas
when they receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meetings were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in
Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
The recommendations of the Independent Commission Against Corruption investigation reports, Reducing the
opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013 3 aimed to reduce
corruption. There is no transparency in how the Government will weigh and evaluate the submissions during the
PRIA process'.
Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more viable.5 In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining
in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification
of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining5.
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other
countries in a worldwide trend and committed to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased
demand for coal.56
Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores.
Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and
drain underground aquifers .7 8 Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.

Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination. 9, 10 and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways10.
The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The Hawkins-Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing with which to
fight bushfires.
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost.11 12 NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid Western Regional Council
LGA12.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and
Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Cox's Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of
the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage
Australia has been working hard to reconcile it's shocking past history with our First Nations people, the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia. There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within
the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk11. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws do not protect these sites13.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
327,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would
disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen14. The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas15.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs are
created14. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people16. Over the next five
years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia17.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people move out
even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford 18, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as Transitioning Communities dependent on coal mining in NSW5 are required.
Social & health implications

Air, water, soil and noise pollution do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The neighbouring
Hunter Valley, was once renowned for its clean air and beauty, and is now a pollution 'hotspot'19. It has some of the
highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.20 21
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work22. The quality of our roads are generally already very poor and are
not suitable for increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money
into fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery operating
in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks running through
our towns. Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal
can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other
crimes in adjoining communities. 14' 18,23
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region24,
economic stability and devaluing land values.

I have not made any political donations in the last two years. If yes, disclose...........................................
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: No

Sincerely,
Elise Pendall, PhD
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Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me are
outlined below.

I am 22 years of age and have been visiting the area for 22 years.
The Rumker exploration area includes a reserve with a popular walk through gullies filled with tree
ferns and rainforest.

Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly
represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the government can assure
that any future exploration licenses would include "strict environmental management conditions to protect native
vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values", when their own exploration process
couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for
corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be
community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of the potential
coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for community
consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened
two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who
properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart from this, the only other notification
provided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Olinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these
people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential
release areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in
Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA
process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission Against Corruption findings, which
highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that

public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a
minister's wishes.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and
bores. Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can
crack and drain underground aquifers'° ". Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River
feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight
bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council
LGA.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek" could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and
Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique16 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value
of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites,
that are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms
would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.

The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs
are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next
five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop investing
or move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan,
Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and
cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into
fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery
operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel
for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other
crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region 28 and
economic stability.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: Yes / No

Yours sincerely, Karim
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Name
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Submission
Dear Director of Energy and Resources Policy,
I hope this message finds you well. 14/ name is
development in Hawkins and Rumker.

and lam a young Australian writing to wqjress my objection to the proposed coal mine

WIN le the proposed development has short term economic benefits, I believe that the benefits are only short term. In the long term, a coal
exploration project such as this will have severe and lasting impacts on:
- Australia's climate future and international climate commitments
- Nati ve fora and fauna
- Aboriginal culture and heritage
Firstly, the continued appro'al of fossil fuel sources just days after the devastating IPCC report sends strong international signals that Australia
does not care about climate change nor its future. It has been widely acknowledged, bythe IPCC, the International EnergyPQencyand bythe Bank
of England that fossil fuels must stayin the ground if the world is to keep global warming below very dangerous levels. By rejecting new coal
developments such as this, Australia will be able to send the strong political signals in support of climate action.
Neat, the development threatens almost 7,000 hectares of potentially threatened ecological communities, 22 threatened fauna species and six
threatened fora species. This has been supported by NSW Lock the Gate coordinator Georgina Woods, who said that manyof the species
(including koalas, spotted-tailed quolls and the critical ly endangered regent honeyeater) are "at the brink of eatinction and can't withstand any
further loss of their habitat"
And finally, mining within the selected area could significantly damage structural integrity of45 Aboriginal heritage sites. Aboriginal heritage is
Australian heritage, and it is important to recognise and protect this part of our culture and history. Fstsmbem of the local aboriginal community have
also stated that "It just adds another lay of trauma on top of what our people have suffered if these destructive practices continue."
Thank you for taking the time to consider mysubmission. To protect Australia's future, please do not approve this development.
Kind regards,
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Dear Director of Energy and Resources Policy,

I hope this message finds you well. My name is

and I am a young Australian writing to

express my objection to the proposed coal mine development in Hawkins and Rumker.

While the proposed development has short term economic benefits, I believe that the benefits are
only short term. In the long term, a coal exploration project such as this will have severe and lasting
impacts on:
-

Australia's climate future and international climate commitments

-

Native flora and fauna

-

Aboriginal culture and heritage

Firstly, the continued approval of fossil fuel sources just days after the devastating IPCC report sends
strong international signals that Australia does not care about climate change nor its future. It has
been widely acknowledged, by the IPCC, the International Energy Agency and by the Bank of England
that fossil fuels must stay in the ground if the world is to keep global warming below very dangerous
levels. By rejecting new coal developments such as this, Australia will be able to send the strong
political signals in support of climate action.

Next, the development threatens almost 7,000 hectares of potentially threatened ecological
communities, 22 threatened fauna species and six threatened flora species. This has been supported
by NSW Lock the Gate coordinator Georgina Woods, who said that many of the species (including
koalas, spotted-tailed quolls and the critically endangered regent honeyeater) are "at the brink of
extinction and can't withstand any further loss of their habitat."

And finally, mining within the selected area could significantly damage structural integrity of 45
Aboriginal heritage sites. Aboriginal heritage is Australian heritage, and it is important to recognise
and protect this part of our culture and history. Members of the local aboriginal community have
also stated that 'It just adds another lay of trauma on top of what our people have suffered if these
destructive practices continue."

Thank you for taking the time to consider my submission. To protect Australia's future, please do not
approve this development.

Kind regards,
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0609

Hawkins & Rumker Preliminary Resource Issues Assessment
Submission
From David & Tracy Clarke
Ryistone NSW
16/8/2021

Tracy & David Clarke own and operate a beef cattle enterprise on their 1200
Ha property Mt Brace with their son Jonathon. Jonathon and Brie and their 3
sons (6th generation) also live on the property. This land has been held by the
family since 1887 as David's great grandfather William Lee Brown was the first
person to be granted title to this property. It is hoped that it will continue in
the family for generations to come.
Our mission statement is; to grow the best beef possible sustainably.
We manage our natural resources, land and water to provide quality EU
accredited Angus beef cattle to Feedlots and Supermarkets.
Having a clean environment is critical to our production systems and for
satisfying our commitment to our customers.
The risk to our business posed by a possible coal mine nearby is very real if
such a project should proceed. We have limited access to surface water as our
land lies between both Cox's Creek and Cudgegong River but does not touch
either. We rely on dams mainly with support from our bores and wells. Our
concern is that water aquifers feeding our limited supply could be
compromised.
We believe the risk from air and water pollution, noise and dust, disruption of
Cox's Creek and loss of amenity would compromise the continuation of our
business. Cox's Creek should be excluded from the Rumker exploration area. It
is far too fragile and complex to risk large scale mining activity.

In fact we would be happier if the spectre of exploration licences went away. It
is placing unwanted additional stress and anxiety on many in our community
including a number of families living on and about Cox's Creek.
We fail to see how the short term boom from a Thermal Coal Mine should outweigh the long term commitment to our district shown by our family and the
many others farming families here.
We are told that coal as an energy source will come to end in coming decades,
why jeopardise an industry with a long future like agriculture?
We would be directly affected should the PRIA process be extended to
Ganguddy-Kelgoola. We strongly believe that any ideas to include GanguddyKelgoola in a future PRIA should be rejected.
In short there should be no open cut coal mine considered in near Rylstone
and no underground coal mining in and around Cox's Creek.

We thankyou for the opportunity allowing us to express some of our concerns
in this submission.

David Clarke
Tracy Clarke
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,

Parramatta NSW 2124

David Hufton
,
Helensburgh 2508.

17 August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Coal
exploration is a precursor to coal mining and must be stopped. My reasons
and/or how it will impact me are outlined below.

I am 59 years old and a conservationist, bushwalker and have visited this area
for over 40 years at Dunn's swamp, Mt Coricudgy and parts of the Rumker
Hawkins forest, creek pagoda ecosystems.
The Hawkins, Rumker proposed coal leases should not go ahead as these coal
mines would destroy aquifers, cause massive toxic coal dust and run the risk
of coal spillages of toxic waste into local creeks and rivers in the Rumker
Hawkins proposed coal lease areas. The UNESCO Wollemi National Park would
also be damaged by the coal dust pollution and forest loss, coal mine
destruction on the border of the park. Dunn's Swamp National Park section
would have its water supply threatened with underground aquifers and creeks
damaged by open cut or underground coal mining and mine pollution
spillages of toxic mine waste water.
The jobs from clean, green Rylstone valley tourism and agriculture would be
threatened by the proposed Rumker, Hawkins coal leases and eventual coal

mines by toxic coal dust pollution and aquifer, creek damage from the
Hawkins Rumker coal leases and eventual coal mines.
No new coal mines should be approved in NSW as the future global
environmental health of NSW and the planet is at a plus 1.5 degrees celcius
global warming tipping point and new coal mines threaten an increase in
global average temperature above 1.5C which threatens a massive climate
cost of hotter Australian temperatures, dryer years, more catastrophic fires
and floods in Australia.
NSW and Australia cannot afford the climate change risk of increased 2.2
million tonnes of carbon dioxide from these two new coal mines(Rumker and
Hawkins)
The forests on Rumker, Hawkins proposed coal leases contain Aboriginal
cultural heritage(Cave art sites, groove sites)and pristine invaluable
ecosystems(pagodas, valleys, forests) that buffer and protect the Wollemi
UNESCO National Park. Rumker and Hawkins coal leases should be converted
to National Park estate to safeguard the forest ecosystems.
New coal leases would threaten the environmental health of Wollemi
National Park and the health of the people living on Rylstone valley farms,
tourism properties and residents of local towns eg Rylstone. Dust pollution
from coal mines causes air born pollution and reduces life expectancy and
increases asthma and disease in residents within 50kms ... Its toxic and harmful
to the Wollemi National Park too.
The proposed Rumker, Hawkins Coal leases would produce 2.2 million tonnes
of toxic carbon dioxide emissions. An alternative to this mad proposal is a
green energy clean tourism hub in the Rylstone area promoting
environmental sustainability and healthy lifestyles. Local and NSW people
want clean, green energy such as solar and battery storage not new toxic coal
mines.
This mad, bad coal lease(Rumker, Hawkins) and mine proposal threatens the
growing clean tourism industry jobs, UNESCO Wollemi National Park and the
healthy lifestyles of Rylstone valley residents. Clean renewable energy is
cheaper and does not come with the planet killing costs of 2.2 million deadly
tonnes of carbon emissions that will accelerate Australian climate change
above 1.5 Degrees Celcius that endangers Australian agriculture and health of
all Australians.

The NSW government has been undertaking a number of positive
measures as part of it's NSW Energy Roadmap initiatives. I have been
horrified to discover all the emissions reductions achieved as a result of
these innovative measures are being wiped out by continued reliance
on outdated, polluting technology. Recently approved coal and gas
projects have combined scope I and 2 emissions equal to all savings
from the NSW Renewable Energy Infrastructure Roadmap.
Australia's annual emissions are now approximately 528 million tonnes
of carbon dioxide. If the Hawkins-Rumker coal release area' is mined it
will release four times that amount 2.2 billion tonnes. This is
unacceptable. We should not be sacrifice our land(Wollemi National
Park and adjacent Rumker, Hawkins-forest, ecosytems), and climate to
an aging, polluting industry. Yesterday Australian steel making giant
Bluescope announced it was committed to a net zero emissions target
for its scope I and scope 2 emissions, and will focus on longer term
solutions such as green hydrogen.1 Andrew "Twiggy" Forrest has
announced Fortesque will be moving to green hydrogen supplied by
renewables by 2023, and has said that coal's days are "either over or
numbered". He is investing $1 billion in new technology and building a
hydrogen fuelled power station at Port Kembla.
-

The Hawkins Rumker proposed coal mines should not go ahead as coal
has become a stranded international financial asset that will be taxed by
import countries(ed European Union) to impose carbon taxes on
inefficient and uneconomic coal production. New coal mines such as
Rumker and Hawkins which are bad investments by the NSW
government. The NSW government should invest in a solar energy hub
and or large battery storage in the Rylstone valley not toxic, dirty coal
mines.
Issues with the PRIA Process

The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally
flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it
also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal
places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the
government can assure that any future exploration licenses would include
"strict environmental management conditions to protect native vegetation,

fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values", when their
own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the
opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of coal
resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community
consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has
been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a
year, however they only issued notices for community consultation in June
2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the
portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June 2021.
The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who
properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart from this,
the only other notification provided were one-off advertisements in a few
newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in surrounding
areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Olinda and
Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of potential new
coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release
areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50
people, with one of these to be held in Mudgee. How could this possibly be a
real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the
submissions during the PRIA process. The Government has not agreed to
make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission
Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in
providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that public
officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change
recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources

The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand
to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation becomes more
viable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in
June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the
phase-out of thermal coal mining. NSW needs to phase out all new coal mines
now. No new coal mines in NSW.
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These
countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and committed
to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal
generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states
the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to
one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This
area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can have
significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack
and drain underground aquifers'°'11. Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and
have destroyed biodiversity in waterways.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper
catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone
Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and
Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may also be negatively impacted.

Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no
agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered
ecological communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293
threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council LGA.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of
fish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek 16 could be lost.
The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is
thoroughly unique 16 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one
and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage area on our
doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas,
including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a nation
to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are
inadequate to protect these sites.

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal
release areas cover approximately 32,000 ha of land and would directly affect
180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would

disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug
up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability
for this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local businesses.
Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short
stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and
knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with mining:
tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign)
owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities is
generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines
and very few additional local jobs are created. Like many industries, mining is
becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next five years,
mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of
Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing
businesses as people stop investing or move away even if the mine
ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan,
Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no
longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income
from the mines they were dependent on; and unemployment and associated
issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason strategies such as
transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications

Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the
coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of
the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and
rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to and
from work. The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area
have been loath to put money into fixing any traffic issues created by their
presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy
earthmoving equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution
from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse,
violence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress
about the threat to their region 28 and economic stability.
Threats to Wollemi National Park from 8 new coal mining leases(including
Rumker, Hawkins proposed coal leases)
The NSW Government has announced exploration & development of new
coal mine leases in State Forests bordering Wollemi National Park a UNESCO
area.
As part of the NSW Government 2020 Coal Strategy eight new areas for coal
exploration have been identified four on the borders of Wollemi National

Park. Areas in NSW coal regions available and excluded from future coal
exploration and mining
The negative impacts to biodiversity from forest loss and coal mining would
be catastrophic to the ecosystems and environmental values of the Greater
Blue Mountains World Heritage Area(Wollemi Section).
Ganguddy-Kelgoola
"Ganguddy-Kelgoola" is one of the proposed coal leases bordering the
Wollemi National Park and Wilderness Area and covers a nationally significant
area of forest in Coricudgy State Forest.
The forest is home to nationally listed threatened species including the
critically endangered regent honeyeater, endangered glossy black-cockatoo
and the endangered spotty tailed quoll.
Ganguddy-Kelgoola coal exploration area includes the catchment for
Wollemi Creek, the Cudgegong river, Widden Brook, Coricudgy & Blackwater
creeks. The Cudgegong River catchment which includes Rollen Creek montane
peat swamp has rare, unique national heritage listed plants such as
Eucalyptus camphora subs. camphora and sphagnum bogs. These ancient,
pristine creeks & rivers that contain unique sandstone pagodas, gorges and
mountain tops would be exposed to toxic runoff from coal mining, coal dust
pollution and destroyed by open cut mining.
The potential coal leases also surround Ganguddy- Dunn's Swamp, a
significant site to the Aboriginal peoples. New coal mines could cause Dunn's
swamp to lose significant amounts of ground water potentially be polluted
from coal mining toxic spillages.
With the local wildlife and biodiversity devastated by 2019, 2020 Gosper's
Mountain mega fire, its critically important that we protect our wild places
and native animals from coal expansion.

The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area(Wollemi) has no buffer
zones and is at risk of these coal mines being constructed right up to its
borders- an unacceptable risk to this globally significant UNESCO park.
Some of these sites identified for coal mines including Coricudgy State Forest
are currently being assessed by the Australian Heritage Commission to
inscribe them on the national Heritage List as a step towards including them in
the World Heritage Area itself.
Areas at risk of coal mining such as Coricudgy State Forest are of World
Heritage Value and should be treated as such.
Climate Change Imoacts:
Australia is a country that is experiencing large scale, dangerous climate
change impacts from human induced global warming(1.2 celcius, average,
global temperature rise)(lPCC) from burning fossil fuels and 7.5 million
hectares of forests burnt in the 2019, 2020 bushfires. This threatens
planetary and human heath with 50 degrees celcius summer heat waves
becoming 'normal'.
Our planet teeters on a climate change 'tipping point' where new coal mines
could tip our planet to out of control climate change impacts.
NSW should not deforest high conservation value state forests for coal mining
that buffer UNESCO Wollemi National Park.
Australia does not need more coal resources as cheaper more efficient
renewables are displacing the need for coal fired power. Coal is the most
significant single contribution to the climate crisis. Extreme weather events
area directly caused by a warming world due to mining & burning fossil fuels
triggering unprecedented storms, floods, droughts, heatwaves and fires. NSW
lost 2.7 million hectares of National Parks(37% of total) & 830,000 hectares of
native State Forests in the 2019, 2020 bushfires.
The NSW Government should adopt a precautionary approach to NSW State
Forests and cancel the development of coal exploration and mining in the

eight areas identified by the NSW Coal Strategy & add Coricudgy State forest
to the NSW National Park estate because it contains World Heritage values.
A moratorium on logging in the other 7 forests coal exploration areas should
occur. Coal exploration areas(state forests) on the borders of Wollemi
National Park should be considered as additions to Wollemi National Park
(Kelgoola-Ganguddy, Rumker, Giants Creek, Hawkins)
Urgent action is needed to cancel these new coal leases. Global warming and
its extreme global temperature impacts will accelerate & threaten the health,
safety of all Australians. For a safe, liveable climate we need to keep fossil
fuels in the ground & transition away from coal mining to clean energy hubs.
The State Forests that buffer Wollemi National Park have a higher biodiversity
value as conservation forests, are internationally significant as potential
UNESCO National Parks and new coal mining sets NSW on a dangerous
climate path.
Keith Muir of the Colong Foundation says of Coricudgy State Forest(Kelgoola)
"It's a spectacular landscape that should not be mined for coal ever. Those
days of coal mining are gone forever"
Haydn Washington (ecologist) says "Coricudgy State Forest was
recommended for addition to wilderness in the original assessment by the
Greater Blue Mountains Heritage Advisory Committee because of significant
national wilderness qualities. Coal deposits in Kelgoola-Ganguddy coal lease
are high ash content, inefficient in energy quantity and highly polluting. It
would be madness to consider coal mining on the western border of Wollemi
National Park because of the potential climate change emission risk of new
coal mines and of the high, conservation significance of Coricudgy State
Forest" "Regional, renewable energy hubs are a better energy strategy rather
than new, highly polluting coal mines"(Washington)
Economic ImDacts:
The "Great Koala National Park: economic impact assessment &
environmental benefit analysis"(Newcastle University, www.hrf.com.au/gknp)

demonstrates that converting high biodiversity state forests to National Parks
has a more important economic and biodiversity value than using state forests
for forest production or coal mining.
The University of Newcastle Study found that the proposed Great Koala
National Park would add 175,000 hectares of state forests to a new national
park. The new park would generate additional regional economic output of
$1.2 billion over 15 years and $1.7 billion in biodiversity value. A new Koala
National Park would generate 9,800 additional full time jobs.
Thus adding Coricudgy State Forest to Wollemi National Park would create
thousands of additional sustainable new tourism jobs, tens of millions of
biodiversity economic value for the long term & boost Rylstone -Mt
Coricudgy(Wollemi) region visitor numbers. There is more economic &
biodiversity value in converting these eight coal leases to National Parks
rather than deforesting them for coal mines.
Take action to cancel these new toxic coal mines(Rumker, Hawkins,
Ganguddy-Kelgoola threatening Wollemi National Park.
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Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Exploration will lead to coal mining. As a person
who fully understands the severe impact that burning fossil fuels is having on our environment I am totally
opposed to any more coal mines being opened.
I am 60 years of age and have been living in the Blue Mountains NSW for 10 years. We are experiencing worse
and worse bushfires due to climate change. The unprecedented fires of 2019/2020 are a case in point. With the
horrific fires currently blazing in Peru, Italy, Turkey and Greece I find myself filled with trepidation at what this
coming bushfire season will mean for us in Australia. We are lucky we didn't lose our home in those
unprecedented fires but we may not be so lucky next bushfire season.
Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly
represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. I would question that and I would also question
how the process of granting licences won't be open to decision making that won't take into account the effects
this exploration and ultimately mining will have on flora and fauna and Aboriginal sacred sites. It seems to me if
there is money to be made, any thoughts of conserving our flora and fauna or Aboriginal sites goes right out of the
window.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for
corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be
community consultation. However, leaving it to the last minute —June 2021 to advise people what is being
proposed and giving them a right to reply or any involvement in consultation processes is obviously a deliberate
ploy to ensure that not everyone some 3,000 people in the surrounding areas who will be affected by this will
get a chance to have their say or be part of any consultative process. To me this smacks of rail roading people
into something without their informed consent or right of protest. Obviously hoping for a fait accompli as it will
be too late to protest once the licences for exploration are granted.
-

Furthermore, capping consultations at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mudgee. How
could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people? Not to
mention people being advised to stay at home during Covid Iockdown how is this going to give people who will
be affected a fair go at having their voices heard?
-

There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA
process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission Against Corruption findings, which
highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that
public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a

minister's wishes. Sports rorts and promised car parks being two cases in point where there was zero transparency
and pork barrelling was the order of the day. What makes me think this process and decision making will be any
less corrupt?

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more viable. Scott Morrison has said himself recently on the TV that
China is burning too much fossil fuels. Well, hello but who is selling it to them to burn, if not Australia? The
argument that if we don't sell it to them, someone else will just doesn't wash when the planet is in such dire crisis
with climate change.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government
describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the
phase-out of thermal coal mining. This proposed coal exploration flies in the face of this statement.
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other
countries in a worldwide trend and committed to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased
demand for coal, so why the heck are we opening up more mines?
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just
one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and
bores. Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can
crack and drain underground aquifers10'11• Once the water is gone, it is lost forever. We cannot afford this to
happen. Already we have seen severe droughts with farmers going off the land as the struggle to keep livestock
and crops alive is too much.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways. We have all seen the massive fish kill on the news from contaminated water. When is enough,
enough?
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River
feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight
bushfires with. No water, no life, no planet. You cannot drink coal.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council
LGA.

Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek" could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and
Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique'6 and would be under threat. Wetlands are
the start of life. We cannot afford to lose wetlands and swamps.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value
of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites,
that are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites. Demolishing them and then saying 000ps my
bad after the act will not wash. It has happened once, it must never happen again.
-

Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms
would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs
are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next
five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia. So please don't try
playing the old jobs and growth aspect of it. It doesn't wash.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop investing
or move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan,
Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive. FIFO workers are no good for the local economy and put terrible
pressure on the people who already live in those areas. It might be fine and dandy for those who have spare
dollars to buy up all the housing and rent it to FIFO workers but what about the rest of the locals? Those who
rent and will have nowhere to live as FIFO workers can afford to pay the higher rents that landlords will inevitably
demand?
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and
cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into
fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery
operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel
for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other
crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region 28 and
economic stability.
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Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons are outlined below.
I am 53 years old and have been visiting the area for 25 years.
The below points are I think very strong reasons to stand against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly
represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the government can assure
that any future exploration licenses would include "strict environmental management conditions to protect native
vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values", when their own exploration process
couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for
corruption in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be
community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of the potential
coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for community
consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened
two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who
properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart from this, the only other notification
provided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Olinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these
people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential
release areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in
Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA
process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission Against Corruption findings, which
highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that
public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a
minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
There is no good economic reason to be going down the road of mining thermal coal!
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more viable.

Water
There is way too much risk to the areas water sources!
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and
bores. Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can
crack and drain underground aquifers'°'
Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River
feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight
bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
The potential loss of endangered flora and fauna is too great a risk to take.
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council
LGA.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek" could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and
Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique'6 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value
of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites,
that are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.

Impact on current local economy
The loss of local agricultural land and the very real risk of losing their water would be disastrous for the area.
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms
would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs
are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next
five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop investing
or move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan,
Wollar and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were
dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason
strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications
The polution and subsequent health implications of coal mines are well documented.
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and
cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into
fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery
operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through our towns.

Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel
for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other
crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region 28 and
economic stability.
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17 August 2021
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I write to express mystrong opposition to NSWgceernment's proposed coal esploration of Hawkins Rumker.
lam a 36 year old female who has been visiting this region on a regular basis for the past five hears. During mytrips to this area, it has become
apparent to me how precious the region's water supplies are.
The Hawkins Rumker has been devastated by a long drought from which it has only recenflyrecosered -the fact that the R1stone Dam catchment
is in the proposed exploration areas defies logic.
The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Rtitstone Dam and Wndamere Dam The proposed release areas
threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rtstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; with water tow to M.idgee also negatively impacted.
Australia is not known for its abundance of water— and it is unfathomable how the NSWgceemment could be considering taking an action which
would undermine the water supplyof an entire region.
Eaploratorydrilling can crack and drain underground aquifers -the result being the supplyof water in creeks and rivers decreased. This cannot be
reclaimed; once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
If coal mining proceeds, open cut and underground coal mines will also cause water contamination and destroy biodeersityin waterways.
Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rob substrate and lower water tables.
It is clear then that any proposed coal mqloration will have a traumatic impact on the region's precious water supplies.
Water is our country's most precious resource; not easilygained but veryeasily lost I implore the NSWgosemment to see reason. As our climate
becomes increasingly hotter and drier, our water supplies will even more scarce. We do not have the luxury of abundant water supplyto take such a
gamble.
In addition to the impact on the region's water supply, the proposed coal exploration will have a devastating impact on the local environment and
economy— and for very little gain. There is a declining global demand for coal (and therefore royalties for the NSWgovernment).
In short, there is zero benefit for all involved, save for the vested political interests of a few.
I urge the NSWgovernment to stop this coal mploration We need bold action and courageous conviction. The NSWgovernment has already
committed to net zero carbon emissions by 2050.1 implore you to allow your actions to reflect this commitment and to protect the Hawkins Rumker
mater supplies for future generations.
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW 2124

Kensington NSW 2033
2 August 2021
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I write to express my strong opposition to NSW government's proposed coal exploration of Hawkins Rumker.
I am a 36 year old female who has been visiting this region on a regular basis for the past five years. During my
trips to this area, it has become apparent to me how precious the region's water supplies are.
The Hawkins Rumker has been devastated by a long drought from which it has only recently recovered
that the Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas defies logic.

-

the fact

The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere
Dam. The proposed release areas threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and
Clandulla; with water flow to Mudgee also negatively impacted.
Australia is not known for its abundance of water and it is unfathomable how the NSW government could be
considering taking an action which would undermine the water supply of an entire region.
-

Exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers the result being the supply of water in creeks and
rivers decreased. This cannot be reclaimed; once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
-

If coal mining proceeds, open cut and underground coal mines will also cause water contamination and destroy
biodiversity in waterways. Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rob substrate and lower water
tables.
It is clear then that any proposed coal exploration will have a traumatic impact on the region's precious water
supplies.
Water is our country's most precious resource; not easily gained but very easily lost. I implore the NSW
government to see reason. As our climate becomes increasingly hotter and drier, our water supplies will even
more scarce. We do not have the luxury of abundant water supply to take such a gamble.
In addition to the impact on the region's water supply, the proposed coal exploration will have a devastating
impact on the local environment and economy and for very little gain. There is a declining global demand for
coal (and therefore royalties for the NSW government).
-

In short, there is zero benefit for all involved, save for the vested political interests of a few.
I urge the NSW government to stop this coal exploration. We need bold action and courageous conviction. The
NSW government has already committed to net zero carbon emissions by 2050. I implore you to allow your
actions to reflect this commitment and to protect the Hawkins Rumker water supplies for future generations.
Yours sincerely,
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I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal esploration. M' reasons and/or hom it will impact me are outlined below.
Issues with the PRIA Process
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not comedy represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that any future exploration licenses would indude "strict ensironmental management conditions to
protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communityalues" ,when their own ruploration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Enironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumkerfor a tear, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were adsertised for 29 and 30 July2021, Wt the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the ruploration cones. Apart
from this, the only other notification pro'Jded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifyng the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rt4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. V\thyis itthatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receive their mater from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of50 people, with one of these to be held in Mdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in howthe Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Go'ernment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyasailable prior to its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in prouding frank and independent adice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain sulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more vable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Esploration and Mining in NSWreleased in June 2020, the NSWGosernmentdescribes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This tear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation byend of 2021
The International EnergyAgency Roadmap for the global energysector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by2040,
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Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers i 0, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodisersity in waterways.

The R4stone Dam catchment lain the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
R1stone Dam and Wndawere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supply for the towns of R4stone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Fvtidgee may also be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushitres with.
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cons Creek is thoroughly unique lti and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negati vely impact on the value of the amaring World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Signitl cant sites have alreadybeen destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately 32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include 'Jneyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and nsryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next fe years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the esting businesses as people atop investing or move away— even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, VViillar and Bylong.
The cost of lising, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the aeryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring HunterValleyis now a pollution 'hotapot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NOW
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaye'ehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heayeload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put money into fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and sibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmoang equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported outon trains and trucks running through ourtowna.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dustand associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, Alolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are alreadybeing felt as people experience amcetyand stress about the threat to their region28 and economic stability.
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Emily Bullock
3/51 Bay St
Glebe
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Director Energy and Resource Policy,

Parramatta NSW 2124

Emily Bullock

Glebe
17/08/2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and/or how it will impact me are outlined
below.

Issues with the PRIA Process

The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly
represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal
places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the government can assure that any future
exploration licenses would include "strict environmental management conditions to protect native vegetation,
fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" when their own exploration process couldn't get it
right.
,

The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption
in the state's management of coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community
consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of the potential coal release
areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for community consultation in June
2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened
two weeks before this on 14 June 2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who
properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart from this, the only other notification provided
were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in surrounding
areas on Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Olinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people
would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release
areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in
Mudgee. How could this possibly be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?

There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA
process. The Government has not agreed to make the report on the PRIA outcomes publicly available prior to its
submission to Cabinet. This is also contrary to the Independent Commission Against Corruption findings, which
highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and noted that public
officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's
wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energy sources

The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more viable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government
describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the
phase-out of thermal coal mining

Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other
countries in a worldwide trend and committed to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased
demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just
one fifth of current levels by 2040, and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores.
Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and
drain underground aquifers'°'11 Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversity in
waterways.
The Rylstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River
feeds into the water supplies of Rylstone Dam and Windamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas
threaten the water supply for the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mudgee may
also be negatively impacted.
Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight
bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be
lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Mid-Western Regional Council LGA.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish
species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek" could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and
Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique" and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value
of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that
are at risk. We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately
32,000 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would
disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in
the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include
vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with
mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow on to local
businesses and local communities is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they
only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs
are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next five
years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the existing businesses as people stop investing or
move away even if the mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar
and Bylong.
-

The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot
compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines they were dependent
on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason strategies such as
transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSW are required.

Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratory and
cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase
from mine workers travelling to and from work. The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not
suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into
fixing any traffic issues created by their presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment and machinery
operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and by coal being transported out on trains and trucks
running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel
for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other crimes
in adjoining communities.

Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxiety and stress about the threat to their region 2' and
economic stability.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRIA submission site: No

Yours sincerely,

Emily Bullock

Glebe

